
Patricia Anne JONES, Director, Human Resources DivisiOn, Queensland Police Service,

states:-

I have held the position of Director, Human Resources Division, with the Queensland

Police Service since December 2008. Prior to that I was the Manager of the Human

Resource Management Branch for a period of two years responsible for a range of units

including police recruiting, workforce modelling and allocation and transfer of officers. This

role involved meeting government targets for employment and deployment of police

together with managing organisational and political expectations in relation to availability of

staff.

Prior to these appointments I held a range of positions within the QPS including Business

Manager (Corporate Services) and HR Manager in both regional and specialist areas.

Prior to commencing with the Queensland Police Service in the early 1990s I held

specialist HR positions with the Northern Territory Government.

As Director, Human Resources Division my objective is the implementation of human

resource strategies and priorities complementary to and consistent with the mission and

objectives of the Queensland Police Service, relevant policies of the Queensland

Government and strategic directions for Australasian policing.

My role involves providing expert and independent strategic human resources advice to

the senior executive.

The Human Resources Division exists to support the delivery of policing services by

effectively attracting, selecting, training, deploying, managing, developing and retaining

employees of the Service.

It is essentially concerned with ensuring the Service's human resources are appropriately

distributed to meet its core service delivery responsibilities, are appropriately skilled to

deliver those services and enjoy a high quality of work-life in doing so.

The Human Resources Division comprises four branches, namely:-
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Human Resource Management Branch - responsible for co-ordinating strategic HR

planning and for implementing strategies and policies to attract, select, deploy and retain

staff throughout the Service.

Human Resource Development Branch - responsible for enhancing the professional

and operational capability of the QPS through education and training.

Industrial Relations Branch - responsible for negotiating and developing EBA's with

unions, employees and employee representatives having coverage in the QPS and

providing advice on industrial relations and award matters to all levels of Service

management.

Organisational Safety and Wellbeing - responsible for leading the continual

development of a safe, positive and caring QPS working environment through employee

engagement, wellbeing and health, safety and injury management.

In response to items raised within the Schedule, the issues I can address are as follows:-

Whether current recruitment and screening practices are sufficient to ensure

unsuitable persons are not appointed as police officers and the barriers to ensuring

recruitment and screening practices are effective in this reqard

The QPS is firmly committed to ensuring all police officers display the highest levels of

ho nesty, integ rity, eth ical cond uct, professional ism and accou ntabi I ity.

Extensive background checking of applicants was first introduced by the QPS following the

Fitzgerald Inquiry. The Fitzgerald Report commented that police stand at the threshold of

the criminal justice system. Entry to that threshold is via police recruit employment and

our police recruitment standards and practices act as the critical 'gatekeeper'.

There remain strong incentives for the QPS to use pre-employment screening and

selection tools that reduce the proportion of new police officers likely to engage in

misconduct.
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The importance of ethical conduct and the link to public confidence is highlighted in

recruitment material for both police officers and staff members.

In comparison with other Australian policing jurisdictions, QPS currently has some of the

most rigorous recruiting and training standards. A comparison of entry and training

standards is attached at

Pre-employment checks include a range of background checks, panel interviews,

psychological assessments, and vetting procedures. The integrity of successful applicants

remains under close scrutiny throughout the Police Recruit Operational Vocational

Education (PROVE) Program.

The process is as follows:-

1. Criminal history check
v

2.Iraffic history check
v

3. Previous employer check
v

4. Present residence check
v

5. Employer and referee checks
v

6. Police referee checks
v

7. Panel interview
v

8. Psychological testing and interview
v

9. Fingerprint checks
v

10. Police Gazette
v

11. ESC vetting (ex and cunent QPS staff)
v

12. CMC vetting
v

13. BCI (OUID) vetting
v

14. ADF or Corective Services vetting (if
applicable)

a,

The Integrity Commiftee considers all
available information and makes a decision
on whether to reject or accept the applicant

Conducted before the psychometric testing
and panel interview

Interviews are part of the integrity-screening
process as interviewers may ask applicanb
about their criminal or traffic history. The
Selection Committee is notified about any
information disclosed during the interview that
raises concerns about an applicant's integrity.

Conducted after the psychometric testing and
oanel interview

Although individual integrity is shaped by multiple factors, rigorous applicant screening

during the selection process better assists the QPS to implement integrity-enhancing

strategies during the subsequent stages of police officers' employment. From a financial
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standpoint, it is also more cost-effective to exclude unsuitable applicants during the initial

selection process rather than having to manage future employee issues.

The QPS employs professional occupational psychologists in the Recruiting Section under

the supervision of a Principal Occupational Psychologist who are responsible for

psychometric testing/interviewing applicants who have elevated results or results outside

the norms. The Principal Occupational Psychologist provides extensive advice to the

Selection Committee on reasons for exclusions and has significant expertise in this field.

The QPS has used a set of psychometric tests to select police recruits for many years,

however only a very narrow measure of normal personality was used prior to 2008.

ln 2007, I commissioned Drake International to review the existing psychometric testing

battery and recommend testing benchmarks. A copy of their report is attached at

NrFlrllrilErm

Psychometric testing has a dual function to screen out unsuitable individuals (eg. those

displaying undesirable characteristics such as poor person-job fit and clinical

psychopathology and screen in suitable individuals (eg those displaying desirable

characteristics such as high cognitive ability, emotional resilience, self-control, rule-

consciousness, etc).

Compared to the selection practices of the 1990s, the QPS now utilises an extensive and

all-encompassing battery of psychometric measures to assess cognitive ability, normal

personality and abnormal personality. Many of the personality and psychopathology

factors - which were introduced into the QPS' selection process in 2008 - are theoretically

and empirically linked to the construct of integrity, the most noteworthy including:

Rule-consciousness

Emotional stability

Perfectionism

Warmth

Sensitivity

Drug and alcohol problems

Antisocial features (antisocial behaviour, egocentricity, stimulus-seeking)
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Bo rd erline personality featu res (self-harm, negative relatio nsh ips)

lrritability

Resentment

Aggression

One of the personality questionnaires completed by applicants contains transparent items

that are designed to extract information about an individual's honesty, criminal history, and

personal attitudes about dishonest or deviant behaviour (eg drug abuse, theft, or

vandalism/destruction of property) as well as prior involvement in such behaviours.

Integrity screening of applicants has been significantly enhanced in recent years and

comprises far more than the traditional background checks and self reported data. The

current panel interview and psychological assessment process both assess an applicant's

level of integrity.

Part of the selection process comprises a structured panel interview. Panel members ask

applicants specific questions to assess the essential selection criteria of "integrity''.

Members of the community are included on the panel. Samples of such questions are at

matilftErtc.

A matter such as dishonesty in relation to completion of the recruit application form (eg.

regarding background, medical conditions, work history) or unacceptable conduct during

recruit training (eg. fraternisation, plagiarism, drink driving) can result in non-acceptance or

a termination of contract.

Additionally a large percentage of younger persons have experimented with or taken illicit

drugs and are screened out of the selection process. While a specific question on drug

taking is not included on the Application Form the question is raised as part of the health

questionnaire and through the psychometric testing.

Over 10o/o of applicants are also excluded due to traffic offences. In the calendar year

2009, of 1725 applications received , 10o/o were given an exclusion period and 7.5o/o were

deemed unsuitable.
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Recruitment and selection standards for recruits have been reviewed and revised by the

Police Education Advisory Council (PEAC) as early as 1998. This review involved a

comprehensive review of the entire recruitment and selection process. The PEAC review

team, chaired by Bill Carter QC, comprised representatives from the then CJC, QUT,

TAFE, QPS as well as ATSIC and ethnic communities.

Upon selection as a recruit, compulsory urine drug testing is undertaken within the first two

days of commencement. Recruits are not advised in advance of the testing. Of the 2900

urine drug tests conducted on recruits between 2005 and 30 June 2010 there has been

one positive result for an illicit drug with the recruit's contract being terminated.

Additionally all recruits are randomly breath tested at least once during their course with nil

positive results to date.

A copy of the Recruit Contract ir ut EIIEEGffi.

Barriers

QPS is bound to select police recruits on merit. Section 5.2(2) of the Police Seruice

Administration Act 1990 states:-

'(2) A decision to appoint a person as a police recrutit or to a police officer position must

be made by fair and equitable procedures that-

(a) inctude inviting apptications and selection of the basis of the merit of appticants;

and

(b) prevent unjust discrimination, whether in favour of or against a person."

Further in terms of excluding an applicant Section 5AA.15 of the PSAA provides:-

"(1) The commissioner must make guidelines, consistent with this part, for dealing with

relevant information obtained by the commissioner under this part.

The purpose of the guidelines is fo ensure-

(a) natural justice is afforded to the persons about whom the information is

obtained;...."

(2)
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Unsuccessful applicants are offered the opportunity for a reassessment or review of the

suitability decision. Applicants for appointment as a QPS police recruit are the only

external applicants afforded an avenue of redress in the case of non-selection, in

comparison with other Queensland Government departments and Australian police

jurisdictions. Legislative amendment would be required to remove or modify this provision.

I have recently engaged the services of an external consultant to further review the QPS

recruitment process with a particular focus on enhancing integrity screening and identifying

any shortcomings or legislative barriers. The report has not yet been finalised but I

anticipate the report will be provided in the near future.

Other barriers that prevent comprehensive screening include:-

- Inability to check associations due to legislative limitations;

- Jurisdictional sharing of information - a number of other jurisdictions have "clean

slate legislation" which prohibits them from releasing information on spent convictions.

Applicants who may have resided overseas, particularly from some African countries,

are almost impossible to check due to lack of a professional relationship with the

country. Additionally agencies such as lnterpot no longer provide these services;

- Some companies have policies that prevent detailed employer or referee reports

being provided and will only provide a statement of service;

- A number of individuals or organisations have begun asking whether applicants will

have access to information provided through Right to Information legislation and upon

being advised that that could occur, refuse to provide information; and

- Access to applicants' social networking sites is limited as applicants' permission is

currently required; and

- DNA testing of applicants.

Recruitment quotas

The QPS is committed to maintaining its approved strength and recruitment is aimed at

addressing attrition (currently 3.3Yo\ plus growth of approximately 200 per year. There is

no compromise in terms of accepting applicants who do not meet minimum standards.
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Applicants are rated from A - E as a composite score across a range of measures with

preference being given to applicants in the A and B range. However applicants rated C

are also suitable having met the minimum standards.

The QPS faces challenges similar to all other employers with suitable applicant pools

diminishing and competition increasing. The QPS also faces competition from other law

enforcement jurisdictions that may have lowered standards for entry.

ln times of high unemployment and job uncertainty, the QPS is in an enviable position of

offering appointment to only those applicants in the A-B category but at other times may

offer opportunities to category C applicants. lt should be stressed however that these

applicants are still suitable for employment.

The extent to which tenure, transfer and appointment decisions take account of

intesritv risks for the QPS and its members and the extent and effectiveness of

current identification methods and strategies for dealins with officers or police

establishments at risk

Currently all promotions and transfers on merit (ie. where a vacancy is advertised) are

subject to vetting through the Ethical Standards Command. Assistant

Commissioners/Directors have the authority to appoint officers and generally will not

proceed with an appointment if there are outstanding matters under investigation or there

are serious concerns regarding the complaints history of the nominated officer. Where

there are unresolved matters authorised officers generally have two options - either wait

for the outcome of the investigation or advise the nominated applicant of the intention not

to appoint the officer, cancel the vacancy and re-advertise.

Other appointments subject to ESC vetting include progression to the rank of senior

constable and transfers at level of a uniformed officer to a plain clothes position.

To ensure independence within the selection process, Service policy currently provides for

the Central Convenor's Unit (CCU) to manage all promotional panels for Sergeant, Senior

Sergeant and OIC Senior Constable selection activities. The CCU is centralised within the

Human Resources Division with offices in Brisbane and Townsville.
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Between 1 January 2010 and 31 August 2010, a total number of 265 SergeanUSenior

Sergeant positions were advertised across the state. Of these only eight (8) were returned

to regions for them to appoint a convenor. These were returned due to the inability of the

CCU to complete them within reasonable time frames (CCU workload at the relevant time).

A further 19 panels were returned for reasons such as: no applicant applied; one applicant

applied requiring a suitability check only; and cancellation of vacancies.

The remaining 238 gazetted positions were convened by a member from the CCU.

Tenure arrangements within the QPS are generally focussed towards officers completing

minimum tenure arrangements. These periods are generally three (3) years with earlier

periods of two (2) years being applied in difficult or remote locations. Maximum tenure is

not prescribed in that officers are not removed from their positions at a particular point.

However in a number of specialist areas within QPS a psychometric testing regime is in

place to ensure the health and safety of officers and the appropriateness of their continued

employment in the particular environment.

A proposal to expand this program to other specialist areas and ultimately to all officers

has recently received "in principle" endorsement by the Board of Management.

From a HR perspective, apart from the examples cited above there are no strategies

currently in place for identifying establishments or officers at risk.

However in terms of management initiating transfers of officers, there are provisions within

the Enterprise Bargaining Agreement (EB) which allow for such action. Within the EB

there exists the Lateral Transfer Policy which is administered by the Transfer Advisory

Committee comprised of members of the QPS and the Queensland Police Union of

Employees (QPUE). Within the agreement there are a number of "factors" under which

lateral transfers can be progressed by either management or officers (up to the rank of

Senor Sergeant). These include:-

Service in Particular Postings: These are those positions from which there may be a

need to remove an employee due to the nature of the duties [e.9. CPIU, FCU, Coverts]; or

because of the specialised nature of the duties in the position (e.9. Prosecutions, CMCI
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the employee can demonstrate difficulty achieving another position at level outside of the

current area of operation.

Resource Management: This operational factor covers grounds where a transfer is

necessary because of a breakdown of personal relationships between the employee, of

any rank, and other employees; or that employee and the local community.

Further, this factor applies where staff numbers have fallen below safe operational levels.

Should there be no applicants for these positions after advertisement state-wide and there

are no volunteers, the Service may consider the implementation of directed transfers.

Provided that prior to so doing, the process of selection of appointees occurs by a method

agreed between the Service and the Queensland Police Union of Employees. Agreement

will not be unreasonably withheld or delayed by either party.

Management of Staffing lssues: Where it has been clearly demonstrated to TAC that an

employee is not coping in their current position and management has taken all fair and

reasonable actions to assist the employee in that position, the Service may seek to

relocate the employee. Provided that any costs associated with or resulting from the

relocation are borne by the Service. Further, reports have to be provided by management

as to what has been the problem and what has been done to rectify it and, a report from

the employee concerned regarding the proposed transfer. These are to be provided to

TAC members at least 7 days before TAC meets.

It is not necessary for agreement to be reached by the committee for the transfer to

proceed. Should agreement not be reached the matter is referred to myself or a Deputy

Commissioner for final determination. The officer has the option of reviewing the decision

through the Review Commissioners attached to the Crime and Misconduct Commission.

Appoi ntment to d i stri cts/res ion s

As part of EB negotiations with the Queensland Police Union of Employees (QPUE) the

issue of district appointments has been identified as an issue for the QPS. The QPUE

remains opposed at this time however the matter continues to be discussed as part of the

negotiation framework. The issue of district rostering has also been discussed and the

QPUE has indicated a willingness to discuss this matter.
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Long term sick leave

In monitoring the validity of long term sick leave a number of processes are in place to

ensure the organisation can manage the issue. Each region and command must establish

an Absence Management Committee comprised of senior managers within the area to

discuss and make determination of actions regarding an officer's absence. Such action

can include directing the officer to attend an independent specialist examination.

Managing psychiatric illnesses can be very complex as there are often extended treatment

periods before treating specialists are prepared to make a recommendation on the future

employment of an officer.

In terms of validity of sick leave the Service is often caught in a dilemma in relation to

officers' activities while on sick leave. There have been occasions where officers have

been reported socialising at sporting activities while on sick leave and it is often the case

that medical practitioners have recommended such activity as a form of therapy.

The most effective way for the Service to manage long term sick leave is to take a

proactive role in closely monitoring the office/s absence, regularly discussing the absence

with relevant medical practitioners and where appropriate activating medical retirement

processes as soon as possible.

S u perui soru developmenUs u perui s ion

The QPS has an extensive training regime to ensure the community is served in a

professional, accountable and ethical manner.

Training is provided across all ranks from the Constable Development Program (CDP)

which is compulsory for progression and currently has a take-up rate of 96% of eligible

Constables. ln the 3'd year of this program there are assignments on supervision and a

one-week workshop.

Training for police supervisors and managers is offered primarily via the Queensland

Police Service Academy, through the Senior Leadership and Professional Development

Program (SLPDP).
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Several units within SLPDP provide supervisory and management training for police

officers:

- Executive Development Unit (EDU): for executive level staff;
- Leadership Development Unit (LDU) and Incident Command Development Unit (ICDU):

for Senior Sergeants; and
- Supervisor Development Unit (SDU): for Sergeants and Senior Constables.

External courses and programs are also endorsed and sponsored. For example, tertiary

studies through Southern Cross, Charles Sturt and Griffith Universities, QUT, and the

Australian Institute of Police Management. Courses through various private providers may

also be accessed.

Management development training has been compulsory for promotion from Senior

Constable rank since 1999. Completion and participation rates for current officers:

The Service relies heavily on managers to reinforce standards of supervision but

acknowledges much more needs to be done. One such strategy has been the partnership

formed with Griffith University called the "Healthy Workplaces Project". This project began

with organisational climate surveying in 2008 which indicated the QPS needed to develop

the people management skills of supervisors in the workforce.
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The findings were presented in late 2008 with QPS senior executive recognising the need

to develop the capability of frontline supervisors and managers to manage people.

As a result of discussions with a working group people management issues such as

performance, motivation and negative behaviour were identified as being most poorly done

by supervisors across the state.

ln conjunction with Griffith University senior leadership training was begun in the Southern

Region in 2009. An external consultant was also engaged to deliver a program jointly with

the QPS to senior constables and sergeants aimed at increasing their confidence and

competence in people management and supervision. The program built on participants'

existing knowledge, skills and experience, with subsequent face-to-face education

workshops and follow-up coaching/mentoring. lt has been designed to complement the

formal MDP training undertaken through the Academy.

An external evaluation of the program indicated an extremely positive response with 94%

extremely satisfied. Significant improvements in knowledge and confidence in people

management skills were recorded.

Statistically significant improvements in participant's confidence and knowledge in dealing

with a range of people management issues - such as providing feedback and managing

conflict were evident.

An additional program was introduced with the engagement of a further management

consultant to assist senior management (senior sergeant to assistant commissioner) to

enhance their knowledge and skill in the application of organisational strategies. One

aspect of this program includes one to one coaching.

This program has been extremely well received and is currently being administered in two

other regions with South Eastern Region commencing the program in late 2010.

A further organisational climate survey was conducted in 2010 however the final resutts

are not yet available.
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The Service regularly reviews and revises its training and development offerings as part of

its normal business. In recent years, this process has been influenced by external reviews

including the CMC's Grinspoon (2008) and Dangerous Lraisons (2009) reports, and the

review of the QPS by the former SDPC (released 2009).

Folfowing Grinspoon, the ethics component of all Academy offerings was reviewed and

revised to ensure a stronger focus on ethics principles and professional conduct. The

results of this review were forwarded to the CMC (Margot Legosz) and formed the basis

for amendments to several Academy courses.

The current review of the Human Resource Development Branch has provided a range of

recommendations which have been endorsed for implementation, including:-

39. lt is recommended that:

a) the HRDB develops an outsource-marking policy for relevant programs;

b) the SLPDP reviews the staffing model of units engaged in delivering the

Management Development Program to ensure alignment to current

organisational needs; and

c) the SLPDP re-brands and markets 'MDP' to communicate the focus on

human resource management, supervisor development, and the prevention

and identification of early ethical slippage.

40. lt is recommended that the SLPDP reviews and consolidates the policies

administered by the Supervisor Development Unit.

41. lt is recommended that:

a) the SLPDP explores extending the Officer in Charge Program model to

police officers in operational supervisor positions;

b) the SLPDP commences a feasibility study in relation to aligning the Officer

in Charge Program to a nationally recognised qualification; and

c) the Officer in Charge Section be adequately resourced to meet current

organisational and learner needs.
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A number of these recommendations relating to the review of management components in

MDP 1,2and 3 have been undertaken.

The Management Development Program (MDP) compromises three core study

components known as Management Studies in Policing 1, 2 and 3. The course content

and assessment material for each component was most recently reviewed and revised to

focus on the elements identified in SDPC Recommendation 17 namely:

- effective leadership;

- human resource management; and

- the role of the supervisor in individual performance management and the prevention

and early identification of ethical slippage.

Greater emphasis has also been placed on experiential learning in leadership, business

management and whole of government policy and process.

For example, the revised Managem ent 2 curriculum (to qualify for rank of SSgt) includes

the underpinning practice of 'Ethical Leadership and Management'. The ten topics that

constitute Management 2 will be:

1. ethical leadership;

2. organisationalvalues;

3. planning framework;

4. people;

5. decision making;

6. motivation;

7. communication;

8. power;

L change; and

10. r isk.

The revised curriculum will commence in Semester 1 of 2011 with plans for a one-week

residential component which will allow for face to face learning.
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The Executive Development Unit has been designed as a coordinating unit that identifies

gaps in individual professional knowledge, skills and abilities. lnternal and external

development opportunities are identified to fill those gaps. EDU has commenced

coordinating, and to a limited extent funding, a suite of professional development offerings

for senior officers, both sworn and staff members.

A round of targeted ethics training was rolled out as part of Dangerous Liaisons training in

November 2009 and again in mid 2010. Over 13,200 hours of training was delivered to

around 4430 police employees. This program was developed in conjunction with the

Ethical Standards Command and was delivered by four teams, each comprising a

Superintendent, lnspector and Senior Sergeant. The sessions were targeted at all officers

in charge, supervisors and plain clothes personnel statewide. The 3-hour information

session and workshop provided participants with an informed overview of the Dangerous

Liaisons report, and an opportunity for participants to discuss issues arising from the report

as well as broader issues relating to ethical conduct and supervisory roles and

responsibilities within the QPS. The session included a video message from the Premier

and the Commissioner.

lmplementation of SDPC recommendations, including the review of training offerings for

supervisors and managers, has been overviewed by a Steering Committee comprising a

broad representation of QPS and external members including those from the CMC and the

Public Service Commission.

Officers who undertake MDP are seeking promotion. Therefore, those that are

disengaged are not likely to freely participate in management or supervisory training.

However the program developed through the Healthy Workplaces Project is not liked to

MDP and officers can and often are required to participate.

I acknowledge that providing relevant training is only one part of promoting appropriate

and effective supervisory, management and leadership practices. In order to assist and

imbed good supervisory management practices the Human Resources Division will be

working with South Eastern regional management to implement a number of strategies

targeting issues identified via the Healthy Workplaces Project (HWP) that relate to

leadership, management and supervision.
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South Eastern Region will be the fourth police region to be involved in the HWP and will

commence participation in November 2010.

ln partnership with external providers and the Griffith University the project will deliver

senior leadership training (Senior Leadership Program) to Senior Sergeants and above, as

well as offer frontline people management training (Practical People Managemenf) to all

Sergeants in supervisory positions. These two programs have been developed, evaluated

and refined over the past 18 months in Southern Region, North Coast Region and Far

Northern Region. Three hundred (300) Senior Constables, Sergeants and Senior

Sergeants have and are currently completing this program.

An additional three days are being added to the start of the Practical People Management

Program to address issues of supervision, values, ethical behaviour and professionalism.

The Program will be evaluated and assessed for possible inclusion within the Management

Development Program.

Some additional strategies are being considered for the Healthy Workplaces Program

including the trial of professional coaches who will assist in delivering training, coaching

and day-to-day people management advice to supervisors at all levels within the regions

participating in the Healthy Workplaces Project.

The Human Resources Division is also in discussions with a Queensland University

regarding a project to embed a coaching culture within our supervisory management

positions in South Eastern Region.

Drug and alcohol issues

The Alcohol and Drug Awareness (ADA) Unit is attached to HRD and while having a

testing responsibility, both random and targeted, it also has a strong focus on education

and raising awareness. Examples of strategies include:-

- 'Fit for Life, Fit for Work' online learning product offers health messages about alcohol,

drugs, tobacco, fatigue and stress. This online learning product is mandatory in the

Constable Development Program. 'Fit for Life, Fit for Work' is also promoted at recruit
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presentations, staff member induction presentations and when Alcohol and Drug

Awareness (ADA) staff present at police stations;

Alcohol and Drug testing online learning product;

Posters have been developed specifically for QPS members about responsible drinking

and use of medications and sent to every police station. Products were developed in

consultation with QPS members;

Brochure developed marketing the ADA Unit and the QPS Drug and Alcohol Policy.

This brochure was sent to all QPS members in their payslips. Draft 'Responsible

Drinking' brochure is being developed and is to be updated with Australian guidelines;

Ad hoc articles placed in the Police Bulletin to market the ADA Unit;

Presentations delivered to every recruit group about QPS Drug and Alcohol Policy,

responsible drinking and responsible use of medications. lnduction presentation

delivered to new staff at Police Headquarters about policy and standard drinks;

ADA Unit available to deliver presentations at any police station / command/ division.

ADA Unit has presented to regional management meetings over the last six months,

and to PSOs and HSOs on a regular basis, about policy and support services; and

ADA Unit website is kept up to date with information about policy, resources, and self

reporting information.

In terms of steroid use where these have been prescribed by a medical practitioner there

is no obligation for an officer to disclose use. Similarly officers prescribed medication for

illnesses or chronic conditions are not obliged to disclose such use. lt would be incumbent

upon a medical practitioner to discuss the use and impact any medication would likely

have on the officer as a patient both personally and in their working life. However as

mentioned above the Alcohol and Drug Awareness Unit has developed posters to raise

awareness of impacts of prescribed medications. This material is at

Secondaru emplovment

ln terms of secondary employment there are a number of negatives and positives in my

view. The negatives from a HR perspective relate primarily to fatigue management.

However the positives can be significant including balancing the difficult job of policing

against what can be other rewarding activities such as physical labour, teaching and in
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some cases casual nursing. I also am of the view that undertaking secondary employment

can, in some instances, be psychologically healthy with officers interacting with the

community in a positive and/or alternative manner.

Workplace Harassment

The QPS has a comprehensive policy "Preventing and Resolving Negative Workplace

Behaviours" which outlines a range of topics including:-

- Policy statement which makes strong commitment to the QPS not tolerating negative

workplace behaviour - unlawful discrimination including sexual harassment or

workplace harassment;

- Responsibilities of members to act appropriately;

- Responsibilities of managers/supervisors to ensure appropriate standards of

behaviour are maintained and a proactive and preventative approach is taken to

minimising negative workplace behaviours;

- Reporting requirements - reinforcement of Section 7.2 of the PSAA to report

breaches of discipline, misconduct. However policy also reiterates exemption to this

reporting requirement for a number of staff including aggrieved members alleging

unlawful discrimination (including sexual harassment);

- Support systems - offers a range of support systems including the Equity and

Diversity Unit, specially trained Harassment Referral Officers, Senior Human Services

Officers, Police Chaplains, Peer Support Officers and Internal Witness Support; and

- Options for resolving Negative Workplace Behaviour - outlines the options including

do nothing, take action yourself (attempt resolution), seek assistance from

manager/supervisor, resolution through mediation, grievance resolution, formal

investigation and external resolutions.

The underpinning philosophy behind the policy is ensuring appropriate standards of

behaviour are maintained in the workplace and where an issue arises, resolve it quickly.

The policy is an effective tool however I acknowledge that the practicalities are such that

resolution is often most effective when the matter is resolved quickly and locally, often with

the assistance of the Equity and Diversity Unit. Unfortunately if the matter reaches a point
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1.0 E)(ECUTIVE SUMMARY

A review of the psychometric testing process for selecting Queensland police Service (eps) generalduties recruits was undertaken by Diaie International to deternaine:

o The effectiveness of the current approach to psychometric testing. The effectiveness of the current psychometric test battery
o Whether alternative and more appropriate assessments should be utilised for recruit selection

By conducting this review and implementing its recommendations, it is expecred that the epS will beable to:

o Continue selecting high quality recruits
o Limit the occurrence offarsely screening-out suitable candidatese Have confidence-in the legal defensibility of the psychometric testing processo Conduct a cost-effective and practical psychometic testing process

The Clrrent QPS psychometric Testing process
The QPS currently assesses all PRoVE alphcants on four cognitive ability assessments and oneassessment of normal personality (PROVE stands for Police iecruit Operational Vocational EducationProgram which is for general entry applicants without appropriate prioi pori.ing 

".;;;;."'
The cognitive ability assessments include measures ofl
r Abstract Reasoning (Raven's standard progressive Matrices - spM)o Critical ThinkingA/erbal Reasoning (Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal - CTA)o Processing Speed (Digit symbol of the wechsler Adult Intelrigence scale - Dsy)o Short-Term Memory (Digit Span of the wechsler Adult Inteil[ence Scare - DSp).

Scores for the four cognitive ability assessments are combined to give each candidate a singlecomposite score' Candidates with a composite score equal to or gleater ttran 45 progress to"th" n."tround of selection. candidates with scores below 45 have their siores and educatioi history reviewedby al occupational psychologist. A professional judgment regarding whether to progress or cease thecandidate's application is then made.

Nornal personality is assessed with the Sixteen Personality Factor euestionnaire, version 4 (16pF-4).The personality assessment is not directly used to screen candidates in or out of the selection process.R3ther, the personaiiryprofile is reviewed by the occupationai psychoiogist. prcfiies identified as outofrange for police work are flagged for either a) additional testin! (as determined by the psychologiston a case by case basis) or b) for the use of specific probing questfons or observations in the standardpanel interview' Probing.questions are provided to tt 
" 

pun-et ty trre psychotogist, and in som" fertin"ntcases, the psychologist will attend the interview of a particular canoiaate.

PACE applicants are not psychometrically assessed as part of the standard selection process (pAcEstands for Police Abridged competency Education Program which is for applicants *i*, uppiopriut"previous policing experience).

Direcl.lssgs.sments of psychopathology (i.e., assessments providing an indication of mental health) arenot utilised in the standard psychometric testing process. Horeueiboth pRovE and pACE fficantsare subject to supplementary assessments of psyJtropathology if their health history, 
".ptoy*"ithistory, or initial personality profile indicates u porribt. prliiorogi*iri* ro. po6ce work.

The Current Review
Information from a variety of sources informed this review, including existing organisational andindustry documentation, stakeholder interviews, academic literature r-eviews, subject matter expertdiscussions, testing session observation, and the analysis ofQPS psychometric and performance data.
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The review concluded that the position description for QPS general duties officers reflected thefindings ofarelevantjob analyiis, and was an appropriate foundation on which to base a valid anddefensible selection process.

Furthermore, the review highlighted the importance of psychological testing for police recruits, and inparticular the need to assess all candidates (both PRovE -a p.qcrl on a measure of cognitive ability,normal personality and psychopathology:

o cognitive ability (or general mental abiliry_) is an important predictor of both Academy and on-the-job police perfonnance. It provides an indication of how quickly a person will learn new tasks andbe able to problem solve in novel situations.

' Normal personality assessments have been linked to recruit performance and indicators ofcounterproductive police behaviours (especially measures oi conscientio"r** *J 
"--rri""rrstability)' They are a useful tool for iaentirying unsuitable appticants. For example, they may helpidentifu candidates that lack assertion, .orrr-only disregard ruies, have high aggression or lowproactivity.

o Psychopathology assessments provide an indication of a candidate's mental health orpsychological fitness. There_is a growing consensus thatpolice agencies have a legal duty ofcareto ensure the psychological fitness of police recruits priorio empl-oyment. psychoiogicaliy unntindividuals pose a threat to the safety and wellbeing of thrrns"lu"s, their coworkers, theirorganisation and/or the wider community.

All three assessment types listed above met the requirements needed for effective selection.Specific'ally they showividence ofjob relevance, validity, reliability, fairness, cost-effectiveness andpracticality' An overview of the key conclusions and recommendations for each of the three majorassessment types is provided below.

Cognitive Ability - Conclusions
o There is consensus that in order to perform their duties, police officers require at least an averagelevel ofintelligence relative to the generul population; hbwever, the need for superior intelligencehas not been established.

r Abstract and verbal ability assessments can be directly linked to the key selection criteria forgeneral duties recruits. Numerical ability, processing speed, and memory share a relatively weakerlink to the QPS selection criteria.

o Raven's Standard Progressive Matrices (SPM) is an acceptable measure of absfract reasoning forrecruit selection.

I ACER Select verbal General (formally known as ACER ML/PL) is an acceptable measure ofverbal reasoning for recruit selection.

' The watson Glaser critic-al rhinking Appraisal (crA) appears to have marginal job relevance togeneral duties police work, mainly due to the difficult nanue of the assessment. It is notconsidered a highly appropriate assessment for general duties recruit selection.

r Although relevant to..police 
1ork, the Digit symbol (DSY) and Digit span (DSp) sub+ests of thewechsler Adult Inreiligence Scare wat5; appear less vitar -"ur,ri., riiil; J.;;;ri*." 

"'
Measures of general mental3bility are likely to already account for much of ttre variancaiappeointo by the DSY and DSP. Furthermore, there are copyright and validity issues associated withusing these two assessments in isolation of the comptlie ivats test burrrry.

r There is evidence that the cognitive ability composite score predicts Academy performance,however, the score appears to be based on several flawed statistical assumptions, and may maskjob relevant information from selectors (i.e., superior ability in one job relevant *ru -uy'oirgui*very poor abiliry in anotherjob relevant area).
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The current cut-off score of 45 represents an individual at approximately the 19e percentile ofintelligence, or an IQ equivalent score of 87. This score is l,oier than what is commonly requiredby other Australian police services (removing the CTA assessment may help reduce ti," oim"utiyofthe cognitive ability test battery).

No candidate should be removed from the selection process, based on their cognitive ability scoresalone' Additional information needs to be considered in conjunction with cognitive ability results.For example, candidates who score low on cognitive ability, should have their scores reviewed bya psychologist, taking into consideration theiriducation history and/or supplerneilt;r;;;;;
results.

There is little evidence to suggest that reputable cognitive ability assessments are biased towardsdifferent demographic qoup:.- It is geneially appropriate to or. th" same normative sample fordifferent gender, age and racial groups.

Normal Personality - Conclusions
o No one has yet been able to pin-down an ideal personality profile for police constables. It is likelythat many different profiles can make a suitable officer.

' It is easier to say what a successful officer is not, than what a successful officer is. For this reasonnormal personality assessments are typically used as a screening-out tool for recruit selection (i.e..
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to identify candidates with undesirable fraits, rather than identifying candidates with desirable
taits).

Socially desirable responding (or faking good) is not a dire problem for personality assessments, asit does not tend to void an assessment'spiedictive validity. The use of verification statements
during test administration, and the utilisation of validity stales built into many personality
assessments, can also help to limit unwanted effects of overly desirable ,"sponding.

The QPS has an ideal recruit profile, which indicates the optimal range for candidates on each
personality dimensions for police offrcers. This profile is i useful guld" fo, the psychologist,
however further research is needed before it can be used confidentl"y as a selection tool.

No candidate should be removed from the selection process based on their personality profile
scores alone. concerning profiles need to be follow-d-up by apsychologist.

Interview panels, consisting of police officers and community members are unlikely to have the
expertise necessary to adequately follow-up on psychologi.ui 

"on."-, 
raised through normal

personality assessments.

Providing interview panels with psychometric results prior to the interview may bias their
evaluations of candidates.

Professionally developed norms (such as those published in test manuals) are preferable to localnorms based on small or un-representative samples.

The 16PF is a suitable m:Tye of normal personality for recruit selection (the current version ofthis assessment is the 16PF-5. The older version of this assessment, the l6pF_4, is not
recommended for recruit selection). The NEo pI-R is also a suitable assessmenr.

Psychopathology - Conclusions
r Assessments of psychopathology are not intended as a tool to predict future job performance.

They are a tool to flag psychologically unsuitable candidates for police work (i.e., a screening-outtool).

' The PAI is a suitablemeasure of psychopathology for recruirs (the MMpI-tr is an acceptable
measure for recruits, however more suitable and less time-intensive assessments are available).
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Assessments of normal personality are not an adequate substitute for psychopathology assessments
in recruit selection.

very few candidates are likely to be screened-out due to psychopathology; however, the
ramifications of hiring even a small number of psychologicitty unsuitaU-te recruits are substantial
(including psychological health, physical safety, nnanciit andlegal ramifications).

Candidates should not be removed from the selection process based on their paper and pencil
psychopathology results alone. It is best practice to follow-up psychopathology *r"g;"nts with
a clinical interview. If psychopathology concerns are confirmed in a comprehJnsive clinical
interview, this would be grounds on which to remove the candidate from the selection process.
Psychopathology assessments typically have benchmark scores that indicate clinically significant
elevations; however, these benchmark scores need to be considered in light ofthe clinical
interview.

Other Review Conclusions
o It should not be assumed that PACE applicants are automatically psychologically suitable forpclice wcrk. Pricr experience alone is not a good predictor oflob plrformtce; the screening

lt9:Tt for other police agencies vary widely; and prior 
"*posure 

to traumatic events may mike
PACE applicants especially vulnerable to menral health isJues.

r The copyright implications for the QPS creating their own assessment response sheets and scoringprogams needs to be investigated.

' Wo+ samples may be a better way to assess candidate cornmunications skills, than standard
psychometric assessments.
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Summary of Minimum Adjustments to the Current Testing process
In summary, the minimum recommendations arising from this review are to:

o Remove the DSY and DSp assessments from the test battery.
r Replace the CTA with Acer Select Verbal General (or equivalent assessment of verbal ability).
r Abolish the use of the composite score, and evaluate all assessments individually.
o Replace the cut-off score of 45, with a flag-score for each assessment representing the mean

general population score for that assessment minus two x SEM.
. Up-date the 16PF assessment to version 5.
o Include a direct measure ofpsychopathology for all candidates (either at the beginning or end of

the selection process). The pAr is a highly recommended assessment.
o Have the psychologist follow-up all normal and psychopathology profiles that indicate possible

concerns.
o cease releasing psychometic assessment resurts to the interview paner.
o PACE applicants should at the very least be assessed on psychopathology and normal personality.

Concluding Comments
The recommended psychometric testing process is focused on screening-out unsuitable candidates,
rather than highlighting exceptional candldates. Whilst it is preferable io have screening-in and
screening-out processes operating in tandenl there are two key factors preventing such i practice:

r We can say with more confidence what a successful officer is not, rather than what a successful
officer is. Given this information we can confidently reject individuals with undesirable profiles,
however, it would be untair to rank remaining candiiates according to desirable profiles, which we
know relatively little about. Indeed there may be many profile coribinations thai make a
successful officer.

o The cunent labour market has resulted in reduced applicant pools. There is little value in ranking
applicants, when there can be insufficient applicant numbers to fill quotas.

It is important to note that future research outlined in this report (as well as general advances in the
wider literature) may lead to a better understanding of desirable profiles for police recruits. Given such
knowledge, it may be possible for the QPS to update their psychometric screening system to
incorporate screening-ln processes. If the labour market weie to shift, resulting ir gr.utq candidate
numbers, it would be beneficial for the QPS to be able to readily implement a screening-in process.

Finally, it is important for the QPS to update its reccrds naanagement prccesses when it cornes tc
psychometric data and performance ratings. Currently, data is-dispersed widely and quality
performance data is not available. The expectation is that large oiganisations, such asthe qfs, have a
responsibility to maintain appropriate data, and conduct r"gulur empirical investigations uriog 

'

performance data to evaluate their psychometric assessment systems (Blat., L994;Standards for
Educational and Psychological Testing,lggg). Failure to do so may reflect badly on the epS if their
selection systems were to be legally challenged. Furthermore, the above data would assist-the epS indeveloping local norm sets that would be especially relevant for the cognitive ability urr"rrrn"nt-
component of the testing process.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW BACKGROI]ND
In December 2006, the Queensland Police service (QPS) sought the assistance of Drake Internationalto review their psychometric testing process for gen"ial dutieJrecruit selection. As their selectionprocess was last evaluated in 1998, the QPS wanted to ensure that the psychometric testing componenrremained appropriate for 20C17 and beyond. It is possible that contemporary advances in theory,research, and assessment tools have resulted in more appropriate tests and iro""rr", ueing uu;ituut".The purpose of the current review is to determine:

e The effectiveness ofthe current epS approach to psychometic testing' The effectiveness of the current qrs t"ri battery ano scoring methodology in identifying future topperformers in general policing
o Whether or not more suitable tests are available to psychometrically assess recruits

In-conducting this review consideration was given to the current employment market and how it isaffecting QPS's ability to attract and retain udequute numbers ofgeneral duties officers. Factors suchas low unemployment, an ageing workforce and changing workpiace attitudes, means that competitionfor good quality applicants is hith.

Traditionally, police services were able to select the cream ofthe applicant crop, however, now it hasbecome challenging for services to atfiact suitably^large and talented'applicant pools. For example in2006 ' 96 '8vo of PRovE places were filled by trri qpi leaving a shor*ail of 3 .2va . This shorrfall wasdespite the fact that approximately 86vo of aiplicants who pasied the initial application checks weregiven a position at the Academy (that is, 4.3in every 5 applicants were given a position).

whilst the QPS is currently comfortable with the standard of recruits it has been athacting, continuingskills shortages may potentially erode applicant quality. The Qps wants to ensure only the recruitmentof men and women who will enhance the wellbeing and performance of the service @olice FducationAdvisory Council - PEAC, 1998). However, they equally need to ensure that positions created bygrowth needs and attrition are filled.

candidate short markets often result in a shong-focus on minimum requirements for selection (i.e.,what is the lowest acceptablestandard an orgaiisation can acceptz;. i.-screening-out approach toselection is typically used in these circumsta-nces. The focus is tn removing unsuitable applicants fromthe process' 
-screening-in, on the other hand, focuses on idbntifying applicants with highly desirablequalities, and progressing these candidates through the process. Ai"re"ning-in approach particularlysuits candidate-rich markets. In an ideal situation, botliscreening-in and screening-outprocesses

would be used in tandem; however, given the current employmeit market, screening-out processes arelikely to be more practical for the qFs 1at least in tire immeiiatr t tur.j. Indeed, screening out is thefocus of the current epS psychometric testing process.

consideration in this review musl also be given to the fact that the selection of police officers is oftenunder higher scrutiny than th3 
l"l::{gn of -uny other professions. There is pressure from thecommunity to ensure that only individuals of thehighest calibre, -oJity and stability be given theheightened powers of a police officer. Yet there is iompeting p..rrur. from applicant pools to behighly inclusive. As such selectors need to ensure they are altire forefront ofbest-practice selectiontechniques for high-risk positions.

As the QPS anticiPates attracting over one thousand applicants this year alone, the recommendedpsychometric testing process needs to not only be vali4 reliable *d ruir, but also practical and cosreffective' To give a thorough evaluation, this review evaluates trre qrs psychometric selection systemaccording to six key criteria: 
\ - r :

o Job Relevance
o Validity
r Reliability
I Fairness
r Cost-Effectiveness
o Practicality
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Effrctive selection systems need to conform to all six _of the principles listed above. This process notonly ensures that the selection.system correctly identifies n tine toi performers, uut it atso tretps toenhance i) the legal defensibility of the process, ii) a positive irpr"riion, of the process in thecommunity, and iii) time and cost effectiveness for the organisation.

Areas that are out of scope for this review include an evaluation of:

. The entire recruitment and selection process for police recruits

. The psychometric selection process for specialist recruits
o The psychometric assessment services for employee assistance pu{poses
r PartnerOne's role in the selection process

Key Personnel
The review was commissioned by the Deputy Chief Executive Resource Management, Mr paul Brown.

The Drake International consultant responsible for conducting this review was Dr Danica Hooper
@sychologist and B ehavioural profiling Specialist).

The QPS Project Team that provided strategic guidance and logistical support included:e I\& Jim Hardy, Director - Human Resourcl Division
o Ms Patsy Jones, Manager - Human Resource Management Branch
r Inspector Lloyd Taylor, ofEce of the Deputy Chief Executive - Resource Manasement

Structure of this Report
This review has been writtel with multiple stakeholders in mind. The report must provide sufficienttechnical information to satisfy psychology professionalsi },et be read and understood by non-psychologists, such as operational police, iruman resource professionals and epS management.

In order to accomnaodate the needs of the various stakeholder groups, this report is structured asfollows: the executive summary frovides a straightforward ovJrview'of key findings andrecommendations' The body of the report proviaes a complete technicaldiscussion that is written tosatisfy the needs ofpsychology profesiionals and potentiai legal reviewers. At the end of variousreport sections, sey out-break boxes describe the main conclusions and recommendations for thatsection in slightly more detail than the executive summary. Given this strucfure, readers can choosethe level of detail they require.

Carrc was taken to provide thorough references throughout the report. Referencing was deemedimportant for potential legal reviews, as well as to provide a thorough source document for futurepsychometric reviews within the epS.
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3.0 OVERVIEW OF PSYCHOMETRIC ASSESSMENTS AND RECRUIT
SELECTION

This-section provides an introduction to psychometric assessments and an historical account ofthepsychomebic assessment process for QP-S iecruits. An overview of how the current psychometric
testing process fits into Qps's wider selection system is then presented.

An Overview of Psychometric Assessments in police Selection
Psychometric assessments refer to any standardised measure of an individual,s psychological
atfibutes, including their knowledge, skills, ability and/or p"tronuti,y. These assessm"ni, ." typicallyconducted in paper and pencil format, or in an equivalent 

"o,,,pot"r-bured 
format.

Psychometric assessments are used widely for personnel selection. Their popularify extends fromresearch demonsftating their ability to ptJaict future job performance, una trr" fact that they measureimportant characteristics not easily measured througtr other means.

Law enforcement agencies are regular users of psychometric assessments. A United States (US)
national survey oflaw enforcement agencies revealed that over 98vo oflargeresponding agencies usedpsychological assessments for recruitielection (i.e., population size served > 100,000; Cochrane, Tett& Vandecreek, 2006)' Within Australia, all state law enforcement agercies use some form ofpsychometric testing in their selection process (see Appendix 2).

The same US research re-vealed that the majority of law enforcement agencies use psychometric
assessments with a pass/fail approach to screen-out unsuitable applicants (68vo), iith only 32%weighting assessments for consideration in their final hiring aecirion. The median reiection rate forpolice candidates based on psychometric assessments was 5Vo. Itisclear from this statistic thatpsychomekic assessments are not large-scale culling tools for police selection. However, the smallnumber of candidates screened out by psychometrisassess.ot, .un have a significant effect on anorganisation's bottom line.

Australian police research indicates thal recruits who are psychometrically screened for selection havelower levels of aftrition, sick days, absenteeism, physical injury claims and motor vehicle accidentsthan recruits who were not psychometrically screened (Lough & Ryan, 2005,2006). In this case,testing was estimated to have a L660vo return on investmeni. Furthermore, the ramifications ofpsychometric assessments are tlought to go well beyond mere sick Juyr uno absenteeism, to have aneffect on broader organisational health, functioning lnd employee welibeing.

It is important to emphasise that psychometric assessments should form part of a wider selectionprocess' Used alone they have limited value, however, when combined with inforuration from otherselection techniques, they help to provide a thorough picture ofcandidates and assists in the predictionofjob success.

!-ne QfS Psychometric Testing process: A Historical Overview
Theoriginal QPS psychometic iesting process was first implemented in February 1991 for all pRovE
and PACE applicants' This process formed part of a post-Fitzgerald Inquiry initiative to raise thequality of police recruits, and ultimately QPS's standard of service to the community (Waugh, 1996).The original testing battery consisted of t"u.n cognitive ability measures and an assessment of normalpersonality:

Cognitive Ability:
o Absftact Reasoning Ability (measured by Raven's Standard progressive Matrices - SpM)o Verbal Reasoning Ability (measured by the Watson Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal - CTA)o Processing Speed (measured by rhe WAIS Digit Symbol _DSy)
o Short-Term Memory (measured by the WAIS Digit Span_ DSpj
o Mechanical Reasoning (measured by the Differentiar Aptitude Test - MR)o S_patial Reasoning (measured by the Differential Aptitude Test _ SR)o Numerical Ability (measured by the Differential Aptitude Test _ NA)

l l
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Normal Personality:
o Sixteen Personality Factor euestionnaire, version 4 (16pF_4)

A 1998 review of the. recruit selection process saw the removal of the mechanical reasoning, spatialreasoning and numerical ability assessments from the test uattery fpgac, l99g). The recommendationto remove these assessments was based on the following

r Local QPS research-which failed to provide evidence that mechanical and spatial reasoning werepositively correlated^with Academy performance (numerical ability was not analysed in thisresearch; Burke, 1993)
r A second study using QPS data indicating that mechanical reasoning, spatial reasoning, andnumerical ability had poor predictive power for Academy performance (waugh, 1996)o A national job analysis and literature review, which concluded that mechanical and spatialreasoning had questi-onable-validity in predicting police performaice and only weak ties to the coreduties of a police officer (Kaczmarek & pacter, tg 96, 1;g7)
' 

I!" national job analysis's failure to identify numerical atiiity as a requirement for police officers(Kaczmarek & packer, 1996)

since the above adjustmenls to the test battery, the testing process has remained unchanged. Thebattery currently includes four assessments oi cognitiu" ulitity (spM, crA, DSy and DSp) and anassessment of normal personality (l6PF-4). overtime a trend developed where pACE applicants'results were no longer considered in selection decisions. Tr"y ro*ff,ied the assessments, only to havetheir results filed and forgotten. The rationale being that pACE applicants had already demonshatedtheir suitability for police work' Based on a recommendation by Manktelow (2006),pACE applicants
lo long:l complete psychometric assessments as part of the selection process (see Section 10.0 forfurther discussion).

The norms developed for the original cognitive ability test battery are still in use today. Littledocumented information regarding the divelopment or content of this normative data could be locatedat the time of this review, other than the fact the normative sample consisted sf ll52epS recruitapplicants (PEAC, 1998). Manktelow conducied a re-norming pro""r, ror the cognitive ability batteryin 2006' however to date, these norms have not been impleme-nLa. rt i, unclear if published l6pFnorms' or applicant norms, are used for the personality assessment. The same noflns are used for allcandidates regardless of gender, age and racl, except for the CTA and Dsy assessments, which utiliseage nonns.

The standard testing process outlined above is supplemented with additional testing for candidatesr'vhose initial personality 
ry!1":T^i l or empioyment history, indicates a possible psychological riskfor police work (for 

"'g', 
pRovg/PecE canaiaaies with a history or signficant menral illness or activemilitary service)' candidates who are flagged as a possible risk are ask-ed to complete additionalpsychometric assessments as deemed appiopriate by the occupationaipsychologist on a case-by-casebasis' These assessments may include, for example, the Minnesota uuttiprrasic personality Inventory(MMPI-tr), the Trauma symptom Inventory (TSi), the Beck Depreslioo rnv"ntory and/or the BeckAnxlety Inventory. Additional assessments are followed-up witil a ctinicat interview, and thepsychologist makes a decision regarding suitability.

The QPS Complete Selection process
The QfS uses a multiple-hurdle approach to screen and select recruits. Such a process involves aseries of selection activities or 'hurdles' 

that candidates must pass in oraer to be accepted into theAcademy' candidates *h9 
.d9 

not m€et the requirements of a particuiar rrurate are removed at thatpoint of the process' A multiple-hurdle approach minimises *re aouar cost of selection, by continuallyreducing the size of the applicant pool.

An overview of the complete selection process is presented in Figure 2.1. Candidates who pass theinitial application phase (based on chects of citizenship, employment/education history, driver,slicense and integrity) are invited to participate in the psychoi""t i.i"r,i"g process.
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Psychometric testing is conducted in groups of approximately 50 candidates. candidates individuallycomplete a series of paper-based asseisments over a 3.5-hour period. They complete the DSy, DSpand CTA assessments respectively, followed by a 15-minute bieak. Candidates then resume tocomplete the SPM and 16pF assessments, respectively.

The DSY and DSP are hand-scored at the testing location by Partnerone administrators. All otherassessments are scanned into a computer program for scoring.

candidate scores on the four cognitive ability assessments are combined to give a single compositescore for each candidate. A minimum compbsite score of 45 is required in order for the candidate toprogress to the next selection hurdle. Candidates who do not meeithe minimum cut-off score hayetheir application reviewed by QPS's occupational psychologist. Based on their composite score andinformation in their application (such as eiucation history), a professional judgement regardingwhether the candidate should progress in the selection process is made.

The personality assessment is not directly used to screen candidates in or out ofthe selection process.The personality profile is reviewed by thl occupalional psychologist. profiles identified ̂ out of.ung,for police work are flagged for eitheia) additional testing (as detJrmined by the psychologist on a caseby case basis, approximately (-) 5vo of candidates) or b) for the use of specific probing questions orobservations in the standard panel intervie w (-50% of candidates;. proding questionr"are pi""ia.o t"the panel by the psychologist-,_and in some pertinent cases, the psychologist will attend the interview ofa particular candidate (-2Vo of candidates).

If-candidates pass the cognitive ability hurdle, they move to a physical fitness assessment. candidateswho pass the fitness assessm€nt are invited to a panel interview. The panel consists of a police officerand a comrnunity member' Candidates are asked a series of standardised questions, tapping into thekey selection criteria, and may also be asked additional questions, as recorlmended by the occupationalpsychologist. Applicants then undergo a medical examination.

Applicants who pass all of the selection hurdles, are considered by the epS Selection Committee whomake the final hiring decision.
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Figure 2.1: The Complete epS Recruit Selection process
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4.0 REVIEW METHODOLOGY

The psychometric assessment process for recruit selection was evaluated according to six key criteria:

r Job Relevance
o Validity
r Reliability
o Fairness
o Cost-Effectiveness
o Practicality

Job Relevance
Job relevance is vital for ensuring the validity and legal defensibility of assessments. The traits
measured need to be explicitly linked to the job description or documented requirements for general
duties police officers. This review evaluates the traitsiurrently measured by the epS against existingjob descriptions and documented requirements for police officirs. Information about reluirements forpolice officers was also collected from relevant stakeholders to ensure that the current documentation
was complete and accurate.

Validitv
Validity concerns whether or not each of the tests measure what they purport to measure (constuct
validity) and have the ability to predicr future job performance lpreiictive validiry).

Evidence of validity can come from research in the academic literature or from studies using local epSdata' The academic literafure is utilised widely in this review and existing psychometric and
performance data held by the QPS is analysed to determine the predictive validity of the current testingprocess.

Reliabilitv
Reliability concerns whether or not an assessment provides consistent results across time, scorers and
test items'..Specifically, items from the same test scale should be measuring the same underlying
construct (internal reliability), and applicants should achieve tle same t"ruttr on a specific test 

"
regardless of when they complete it (test-retest reliability), or who was responsible ior scoring it (inter-
rater reliability).

Once again, the academic literature provides vast amounts of information regarding ilre reliability of
common selection tests. Ilowever, the way in which the tests are utilised in practice can also affect thereliability of the test results. The academic literature and QPS's test adrninistration processes will also
be evaluated to heip determine the reliability of QPS's psychometric testing process for recruits.

Fairness
As the QPS endeavours to recruit a diverse range of individuals representing different gender, ethnic
and age groups' care needs to be taken to enrure that the psychometric tests utilised do not
inadvertently disadvantage certain groups of individuals.

Despite the value we place on testing fairness, there are limitations in the extent to which it can be
achieved. According to the Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing (1999):

"Absolute fairness to every examinee is impossible to attain, if for no other reasons than the
facts that tests have imperfect retiabitity oid thot rolidity in iy particular context is a matter
of degree. But neither is any alternative selection or evaluation'mechanism perfectly fair.Properly designed and used, testr can and do further societal goals offaimiss ind eiuartty of
opportunity..... the fairness of testing in any given context must be judged relative to that oy
feasible test and nonte st alte rnativ es.,' (p. 7 3 ).
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The Standards note that fairness can be defined and assessed in many ways, and there is no one,
globally accepted criterion for test fairness. The Standards highlighi seviral principles of fairness,
three of which are particularly relevant to selection:

Fairness as equitable treatment in the testing process
Fairness as a lack ofbias
Fairness as equitable outcomes of testing

The firstprinciple ofequitable treatment is typically achieved through the use ofstandardised tesrs,
instuctions, and scoring systerns for all applicants.

The second principle of fairness requires that assessments be free of bias. Bias occurs when the same
test measures different underlying attributes for different people. For example, a specific Ie
assessment may measure general intelligence for native English speakers, but in contrast, it might
provide a measure more closely reflecting English skills for thosJwith English as a second lanluage.
Such a test may lead to a non-native English speaker being erroneously classified as having loi
intelligence. Appropriate tests are those which have omitted items thaimay be interpreted iifferently
based on age, gender or ethnicity, and have statistical evidence that they are free ofunlawful bias.

Bias in selection tests can be assessed by examining the relationship between assessment scores and
future job performance across different groups in tlie population. Ii the relationship between a test
score and future job performance differs across groups, bias is said to be evident. If the relationship is
the same for each group, the presence ofbias is not supported.

the third fairness principle requires equality of outcomes for all groups. That is, each group should
obtain the same proportion of pass-rates for a given assessmert. fquutity of outcomes is a iontentious
principle that is not well supported in the testing literature. While differences in group pass-rates flag
the need to further investigate potential bias, they do not in and ofthemselves indicate an unfair
process. It is possible that a group may actually have lower average levels of a particular characteristic,
and if this characteristic is job relevant and predicts future job performance 

"quutty 
for all groups, it is

not considered unfair to measure that attribute.

The manuals and available literature for relevant psychometric assessments are examined herein to
ensure that tests were designed according to faimess principles and that their use does not have an
adverse impact on individuals based on group membership. Secondly, existing QPS data is explored to
determine current pass rates for pertinent goups of applicints (recall, howevei, that this alonJdoes not
in and of itself indicate a biased process). At the outset of this review it was hoped that adequate job
performance data could be obtained to assess the relationship between assessment scores and
performance indicators for different applicant groups. Such an investigation would address the second
principle of fairness (e.g., fairness as a lack of bias). However, such data could not be obtained for this
review and will need to be collected for future research within the epS.

Cost Effectiveness
Effective selectors need to ensure that they are utilising tests that provide the most value for money,
and that they use these tests in a way that is cost effective. Firstly, a decision needs to be made whether
a more expensive test offers meaningful incremental prediction to the selection process, over and aboye
a less expensive but otherwise sound test. A decision must then be made regardlng the point at which
to administer the test in the selection process, with consideration given to the expens" und importunce
of other selection techniques. The costs associated with the diffeient psychometric assessments and
their relative utility are reviewed herein.

Practicality
The assessments and processes used in psychometric testing need to be practical. The time, effort and
resources required to complete the testing needs to be proportional to the benefits derived, and efficient
when compared to other testing options. For example, organisations need to consider whether it is
practical to put recruits through five hours oftesting, when three hours oftesting with alternate
instruments would achieve a comparable result.

The different testing options available to the QPS will be compared on criteria such as time intensity
and required resources.
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Data Collection
Six primary sources of information were utilised for this review: Organisational and industry
information, stakeholder interviews, academic literature reviews, ru63..t matter expert discussions,
observation of a testing session, and existing QPS psychometric assessment and performance data for
recruits and applicants.

Organisational and Industry Information
Relevant organisational and indusry information was collected and analysed at the outset of the
review' This information included results from existing job analyses, poiition descriptions, procedural
manuals and previous review reports.

This information helped to ensure:
r A thorough understanding of current recruitment procedures and rationales
r An awareness of any ongoing debates surrounding the psychometric testing process
o An alignment of review recommendations with the cunent sfrategic directions of the epS

Key organisational and indusny documents considered for this review included:
r Defining the Role of the General Duties Constable: A Job Analysis (Kaczmarek & packer, 1996)
o Organisational Statement of Inherent Requirements of a Frontline Police Offrcer (AppSC)
r QPS General Duties Police Officer position Description
o Police for the Future: Review of Recruitment and Selection for the Queensland police Servrce

(PEAC, 1998)
r Psychometric Assessment Test Instructions (Internal epS manual, May 2006)
r A Psychological Resource Manual for Queensland Police Service Selection panels (Internal

manual prepared by phillips, 2004)
r Recruitment overview (www.police.qld.gov.auL/recruiting)
o Psychological Assessments Administered by the Recruiting Section (Internal report prepared by

Craig & Scheldt,2004)
r Validation of Test Battery, 45 CurOff Point, Norming and 16 PF-5 (Internal report prepared by

Manktelow,2006)
t 

?jitl*ttng 
P. sychological Duty of Care: Obligations for Police Personnel (Report prepared for the

49"'Australasian police Ministers' council senior officers' Group, August 2005)
r Review of the Queensland Police Service Employee Assistance Service (Assure programs, June

2006)
r QPS Sfiess Management Working party: Final Report @ebruary, 2002)

Stakeholder Interviews
With the assistance of the QPS project team, stakeholders for the review were identified. Semi-
structured interviews of 30 - 60 minutes were conducted with diverse stakeholders (N = 42) including:

o Deputy Chief Executive - Resource Management
r 4 Assistant commissioners (representing metropolitan and regional areas)
o Director - Human Resource Division
r Manager - Human Resource Management Branch
r Acting Manager - Human Resource Development Branch (Academy)
r OccupationalPsychologist
r Inspector of Recruiting
r Recruiting Officer
o 5 Human Service Officers (Psychologists representing metropolitan and regional areas)
o Sergeant - State Crime Operations Command
r 2 PartnerOne Assessment Administrators
o Officer in Charge - Equity and Diversity Unit
o 20 x First Year General Duties Constables (focus group format)
o Queensland Police commissioned officers union Representative
. Queensland Police Union Representative

The purpose of stakeholder interviews was to identify current perceptions of the psychometric testing
process' including the extent to which the process is viewed as comprehensive, eiTective, fair and
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practical. Stakeholders were encouraged to identify areas oftesting strength, weakness and suggestions
for improvement. Appendix 3 outlines the types ofquestions utilisJa in the stakeholder interyiews.

Although not all of the stakeholders were considered recruitment or testing specialists, their views on
the testing process were none-the-less considered highly important. For example, if negative
perceptions of the testing process existed within the QPS and the wider community, thii could affect
application rates, staffmorale, and official complaints about the testing process. Such perceptions
would need to be addressed, either through actual process changes uoO]ot through stakeholder
education (see seciton 5.0 for a summary of stakeholder concer-ns).

Academic Literature Rbview
A comprehensive literature review was conducted in the following areas:
o Best Practice Psychometric Assessment for Selection
o General Mental Ability Assessments for Selection
o Personality Assessments for Selection
o Police Selection
r Specific Assessments of General Mental Ability, Personality and Psychopathology

This purpose of this literature review was to highlight best practice in psychometric testing for police
selection, in order to establish a benchmark agiinsiwhich tie current i"rt butt"ry and proc-esses could
be evaluated.

Subject Matter Expert Discussions
Apart from QPS subject matter experts, external specialists in police and public safety selection were
also interviewed. The purPose of these interviewJ was to gathir 

"xpert 
opinions on piychometric

testing for recruit selection. Subject Matter Experts includid psychblogists and recruitment specialists
from:
r New South Wales (NSW) police Service
. South Australian (SA) Police Service
. Western Australian (WA) police Service
o Northern Territory (NT) police Service
r Tasmanian (TAS) Pblice Service
o New Zealand (NZ) Police Service
o Australian Federal Police (AFp)
o University of Southern eueensland
o Australian Council for Educational Research (ACER)
r Australian Institute of Forensic psychology (AIFP)

Observation of Testing Session
A typical psychometric testing session was observed. The puqpose was to:
r Ensure that test administration conformed with documented instructions
o Subjectively gauge candidate reactions to the testing process

Observations confumed that test administration followed the standardised instructions, and was
presented in a clear and precise way. Candidates tended to react in a positive manner towards the
testing process, and tlere were no instances of negative reactions observed.

OPS Assessment Data
Psychometric assessment scores for a sample of 136 QPS applicants accepted into the Academy was
compiled, along with additional HR and performance data, including:
r Academy Grades
o Sick Leave Data
r Complaints History

The purpose of this data was to validate the existing test battery. In order to be valid, the psychometric
assessments utilised by the QPS need to be significantly related to one or more future inditalors of
police performance.
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Data for a sample of 2938 recruit applicants was also obtained. This data included a breakdown of
demographic groups and psychometric assessment scores. This data was used to investigate the pass-
rates of different demographic groups within the applicant pool.

As mentioned previously, direct ratings of onthe-job performance were not available at tire time of this
review. Performance appraisal information 1i.e., FPAdata) was not recorded on officers' files.
Furthermore, the usefulness of PPA data is questionable. Officer competencies are rated on a 3-point
scale (not met, met, exceeds requirements). Anecdotally, it was."poi.d that most officers tend to be
scored at the 'met' level, severely restricting the variance oftlese icorer, and their utility in validity
research.

Data Analysis
Data collected from the above sources are integrated throughout this report. Data collected from
stakeholder interviews were content analysed ind categorised into themes, resulting in a list of key
stakeholder concerns (see Section 5.0). These concerns are addressed at relevant point, in this report.

Data collected through subiect mafter expert interviews are summarised in various tables throughout
the report (see Appendix 2 and Table 7.i.1).

Finally, QPS psychometric and performance data were analysed using conventional quantitative
techniques. A description of data analysis methods is provided in Apiendices 5 and 6.
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5.0 SUMMARY OF STAKEHOLDER CONCERNS

Table 5' 1 presents stakeholder concerns with the psychometric testing process for recruit selection. Itshould be noted that the perception of shortcomingi d_oes not or."rruiiiy mean that the shortcomingactually exists or constitutes a meaningful concern. However, all of these perceptions need to beaddressed through process change or education in order to ensure a widely respected and utilisedpsychometric selection system.

Concerns can be classified into four key areas: concerns with the consfucts being measured, the testinginstruments used, the inteqpretation and utilisation ofresults, and other concerns.

Table 5.1: stakeholder concerns with the psychometric Testing process

Constructs Being Measured

Psychopathology is not directly a
o stakeholders raised concerns that the eps was not meeting its duty of

care re sponsibilities-by ensuring that candidate s with psychopathilo gy
were screened-out during the selection phase. Stakehitdrrrittrd
numerous examples of fficers who ,should never have been accepted
into the service'. Examples included individuals with susnected
personality disorders and otherforms of dysfunction belivioar.

t Wilst stakeholders noted that the relative frequencJ of pathology in
recruits was low, the few cases that did arise had a stgiitrcant i-iport on
the recruit's health, the safety of coworkers and the community, ind the
productivity and reputation of the epS.

o Stakeholders believed that the direct assessment ofpsychopathotogy,
followed-up by a clinicar intervibw wourd be oroihrnili tuvestiintTor
all parties concerned.

9.0 & 9.1

' stqkeholders raised concerns that literacy among some recruits was at an
unsatisfactory level. They perceived that adequate literacy was being
assamed through edacationar attainments, ani that such i process htad
proven misleading. stakehalders wanted to see more direct assessrnenis

Low literacy rates among to*" re"rujts-

*:*oO and processing speed us
selection

Whilst clerical skills are frequently used in police work, they were not
o e rc e iv e d as hi g hly c ritic al i o o ffi c e n o, rfn )- on 

" 
o

c stakeholders raised concerns that memory and, processing speed were
not highly relevant or necessary abilities to be measured-in'recruit
selection. whilst memory prays a rore in porice worre, stakehorders noted
that fficers were encouraged to immediitely and thoroughly document
informationfrom incidents, and as such, exieptional meiory was not
n:cessary. In regards to processing speed, which is related to clerical
skills, stakeholders noted that ctericai skiils could be easily learnt.

'Common 
Sense' is not being assesseO

' stakeholders perceived that common Eense was the most imoortant
axribute for a new recruit, however, it was not being assesied retiably in

PACE applicant are not psy-t omeffiifrGa

associated with police work may mqke these candid.ates more

t stakeholders were concerned that pACE appricants were no ronger being
psychometrically assessed qs part of the serection process. This-was
especially concerning to some who berieved, that fast traumatic events
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mental healthproblems than pnovz canaM
stakeholders believed that pACE applicants often proved more dfficult to
manage than PROVE applicants, due to attitudinal issues.
stakeholders did not agree with the assumption that the selection
processes of other police departments were nec$sarity thorough enough
as to void the needfor additional testing by the eps. Furthermore, they
were concerned that relying on reference checks as a pimary selection
device may occasionally result in other deparfinents falnn[-off problem
worken onto the QPS by giving them a sood reference.

Inability to distinguish b"t 
"enmeftopolitan postings

o Some stakeholders believed that dffirent personality types would be
more or less suited to regional or metropolitan postings, and, that it
would be beneficial to assess for this duins selection.

8.0

Testing Instruments

rJur or date tests being utilised
o Some stakeholders were concerned that version 4 of the I6pF was

inappropriate to use in epS selection, as it is on oidu u"rrion of an
asse ment thatwas superseded I3 years ago.

8.0 & 8.2

Use of WAIS sub-test oot of c
t stqkeholders thought that it was inapproprtaft tu use the DSy and DSp

,ss^sments of the WAIS outsi-de of the larger VAIS testing bafiery. They
believed that this practice resulted, in scoris that were not accuratelv
interpretable

7.2

Uopynght of DSY and DSp questionable
r stakeholders noted that photocopied'versions of the DSy and DSp

assessments were being utilised and that this defied copwieht laws.

10

Interpretation/Utilisation of Results

Unknown meaning of the qogniffi 7 .1
unxnown ratronale tor the cognitive ability cut_off score of 45 7.1
Cut-off scores being applieA too rigidly 7.1
Lur-o[ scores not berng enfbrced 7.1
lntervrewers are not qualified to follow-up on psychometric findings in the
interview
t Some stakeholders were concerned with the practice of asking panel

interviewers to ask specific probing questions of candidates iio ,r*

Q*pra as having potentially unsuitible personality profiIes.
Stakeholders were concerned that panel members did not have the
psychological expertise to assl.rs candid,ate responses in away that
w o uld he lp d e t e rmin e the ir p sy c ho lo 9 i c al s uitab ilin/uns uitab ilin.

8 . 1

C)ther Concerns

The volume of work requir"a t
psychologist may not be conducive to thorough psychological evaluations for
applicants.
One stakeholder was .o
psychopathology may unfairly discriminate against individuals with mentar
health issues.

9.0
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6.0 ARE THX RIGHT THINGS BEING MEASURED?

This section examines whether the QPS is currently measuring appropriate psychological
characteristics in the recruit selection process and whether aoJitionat ctraracteristics should be assessed.In order to answer the question "Are the right things being measured?" existing job analysis data is
l,t.::.:l, 

and combined with information ho* qFs statenotder inrerview, -l-*," wider policingllrcranue.

Job Analysis Findings
The first step in reviewing any selection system is to ensure that the system is based on acomprehensive and up-to-datejob analysis. Ajob analysis guides orjanisations to choose selectionactivities that match the requirements of the iob, and hence ielps to Jnrur" the legally defensibility ofthe resulting selection system.

In 1996 the Australasian Celtre for Policing Research published a nationaljob analysis for generalduties constables in Australia (Kaczmarek & Packer, tbsa1. nwas hoped tiat ttris lot unatfsis ,ootaform the basis of standardised recruit selection practices across Austraiia (a goal wtricn nas yet to lerealised)' Thejob analysis involved 913 gtn"tul duties officers (including cinstables and supervisingofficers) who completed a Job Analysis Questionnaire that had been designed using previou, poti.eresearch.

As a result of the job analysis, 25 core job activities for general duties constables were identified (seeAppendix 4). The authors.noted that the perception ofthe general duties constable position was"highly consistent across.the sample regardless ofthe officlrs' gender, rank, jurisdiction, geographicallocationorlengthof service"(p. 19). Suchafindingsupportstf,"or"of thenationariou'inarlsl
results within the epS.

As-the national job analysis_ was wide reaching and methodologically sound, it provides a solid anddefensible foundation on which to build a sele-ction system. ri'e genera duties police officer position
Description (PD), cunenfly used by the QPS, was compared to thi national job analysis findings toensure that they were consistent. Whilst worded differently, the key responsibilities outlined ii trre po
essentially parallelled the core activities arising from the naiionaiou anatysis.

As^therational job analysis was published in 1996 and the last revision of the epS pD was conductedin2D3, exta steps were taken to ensure that the PD remained relevant for 2@7. police officersinterviewed for this review generally agreed that the key selection criteria outlined in the epS pD wererelevant and did-not require any meaningful revisions. ih* prorrs of asking operational sia&eholdersto commeni on the key seleciion criteria was not inten<ied to be a comprehensive job analysis (which is
!19n0 the scope of this review) but does give credible support to the ongoing uuiiairy of the currentPD in use by the epS.

It is important to note that some stakeholders expressed a need to measure 'Common Sense,, whenselecting police officers. Many felt that this characteristic was in essence the most important quaityfor a police offtcer. Unfortunately, corrmon sense is a vague construct that does not lend itselito beingscientifically defined. It can mean different things to different people and in different situations. As afine-grained definition for common sense does not cunently exist, psychometric assessments areunable to provide a measure of this attribute.

Conclusion
The curent general duties police officer PD utilised by the QPS reflects the findings of a relevantjobanalysis and forms an appropriate foundation on whicir to base avalid and defensiile selection process.

Y*:Fp Psychological Characteristics to the position Description
In addition. to identifying 25 core job activities for general duties constables, the national job analysisalso investigated the psychological characteristics ihat r"ere required for eachjob activity. Specifically,
"*p."tt1il 

the-area ofpsychology were asked to identify the psychological characteristics req'uireJroreach ofthe 25 corejob activities. Seventeen police psychotogists and so masters in psychology
students identified 42 psychological characteristics as requirements for satisfactory p"rfo6urri, u, u
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general duties constable. The required characteristics are presented in Table 6.1 below, and can beclassified into three broad areas: abilities, personality attrilutes and interpersonal skills. The authors
noted that these characteristics closely aligned with ihose nominated by iolice officers that participated
in their research, as well as with previous police research.

Table 6.1: Psychological characteristics Required for General Duties policing
(Kaczmarek & Packer, 1996)

*Please note thnt diff-rent essessment can use ffi

It is important to note that not all of the psychological characteristics listed above need to be assessed
in a comprehensive selection system beCause:
r Some ofthese characteristics overlap each other or represent aspects ofthe same over-arching hait

(e. g., conformity, conscientiousness and orderliness)
o some ofthese characteristics can be easily trained (e.g., clerical skills)
r Some ofthese characteristics relate to infrequent or less vitaljob activities (e.g., finger dexteriiy)

An appropriate way to help determine which psychological characteristics should be assessed involves
linking these psychological characteristics to ttri key silection criteria highlighted in the pD. ny tf,.i,
very nature, the key selection criteria have been deemed the most vital aspects to be assessed a11A n"tA
by candidates prior to selection - it follows that the personality characteriitics related to these criteria
are those that are most relevant to assess for selection.

Table 6'2 below shows the key selection criteria currently in use by the QPS and an indication of which
psychological characteristics are related to each criterion. Please note that just because a particular
psychological characteristic was not highlighted in the nationaljob analysis, it does not automatically
mean that this characteristic is inappropriate to assess in police ielection. Experts who participated in
tt'".j9! analy,sis were given a list of psychological characieristics to draw from when tiking traits tolou
activities. 

-Whilst they were also able to use traits not on the provided list, it is possible thi't participants
may have been inclined to simply stick with the traits p..r.nLd on the list, thus overlooking other
relevant traits.

n'l
Manual Dexteritv Agreeableness Interpersonal Relations Skills
Finger Dexferitv Responsibility Communication Skills
lpggd and Accuracy Conformitv Conflict Resolution Skills
Mechanical Abilitv Self-Control
Clerical Abilitv Cooperativeness
Wlqi4e Ability FlexibiliE
Motor Skills Sociabilitv
Spatial Relations Objectivity
Reading Comprehension Conscientiousness
Listening Comprehensi,on Assertiveness
Judgement Empathy
Observation Skills Sensitivity
Memory Integrity
Decision Makine Sklls Tolerance
Deductive Reasonins Trustworthiness
Inductive Reasoning Self-Esteem
Abstract Reasoning Morale Judsement
Perceptions Internal Locus of Control
Vocabulary Orderliness
Spelling
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Table 6.2: Psychological characteristics Rerated to the Key selection criteria

*As_the 
QPS currently utrt t

predorninantly from this assessrnent' Trait labets for other asiessments could eqaalty be used hereinstead.

As can be seen from Table 6'2 ab-ove,the key selection criteria for general duties constables can belinked to aspects of cognitive ability, normaiadult personality *J frry"r,opuaology. Links can also bemade to assessments of interpersonal, communication, and conflicireasoning skills. Directassessments of interpersonal communication skills are not typically considered the domain of paper-and-pencil psychometric assessments. These skills are best'measuied through work samples and role-play exercises. As such these skills will only be brie_fly discussed ,o*_A, the end of this report, and donot constitute a focus ofthis review (see Section 10.0).

Now that job relevance has been established for assessments of cognitive ability, personality andpsychopathology, this report will now turn to reviewing each of thJse *r"rrrn"nt types in more detail.

Essential Demonstrated ttigh teuel or prsGffiffi
emotional stability and professionalism
(Essential)

Normal Personality lcomUinationTl
traits such as emotional stabilitv.
integrity, conscientiousness)

Absence of Psychopathology

KSCr. Ability and willingness to acquir"iouiE-
knowledge of laws, regulations, policies and
procedures relating to the duties ofapolice
constable

Cognitive Ability (verbal reasoning)

KSC2 Ability to maintain effective worta-g-
relationships with colleagues and members of
the broader community, and respond to
direction and instructions when necessarv

Normal Personality (combination of
traits such as agreeableness, warmth,
conformity, conscientiousness)

Interpersonal Relations Skills

KSC3 Demonstratedr"uron@
required to research problems thoroughly,
make decisions and carry out complex tasks to
completion

Uognitive Ability (abstract reasoning)

KSC4 Mental and physical afiUty tolerfoG-
operational activities affectively under
unpredictable, emotional and sometimes
extended and dangerous conditions

Normal Personality (combination of
faits such as emotional stabilitv.
sensitivity, tension)

Absence of PsychopathologyKSC5 Ability to use operational equipmint in aEE
and effective lnanner

Normal Personality (combination of
faits such as conformity,
conscientiousness)

ADLO

*A

Demonstated effective o.al andffi--
communication skills and ability to negotiate
and resolve conflict under different situations.

Cognitive Ability (verbal t"asoning;-

Normal Personality (combination of
traits such as Dominance, warmth,
sensitivify, self discipline)

Commurucation and Conflict Reasonins
Skills
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7.0 ASSESSING COGNITIYE ABILITY

What is Cognitive Ability?
Cognitive ability is a measure of general mental ability (or intelligence). It provides an indication of a
person's ability to learn, problem solve and perform in a large vmiety ofcoitexts, including novel
situations.

Cognitive ability assessments can be made up of a variety of items tapping into specific abilities such
as verbal, numerical and abstract reasoning. A measure of 'general' iognitin" ability typically
incorporates items from several of these ability areas:

r Verbal ability assessments typically include items assessing vocabulary and ability to solve verbal
problems. Verbal ability is more strongly linked to educative experience than most other specific
ability assessments (e.g., it is a measure of crystalised intelligence).

r Numerical ability assessments contain items assessing basic computations, and ability to solve
numerical problems.

o Abstract reasoning assessments involve a series of visual pattern with a missing component.
Candidates are required to complete these patterns from a-list of possible solutions. Wtitrt
abstract in nature, these assessments provide an excellentrt"urui of a person's ability to identify
relationships, discern meaning in confusion, and problem solve in real life scenarios (h.aven,
Raven & Court, 2004)' They are associated wittr ititts such as inductive and deductive reasoning,
working memory, perception, spatial reasoning and observation (Kaczmarek & packer, 1997). As
abstract reasoning assessments are almost language free, they are often referred to as non-verbal
assessments' Scores are less dependent on educative experience than other cognitive ability
measures (e.g., it is a measure of fluid intelligence).

In addition to the three core abilities mentioned above, other specific abilities can also be incorporated
into cognitive ability test batteries, such as spatial reasoning, mechanical reasoning, processing'speed
and memory.

Are Cognitive Ability Assessments Job Relevant and Valid?
There is extensive evidence linking cognitive ability to training perforrnance and on thejob
gefolmance for all major job types (e.g., Salgado, Anderson, ilor"oro, Bertua & de Fruyt, 2003a;
Salgado, Anderson, Moscoso, Bertua, de Fruyt & Rolland, 2003b; Schmidt & Hunter, \,iSS,ZOO+1. tn
fact-cognitive ability outperforms most other selection techniques in terms of its predictive validity.
Such is its success, that it has been described as the primary tool for hiring decisions, with all other
selection measures considered as supplementar), (sctmidt 

-g 
ttunter, 199g).

The evidence supporting the predicative validify of cognitive ability became so large that researchers
turned to conducting generalisation studies. The purpose ofthese siudies was to show that the
predictive validity ofcognitive ability extended to ali occupations, situation and samples, thus making
local validity studies unnecessary. The findings from this iesearch confumed that the predictive
validity of cognitive ability was generalisable (e.g., salgado et ar.,2003a,2003b).

Meta-analyses using police_samples, provide evidence that cognitive ability is important for police
naining- and on-the-job performance; although validities for piedicting on-the-job police performance
tend to be lower than that found in most other professions (Hirsh, ttortt[op &-Schmidt, t-gg6; Salgaoo
et al', 2003b). Researchers have suggested, however, that the independent nature ofpolice work does
not lend_itself well to quality performance measures, and that lowei validity coefficients may Ue ttre
result of inadequate performance measures (Hirsh et al., 1986). Recent studies have continued to
provide evidence of the importance of cognitive ability in police selection. For example, cognitive
ability has been shown to predict Academy performance (Black, 2000), completion, and devlant work
behaviours, as evidenced by officer reprimands, investigations, suspensions and terminations (Cuttler
& Muchinsky,2006).

At a local level, QPS data has shown a robust link between cognitive ability and Academy performance
(Burke, 1993; Waugh, 1996). This link was further supported by analyses ior this review (see
Appendix 6)' Cognitive ability assessments were posiiively conelated with Academy grajes, and in
addition were negatively correlated with sick leave.
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Not only lt 1"t9 empirical evidence supporting the use of cognitive ability is police selection, but thereis theoretical evidence as well. The national jJ analysis ,ruJa"a tt ut verbal and absfract reasoningwas an important requirement of police worlg and recommended that such assessments form part of thescreening process (Kaczmarek & Packer, 1996). Inparticular, u"rua uuitity maps onto epS keyselection criteria one and six, and abshact reasoning maps onto selection criteria three.

The national job analysis did not recognise numerical reasoning as an essential attribute for policeperformance; however,.several policing agencies contacted for-ttris review still assess numeical abilityfor recruit selection' Discussion with JnJagency indicated that numerical reasoning was not a goodperformance predictor_for.their organisation] ano that poor candidate results in this area were nocweighted heavily in selection decisions. similarly, privious research using epS data indicated thatnumerical ability was not a strong predictor ot acaoemy p"rfo*ui". 6wuigi, i9t6r 
"'''--'-'

In total, the national job analysis identified 20 specific abilities/skills as requirements for police work;however' it recognised that not all abilities n""d to be explicitly rne"r"*a for selection. some abilitieswere overlapping, less integral for performance, or easily trainld, and as such may not add anymeaningful value to the selection pio"err.

Two specific abilities currently assessed in QPS selection, fell within the category of potentiallyunnecessary (i'e', memory.and orocessing speed). whilst memory unaouut"aiy pruyJu roi" io pori""work' stakeholders noted that officers *"i. 
"n"o*uged 

to immediately and thoroughly documentinformation from incidents, and not rely on their memory. As such, many stakeholders did notconsider exceptional memory-necessary for police work. purtfrer-ore, researchers have noted thatspecific aptitude assessments largely measure g.:ne_ral cognitive ability, plus some unique informationspecific to that ability (Schmidt & Hunter, zoo?;. n partlcular, it t * u""n suggested that memoryshares variance with general cognitive abitity, and that assessments such as abstract reasoning alreadyprovide an basic indication of memory .upu"ity (Kaczmarek & packer, 1997). Indeed, a moderatepositive relationship between memory ani abstract reasoning was found ror ihis ,"ui"*ir." eppendix

Recent QPS data analysed for this review indicates that memory is not significantly correlated toAcademy performance (see Appendix 6). This finding aligns with g*k"'t (lgg3)second study;however' it differs from two other studies, which shoriea i'r.urruut rignificant correlation betweenmemory ard Academy performance (Burke, rgg3 -study 1; wuugt , i6so;. ciu"o the reducedtheoretical importance of memory to modern-day police work, *i th" findings from this review,memory is not considered a vital p:^T_" for poiiie selection. Indeed, orme Australian and Newzealand Police Services contacted for this r"ui"*, only Queensland utilised a specific assessment ofmemory for selection.

A similar argument exists for processing speed, which is related to clerical skills. Stakeholders notedthat whilst clerical skills were frequently useo in police work, they were not perceived as highly
iglt^ryt to officer performance, and weie considered to be easily learnt. Again Kaczmarek and packer(1997) noted aptitude for clerical work, could be essentially retiected in general measures of cognitiveability' and did not necessarily require a specific assessment of processing speed. while previous epsresearch showed a significant relaiionship between processing speed and Academy performance(Burke' 1993; waugh, r9.96),this relationship was weaker roi trris review (see Appendix 6). Given itsless important link to police work, proces*in! speed is not considered a vital measure for policeselection' Again, of the Australian and New2e*and Police services who participated in this review,only Queensland utilised a specific assessment ofprocessing rp".J r"r g."eral duties recruits (althoughsome agencies still utilised typing assessments for selectionj.

Are Cognitive Ability Assessments Fair and Reliable?
Reputable assessments of cognitive ability, show solid levels of internal and test-retest reliability, andthe standardisation of these assessments ensures that inter-rating rrriuuliiry is high. However,regardless ofgeneral high standards, the reliability ofeach asseisment tool should be investigated onits individual merits before use.
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The standardisation of.cognitive ability assessments is one feature that helps to ensure test fairness.However, cognitive ability assessments are not without criticism. It is documented that minoritygroups often score lower on assessments of cog:ritive ability. Indeed an analysis of eps data indicatedthat Aboriginal and rones shaight Islander (ATSD groupr'r.oi"J approxlmatety one standarddeviation or more below that of other candidates on seveial ofthe cognitive ability assessments (seeAppendix 5)' However, as noted previously just-be_cause u group ,.o"r"s lower on an assessment, itdoes not necessarilv make that assessmenr utaseo. tt is possiute tn", ;;;;".r,i"], ill'j, ,"r",average levels of a particular characteristic, and if this c^haracteristic is job relevant and predicts futurejob performant" tquully for att groupsJi; ;* considered unrair or biased to measure that attribute.

The literature shows little evide-nce that cognitive ability assessments are biased; however research inan Australian context is scant. Internationil research has suggested that differential validity is quiteunconmon' and that differences in test scores 
To:a{ 

refleciiue poputation offrerenc"s iniogrlriu,ability (Hunter, Schmidt & Hunter, t979; teNijenhuis A van Oer i-t[ i, Dgl). Furrhermore itu,g"-scale review of the literature concluded that there was sufficient evidence to objectively claim:

"The currently most widely used stand,ardized tests of mental ability...... are, by and large,not biased against any of the native-b9rn 
lnglish-tpio*ing *nority groups on which theamount of research evidence is sfficient for-an obiecfive"determination of bias, if the testswere infact biased.,, (Jensen, 19g0, p. ix)

It should be noted, h9we.ve1, that bias in English-as-a-second Janguage immigrants, is less wellunderstood (see te Nijenhuis & van der Fliei 1997 for more information).

Some organisations use racial norming, or differential cut-off scores to reduce potential or perceivedbias' However, care n-eeds to be taken"in pr"r.riting different ,ut-ofi r"or", or other types of scoreadjustrnents for specific groups. In the uS, the civil Rights Act (1991) outlaws the use of differentcut-off scores or adjustments to scores based on group membenhip. T'he argument against usingdifferential scoring consists of the following points:

r It may compromise.the organisation as people without the minimum skill or ability levels toperform.satisfactor'y are i'owed to enier the organisation 
'r 'ru' vr cururJ rEvsrs r(

' It may be perceived as unfair to individuals who scored the same as members from the adjustedsubgroup, but who unlike them, were rejected from the processr It can stigmatise members of the adjusted subgroup within the organisation and the widercommunity (including those group members wtro iasseo tt. t guTut majority standard).

In situations where there is explicit evidence that cognitive ability scores differentially predictjobperformance for different goups of applicanrs (i.e., the prediciive slope or regression line differs acrossgroups)' there is a strong argument foi using different oor-, or.utoftr. unfortunately, there wasinsufficient data available to investigate tirJregression lines for different eps applicant groups in thisreview' Future QPS research is neeied in thisLa; however, relatively small ATSI applicant numberscan be a barrier to this type ofresearch. 
' -r' 4Y'Bu vvrr

Despite being outlawed in theus, a srnall proportion of American police departments still use differentcut-off scores for genderhacial groups $v), inda slightly larger percentage use different norms forthese groups (l3.3vo,cochrane et ui.,zboq'. *l*l iurt aiu'oorfo"" or,rr" responding agenciesreported using different norms or cut-off scores fo-r ATSI applicanl. Ausnaian police agenciestypically used the same norms and cut-off scores _for ATSI aiplican,r, rror"u", they take intoconsideration cultural issues when reviewing erst candi;a;;;h ;;;;, meet cut-off criteria.
The QPS is one such agency that considers multiple sources of information prior to rejectingapplications based on cognitive ability scores. combined *ith;ilgir; program (i.e., the JusticeEntry Program - JEP) toassist ATSI applicants to enter the acaaemyitrr! cognitive ability assessmentsdo not appear ro pose a tlreat to the cuiiurat iurrir* ofthe eps serection process.

It should be noted that the above discussion has not taken into consideration social values. Givenappropriate legal endorsement, organisations may choose to make a uutues-ariu"n decision todifferentially select applicants basid on group membership.

I

I
I
I ?t*
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Are cognitive Ability Assessments cost-Effective and practical?
cognitive ability is considered to be one of the most highly cost effective and practical selectiontechniques' Not only are cognitive ability assessments quickly administrable to large groups ofindividuals, but their high-predictive valiiity can result in significant financial savings for anorganisation' For example, researchers estimated that it woild 

"ort 
u lurti"ular us police departmentmore than $170 million over 10 years, if it were to remove the cognitive testing component fromrecruit selection (Hunter, 1979 inHunter & Hunter, l9g4).

once manuals and test booklets have-been purchased, the only on-going cost associated with cognitiveability assessments is the purchase of answir sheets for applicants.-

cognitive abilify assessments can typically be adrrinistered in large groups, requiring only minimaladminishative supervision. Individual assessments are often t0-t5 iinuies in duration; however, someassessments can extend to 45 minutes. computer-based scoring is often available.
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7.1 COGNITIVE ABILITY: IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

The Current QPS Process
QPS candidates complete four cognitive ability assessments: CTA, SPM, DSY, DSP representing
measures of verbal reasoning, abstract reasoning, processing speed and memory. Candidate scores on
the four cognitive ability assessments are combined to give a single composite score for each
candidate' A minimum composite score of 45 is required in order for the candidate to progress to the
next selection hurdle. Candidates who do not meet the minimum cut-off score have thiir application
reviewed by QPS's occupational psychologist. Based on their composite score and information in their
application (such as education history), a professionaljudgement regarding whether the candidate
should progress in the selection process is made.

The Cognitive Ability Composite Score
A major concern, and source of confusion for stakeholder groups, is the meaning and validity of the
cognitive ability composite score. The composite score is calculated by statistically combining the
results of the four cognitive ability assessments (SPM, CTA, DSY and DSP) via the formulae ieported
below' The formulae produces a single score, which is evaluated against a pre-determined cut-off
score to determine who will progress to the next round of selection.

The rationale for the composite score formula is unclear. No documentation on its creation appears to
existt and there seems to be ambiguity in the formula across the documents trtut r"f.i io if. fi'unkt"ro*
(2006) reports the following formulas for calculating the composite score. AII scores in the formulas
are standardised r-Scores (i.e, with a mean of 50 and standard deviation of l0)3,a:

Formula 1: If the difference between DSP and DSy >10:
(SPM+CTA+DSY+DSPy4

Formula 2: If the difference between DSy and DSp <10
(SPM + CTA + I{DSP + DSy}/21l3

Manktelow (2006)noted that there was no available rationale for applying different formulas based on
the size of the difference between the DSY and DSP scores. Further investigation for this review, also

I An external consultant to the QPS (Mr Johnstone, previously of the University of Queensland
Department of Psychology) is accredited for creating the formula and compiling the original normatiye
sample. Previous atiempts to contact IvIr Johnsione for clarification and information have been
unsuccessful (Manktelow, 2006).

2 Burke_11993) reported the following formula (bear in mind that Mechanical Reasoning (MR) and
Spatial Reasoning (SR) were still in use at this time):

[SPM + CTA + (MR + SR)/2* (if MR- SR <10) + (DSy + DSp)n* ftf DSy < DSp)]/4*tF
* If 10 or greater dffirence, test scores are taken individuaily
** This number is relevant to the number oftest scores taken individuaily

There is a conEadiction arising from the DSY and DSP element in the equation. The astricts indicates
the fornnula applies when the difference between DSY and DSP is greater than 10. However, the ,if'
command adjacent to it indicates that the formula applies when DSY is smaller than DSP. It is unclear
whether both or only 1 of these conditions apply.

3 The excel workbook which the QPS uses to conyert test scores into standardised and composite
scores describes the standard scores as Z-Scores. Given the absolute values ofthe standardised scores
within the workbook, this appears to be a reporting error.

'Please 
note that that the original test battery, had an extended formula, including scores for

Mechanical Reasoning, Spatial Reasoning and Numerical Ability. The elements of the formula relating
to these scores were simply removed, and the final divisor was adjusted to reflect the new number of
assessments in the battery
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failed to produce a logical rationale for the dual formula. In line with Manktelow,s suggestion, itappears more logical to simply calculate the mean score across the four assessments (i.e., add the fourstandard scores together and divide by four, as in Formura 1 above).

Another stakeholder concernrrith the composite score.was that very poor performance in one testingcomponent could be masked by superior perfo-ry3n9e in another 
"o'-pon"nt. 

so a candidate could, forexample, score well below average in veibal ability but moue tirouglithe selection process because ofhigh scores on memory and proc-ssing speed. 
_ Given that ,u.t .ogriitiue ability component measuredisjob relevant, below average scores on a particular.o-pon"ntrlf,uir.s the specific attention ofselectors. 

- --a--

Despite the theoretical rationale to abolish the composite score, analyses for this and previous reviewsshowed th-at it was a good predictor of Academy performance lsee appenaix 6). No evidence isavailable for its ability to predict on-the-job performance.

The Cognitive Abitity Cut-Off Score
AnotJrer major concern and source of confusion for QPS stakeholders is the meaning and validity of thecut-off score which is applied to the cognitive ability composite score. currently, u;o;porit";core of45 is deemed the minimum ttqu-rr"-"nifo, progression in the eps selection process. stakeholdershave expressed concerns aboui the validity of the cut-off score (what the number 45 means andwhether or not it is set too high or too low for on{he-job performance requirements).

Assuming that all individual test scores are converted into T-scores (with a mean of 50 and standarddeviation of l0), a cut-offscore of45 for each individual urr"rrrrr"nir"presents a score 0.5 ofastandard deviation below the.mean. The likety ranonal" ror *tit-"ui-tri rro., is as follows. The scoredeveloper thought it app-ropriate that only individuals with at least an average Ievel ofintelligenceshould enter the Police Service (a sentiment that has also been echoed elsewhere, see Table 7.1.1).However' as there is a degree of error associated with any measurement (psychometric or otherwise),the scores within an appropriate margin of the mean are also considered acceptable. In this case, themargin was set at 0.5 of a standard deviation (or 5 points) berow the mean.

A T-score of 45 can also be expressed in a number of other ways. It equates to someone at the 32vo forintelligence or an IQ equivalent score of 92.5. Regardless of how it is expressed, it is still consideredto be wi^thin the 'average 
range' of intelligence forkults. ttre proutem lies, however, that when T-Scores for assessments.are averaged (as they are when the composite ,*r" i, calculated), the resultingscore no longer holds the exact same properties of a T-Scote 1in patti"urar the standard deviation canchange, and hence the corresponding percentile scores may change). Therefore the composite scorecut-off of 45 does not equate to someone at a-pproximately the 3[vo af intelligence or an Ie of 92.5 asimplied in previous reports (e.g., Burke, ISS3';'pSAC, tqbs).

According to the original-norm set, a composite score of 45 lies between the l6.gvo - 23.67vo(depending upon the candidate's age). Manlcelow's (2006) ,.-nor-ing places the composite score of45 at the l8'lovo, which approximately equates to a T-Score of 41 or ui'rq or g7. It seems that acomposite score of 45 equates to a lower iq r.orc than was ̂ *rrJJv rome eps stakeholders, and itis possible that this cut-score is lower than what was originally intended by the score developer.

Putting aside the fact that the composite score is not re-standardised after computation, it still remainsunclear why 0'5 of a standard deviation from the mean was chosen as the acceptable margin on whichto base the cut-off score' In the absence of further information about the cut-off score,s development,the margin of 0'5 of a standard deviation appears to be- an arbitrary (althtugh, not unreasonable) figure(in fact other assessment tools, such as ae Ngo specify a T-score of 45 as being the lower limit ofaverage)' A more psychometrically justifiable approach, however, would be to select a cut-offscorethat was two standard Error-of Measurements (sEM) below the mean for each assessment (the SEM isa numerical value associated-with each psychometric assessment. It can be used to provide a degree ofconfidence that an individual's fue scoie actually lies within a specineJ range of scores). using a cut-offscore of 2 x SEM below the mean would allow selectors tobigsvoconfident that all individualswho truly have an average or higher level ofcognitive ability would be accepted through to the nextround ofselection.
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As noted previously, there is consensus tlat cut-off scores should only be utilised when there is clear
empirical evidence linking the score to minimum performance requirements of the job. Meaningful job
performance data was not available for this review, therefore potential cut-off scores were unable to be
empirically evaluated herein. Future research into establishing valid cut-off scores for the epS is
strongly recommended. The expectation is that large organisitions, such as the epS, have a
responsibility to maintain appropriate data, and conduct regular empirical investigations to evaluate
their psychomefiic assessment systems (Blau, 1994; EEO Commiss-ion Guidelin"I tgZg in Kaplan &
Saccuzzo, 2005; Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing, 1999). Failure to do ,o *uy
reflect badly on organisations if their selection systems were to le legally challenged.

In instances where there is inadequate local data to empirically determine a suitable cut-ofi score,
professional judgement is required to determine minimum standards (Standards for Educational and
Psychological Testing, 1999). Given that there is no local validity daia to guide the development of a
cut-off score, the existing psychological literature and common industry practice will be used here for
guidance. Table 7. 1. 1 below indicates the cut-off scores that are implied^or used by various authors
and organisations (please note that some cut-off scores are extrapol;ted from information provided by
these sources. One agency asked to remain anonymous, so agency names are removed). As the table
indicates, there is a consensus towards selecting candidates *ho u"hi"ue at least an average level of
intelligence.

Table 7.1.1 suggested cognitive Abitity cut-off scores for police Recruits

*It shoulC be noted tkat sam, o
police appiicant norml As suc-h, cut-off scores presented iboye are not I00Vo comparable. However,
based on information gathered from subject matter experts, police applicant norms appear to be
similar to (or afraction higher than) general population nornxs.

screening'rn or screening-out Appticants Based on cognitive Abitity
In- their review of psychometric screening for police selectiJn, Kaczmaret and packer (lggl)noted that
whilst police recruits required at least an averige level of intelligence, the need for superior intelligence
was not evident. As such, they recommended that cognitive abiiity assessments be used to screen-our
candidates with below av:r.lge intellect, as opposed to screening in candidates with especially high
scores. Using cognitive ability to screen-out unsuitable police candidates is also recommendld 

-

elsewhere (e.g., Cuttler & Muchinsky,2006).

When it comes to screening-out candidates, some stakeholders have expressed concerns that the cut-off
score of45 is applied too rigidly in the selection process, with individuals falling shy ofthis score
being immediately rejected from further consideration. It should be noted, however, that the current
process of the QPS is to have the occupational psychologist review the applications of individuals who
did not reach the minimum cut-off score. The psychologist ttren offers a professional opinion about the
suitability of the candidate, based on theil cognltive ability results, educaion history ani other relevanr
information in their application.

Kaczmarek and Packer fl997

Australian Police Agency 'D'

(supplementary assessments are given to candidates whose
scores are below the cut-offbut above scores in
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The practice ofusing cut-scores as rigid selection criteria is highly discouraged in the psychometric
field. For example Blau (1994) stated that:

" Specific cutoff scores should only be used when there is clear evidence that such scores are
valid, and have been cross-validated in research stud,ies in the agency where they are being
used" ( p. 94-95)

This sentiment is also echoed in the Pre-employment Psychological Evaluation Services Guidelines
endorsed by the International Association of chiefs of police (iooq,

{ 
con9e1 with the rigid use of cut-off scores is that rhere is likely to be no stark difference between

those individuals who score immediately above or below the cut-off A cut-off score is therefore to
some extent an arbitrary line in the sand. Despite these limitations, however, cut-off scores serve a
highly practical purpose in large-scale recruit'ment processes in quickly identifying individuals who
may not meet minimum ability requirements for a specific role, Over 69 Vo of police organisations that
responded to a US natiolal survey on psychometric selection practices indicatid that thiy used a
minimum cut-off score in their selection process (Cochrane eiA., ZOOO;. Approximatety rcV"
evaluated psychometric performance in conjunction with all other selection i"urur"r, ihereas 2l.2Vo
utilised a minimum cut offscored, followed by a global approach.

Rather than using cut-scores per se, it is often preferable for organisations to use flag-scores. Instead of
candidates being rigidly cut from the selection process based on a cut-offscore, 

"undidut", 
who fail to

meet the flag score are 'flagged' for further consideration, and have their files reviewed by a
psychologist. The psychologist takes into consideration all cognitive ability results, academic history
and other relevant factors to make a professional judgement about the suitabitity of the candidate. Such
an approach conforms with best practice standards for the use of psychometric assessment results in
selection, and mirrors the current approach being used by the QPS (albeit, under a different label). By
relabelling the cut-off score as a flag score, it may assist in educating stakeholders about the actual and
intended use ofthese scores.

Several policing agencies interviewed for this review, invited applicants that did not met cut-off
requirements to resit the cognitive assessments aftei a minimum period of time (for e.g., 6 weeks).
Some agencies explicitly provided candidates with developrn.ntul advice pdor to havirg them resit
assessments.

Using flag-scores in a selection Process requires the occupational psychologist to use their professional
judgement in determining a candidate's suitability to progress in tie selection process. However, by
incorporating expertjudgement into the selectionproi"rs, it l"aves open the possibility that an overly
inclusive crglture may develop, such that a tendency to accept all candidates emerges, regardless of
cognitive ability scores. several epS stakeholders have raised this concern.

When usjng flag-scores, selecting psychologists need to be mindful that there are substantial dangers
(physical, emotional and hnancial) associated with hiring a person into the police force without an
Tl'JoPnate level of cognitive ability to guide their behaviours and decision making processes. Current
QPS data suggest that approximately 2lVo ofapplicants fall below the cut-offscore, however, only
l'3Vo of applicants were removed at the psychometric hurdle (in contrast, one external subjeci matter
expert indicated that approximately one third of applicants are removed at their psychomefiic screening
phase).

A second concern with utilising professional judgement in selection processes is that complaints may
arise if one person was rejected from the selection process because oitheir cognitive abiliiy results, but
another person with similar circumstances was not. Selecting psychologists will need to be mindful of
maintaining consistent standards and ensuring that that havein upptoptiut" rationale for progressing or
ceasing a candidate's application.

In order to assist consistent professional judgements and minimise the risk of eroding minimum
standards, it is recommended that the occupational psychologist document their rationale for
progressing or ceasing a candidate's application based on theirresults. The psychologist's professional
judgments can then be reviewed at regular intervals to ensure that the flag-score system continues to
operate effectively and add value to the wider selection process.
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Cognitive Abilify Norms
cunently the QPS uses the original cognitive ability norm set based on I152 eps recruit applicants.Detailed information about thii nottrt s-tt could not be located for this review. Therefore, it remainsunknown whether this norm set is representative and appropriate for use. Another concern with thisnorm set is that some assessments in the cognitive ability gilno are age normed (CTA and DSy),whereas others utilise combined no.-r ..girdless of age (sPM and os-'r;. tt is unclear why half of theassessments were age normed, and half were not.

Consensus.regarding whether to age norm assessments ofcognitive ability has not been reached in theacademic literature. The decision to age norm depends i" p; ;; ;;po.por. of the assessment. Forexample, when it comes to a pure cliniial evaluati-on of a person's -"ita functioning, it is useful tocompare individuals to members of their own age group. Howrver, for serection purposes,organisations are interested in-whether the person irur tir" ability to do a particular job. As the job is trresame for all individuals regardless of age, ii follows that the uuitity ,"qurements for the job should bethe same regardless of age. 
lot trt ,"ion, ug" norming is tnidly;;t used in selection. The samerationale extends to the use of gender and rac[l nonns. Unless it is'evident that assessments havedifferential predictive validity ior demographic gr-oups_lor there is a regally endorsed exemption for aspecific group of applicants put in placelo me"t a"rituut" social goals)] generic norms should be usedfor the entire applicant pool. 

- -'- ee- v/'

The next decision for the QPS is whether to use local (QPS) or general adult norms for cognitive abilityassessments' Local norms are often preferable in manycont""t, b""uor" they provide a ciontextuauymeaningful benchmark on which.to co-put" applicanti. However the recommendation of this report isto use general popuration norms (as provided in-the assessment.*uurrj, ^r b;Ji;;;" i;;;l;"short term' The reasons why general population norms are recommended in this instance are asfollows:

o It is likely that several adjustments to the testing process and battery may be made as a result ofthis review' Meaningful ch-ange1 to a testing process require a re-norming of the assessmentbattery' Local norms will therifore not exist for an amended test battery, until an adequate numberofindividuals have been assessed through the process.
r As it stands the general consensus in the literatureis thatpolice officers require at least an averagelevel of intelligence.relative-tg the general population. curr"ntty-it 

" 
epS uses local norms basedon i 152 recruit applicants. Little is known abort this applicant gtoup fi 

"., 
how represeni",i", ,rr"sample is and how scores compare to those of the general poputitioij.

Ideally future research within the QPS will further define the minimum cognitive requirements for ageneral duties officer, based on job performance data. However, until this time the existing generalpopulation benchmark appears the most jusdfiable option.
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7.2 A CRITIQUE OF COGNITIVE ABILITY INVENTORIES
There are numerous cognitive ability measures corrmercially available for use in selection systems,and it is impractical to provide u t"ui"* of each here. A ,.t.rt nu-u", of reputable and reas-onablypriced assessments are reviewed here for consideration. It should be noted, howeyer, that alternativeassessments may also be acceptable.

Raven's standard progressive Matrices (spM) - Abstract ReasoningThe SPM is a measure olabstract ot non-u"rua reasoning ability. It was first published in 193g andhas been revised several times, with 2000 being the lateJ;;;;, ano upoates conducred in2004(Author: Raven)' The sPM comes in tlree forms: classic, parallel and plus. The classic version iscurrently used by the epS.

pejrut was designed to measure general intelligence (i.e., spearman,s .g,) which is believed to bethe factor that underpins an individu-al's core ."aroning ability and all measures ofcognitivefunctioning (de Lam-os, 
19!sl. Th" srrra piouio"s an indication of a candidate,s educarive ability,including inductive and deductive reasoning, sh^ort-term *orting *"-ory, perception, spatial reasoningand observation skills (Kaczmarek &packJr, D97).

The SPM is suitable for use in clinical, educational and organisational contexts, such as personnelselection' and has been us-ed widely in Austoalia for such p"tpm*iJ" Lamos, 19g9). For example,several Australian law enforcemeni agencies ur"_ t_!: sPM fo; g"o"rul duties recruit selection (e.g.,QLD, sA, wA, AFp). In a review ofiognitive ability assessments, the spM was deemed anappropriate assessment for use in policeielection by the Austrarasian centre for policing Research(Kaczmarek & packer, 1997).

Australian norms exist f9I t" SPM, although they are now dated. The norms were based on a 1gg6restandardisation study-(de Lamos, 1989). ihe adult norms are based on a nationally representativesample of year l0 and l1 students, who were selected to approximate census data. year 10 students'are corimonly used as a proxy for general adult ability. Ho*"v"r, year r r nonns are suggested forpositions requiring year 11 and 12 iducation (such as cont"*pora.y potice work). combined gendernonns are available for year 10 and l1 students and for timed and un'-tim"o versions of the assessmenr.More recent British, uS and international no.r" *" available in the 2004 manual. As cognitive abilitylevels for the general population has tended to gradually increase ou"rti*", it is advisable to use up-dated British (or alternatively US) norms for selection.

The SPM is briefly reviewed below according to the sir- principles of effective selection.

Job Relevance
The sPM provides a measure of abstract reasoning which is linked to a range ofabilities highlighted bythe national job analysis as requirements tor pohci wort (e.g., aurt *t r"uronlng, inductive reasoning,deductive reasoning, -"Totyj perception, spatial relations aia oure*ation skills). Abstract reasoning
f,:#:: nj$H:tJ,t'#id 

to kiv selection criteria two for qrs recruiis. rhe Spivr is trrererore aiou

Validitl
The SPM has been described as one ofthe purest mcasures ofgeneral 'g' available (e.g., Jensen, l9g0),and support for the test's-validity is substaniial (for a review se-e: ae Lairos, l9g9; Kaczmarek &Packer' 1997; Raven eta1.,2004)' Multiple rtoai"r using local epS data show that the spM issignificantly conelated to measures of Academy perforriance (Buqke, 1993; Waugh , 1996).

More recent analyses fol 
tit review also support the predictive validity of the spM. The spM waspositively correlated with Academy petrotmun"e and negatively correlated with sick leave. As spMscores increased, Academy grades inireased and sick leave declased. In the cunent analysis, the spMdid not predict Academy p"iformun"e once the effects of the crA were controlted for. It appears thatthe sPM and crA share some important variance (possibly 'g'). Given that Academy grades are basedon written assignments and exams, the fact that the SPM aia not add to the crA (a measure of verbalreasoning) in the prediction of Academy performance is not surprising. performance indicators that areless verbal in nature are likely to yield triln"t.oo"tutions with uurrult r."r"""d;;r;;;'""'"'" "'
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Reliability
The SPM shows sood reliability (Raven et a1.,2004). using data relevant to Australian adults, thei;i.iilm:;:Til1ffin:f,1'f *i;, ?hiiil;;.J'ffiilf; ",,i,"u,,, or s0 : ̂ e-ir* ti-".
Fairness
As the sPM is a non-verbal assessment of mental ability, it is often considered to be an especia'y fairassessment of mental ability for individuals ritn affrorn,."iti"i", 

"on-English 
speaking

hr"ru;:*rt::lmtJ'lrtt;t;o",t" spna ir "oorio.,.oioi",.rutiu"ry indeperident or
The Australian restandardisation study indicated that students who spoke English at home tended toscore higher than students that did noi rp.ut eogriri, at rro*i ;;;#, correrations berweenperformance on the SPM und oth;;;;"1-Jir1"-norurtrc aurity ,r,"r"-similar for ar srudents regardlessoftheir language background lsuggesiinjan ulr"n"" ofbias). r'urthermore, research cited in the latest:n:il?:ir:1"i1|i:X1*|ffil""n'J'nu't, spna i'"' 'i*i#i.#.,i"" varoity ror oiri".*,

Given the age of the sPM' some people raise concerns that its items may be available to enterprisingcandidates (either through the r","t*J,:"i 
",rr"t 

means). Tnis seems anlnhkery scenario, as anassessment's intesritv is highry protected ofGe pror"srioout .or_unity, and the majority ofcandidates *" unrik.iv 
l"-h;;;;;il;"JgJT"quir"a r" ,""r..-1""r, uss"rs-"ntr. Furthermore, this

fr::ffi1,,.f,|11ffffii.t 
to almost all psvJhometric assessme"rr. o* way ro herp reduce rheir,r", i" .i"#;:i",ili#'r;ffi:H"t"",',1ftff:';fr:n:Til",fft*:*"*X**in" "J,o,-.",

Cost Effectiveness
The QPS already owns ample copies of the SPM test booklet for large group testing sessions.consumable response sheets and up-aateo manuarrl""r.rl* i" o^.r?inrr'r"o from the AustralianDistributor: Harcourt Assessment. pricing 

", "r 
la*."i i6t;t, .rilirH:,

One-Off Expenses
2003 SPM professional Manual & Norms A$14g.50l0 Reusable Test Booklets: A$ 

-590.70 
_epS has multiple copies alreadv

Consumable Expenses
l0 Hand-Scoreable Answer Sheets A$s0.s0
Pracricality
The sPM can be administered as a timed (2O-minutes) or un-timed (45-minute) assessment. Typicalrytimed cognitive abilitv assessments are utilised i" .*proy". ,"i"'"r]"J. ri-"d assessments giv" uo:1ffi:miffi:Ti;:,X1,,:lr::*iii"'i" *" probiensorv., unJ,r,.y arso herp,"au." tf,. 

_

un+imed assessments are sometimes considered-u1r.ur r.or assessing the ability of older adults andindividuals of different cultural ot n"n--rngr]ih speaking bactgr"""Jr."nowever the nature of poricework regularly requires officers to n'*" r"" lr.lsioos in""il"zooillo u, such speed assessmenrs areotten considered appropnate for policas"l.d;. In fact, 
"in" "ri'rl"'rrate 

and internationar policeservlces contibuting to this review, only Queensland uriiisJ;;-r^ili 
"ogni 

ive ablity assessmenrs.
using an Australian sample, timed and un-timed administrations of the spM did not differmeaningtuily in their correrati-ons ri.r, f"tr"rL:: ruli:gr, ,"#;;; tnut tt" shorrer rimed-yersion isa more practical apnlication of the assessment it stouta u" noiJo, rroi*er, that correlations betweenthe sPM and performan-ce ratings were highei for un-timed versus timed adminisfrations forindividuats wirh a non-Ens]lt 

ifrkt;;'i?.ie'""-"d, arthough ,h; ;ii;;.n", between conerarioncoefficients was reasonably small 1a mirimuri different of r = .04).
whilst it is common oractice in Australia to use time-d-spM assessments, the test manual suggests thatthere may be limitations with this d;i;:"sp;ificarly, spuil#*" Lung.a in five differenr sers.
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within each set' successive items increase in difficulty. As such, some candidates may spend moretime trying to get the difficult qu"rtionr oi one set right, while another candidate may skip over thedifficult questions to proceed with the easier questions ofthe next set. As scores ro,it" s'prvr are basedon the total number of correct responr"r, ,fr. person who took the labetter. 
- ------vvrv'ovo'urvPsrruuw[otooKmelaterapproachwill l ikelyperform

This potential limitation can.be at least partially addressed by instructing candidates to not spend toomuch time on any one question' Furthe'rmore,, when reviewinfpotentiauy unsuitable candid'ates, thepsychologist can also take into consideration the accuracy 
"iri,i."iaio"te,s 

responses, relative to thenumber of items completed' 
-1ot exampre, candidates 

-*rro "orir","o 
r"r., items with higher accuracymay be viewed more favourably than tt orl rno .o-pr"i"a .*'ylii*. inu."*ately. unfortunately,however' updated norm sets do not provide norrns foi timed adminishations (however, earlierAustalian norms for timed assessrnen,, *. available).

As cognitive abilitv results are individually reviewed prior to screening-out applicants, theimplementation of a shorter til;-;;;ri;;;there assessmeno r""ia likely result in simlar ourcomesfrom a more practical pt-o::lt. H"t;;;;, 
"; 

*cenr timed norms are unavailable, it is suggested that theun-timed version ortne spM be utilised 
""ii11r. 

validity 
"iil..a-"i-iniskations is ass=e-ssed rocalyand a timed-normative sample is developed 1rni, ,nuy b; 
";il; 

through an internal pilot study ornorms borrowed from another polic" ug"n"y).

Other issues releyant to practicahty:
o The assessment is completed in paper-and-pencil format, allowing group testing sessionsr Hand-scoreable answer sheets are available from the test distributor, however optically scannableanswer sheets are not available. The QPS ha, anung"Jr* trt" a"rlgn and supply of optically-scannable answer sheets for quick comluter scoring; however, copyright implications for thispractice needs to be explored further lsee Section r-o.o ro, ru.ti,"i cls"ursion;.
Conclusion
The sPM is an acceptable measure ofabstract reasoning ability to use in the selection ofpolicerecruits' Th-e assessment is job relevant andhas sound evidence of validity, religbility and fairness. It" can be administered in.a reasonable period 

"ig* 
(especiatty wtren u*tim"a administration is used) and

ffi;:X?lfi.#t:j*::frffif"".i, ""u "m"i"niro, tr," qps; they arready own rarge numbers of

ACER Test of Abstract Reasoning (TAR) _ Abstract ReasoningThe TAR is a measure of abstract *-n*-uluur.reasoning ability. it was developed by iaking serectitems from two existing.AcER -"ut*., trriidar" vr*, iulity i.rt u"o Aptitude profire Te-st series),and is considered suitable for personnel;J;;;" and career guidance.

TAR norms are based on a sample of 151 Australian adults, who were recruited from graduaterecruitment programs, university 
"t9 

TAFE;;;mises, centreri* unalou network premises,
;:T:l'iffi?H:?ff; "nd 

other locations. H;;.;, ,h" '"o,0il1""", considered representative or

The TAR is briefly reviewed below according to the six principles of effective selection.
Job Relevance
The TAR provides u *:1Yt ab.stract reasoning which is linked ro a range of abilities highlighted bythe.national job analysis as requiremenrt r* p"ii.r 

l""rk (il;;b,nl.lr.uroning, inductive ieasoning,qeouctrve reasoning, r"Tory: perceprion, spatiar relatio"; ;; ;;;;;atron suus). eustract reastning
:ff}! lr.r"tffjJ,t#;a 

to r.y ,"r""tion 
"'JtJa two for aps r;;;i; rhe rAR is therefore a job

Validity
There is evidence for thg construct validity of the TAR, however such evidence is scant. The TARmanual highlights a study comparing rari t"or"r of 151 Austrariun uautt, ro scores on the Raven,ssPM' The TAR short-form had u ru]t ,.or" conelation with th" apM;.71, supportiog its validitv
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(ACER' 2005)' No additional information regarding the_TAR's validity could be sourced, and noreports of its use in a police selection context"were found.

Reliability
The overall internal consistency of the TAR short formwas high, r = .g7, however, no test-retestreliability data has been reported for the assessment (ACER, 2005).

Fairness
As the TAR is a non-verbal assessment, and has been promoted by the distributors as a suitableassessment for candidates from non-Engrish speakilg.u-*1g."""a" iaCgn, 2005). No empiricalinvestigations of potential tesr bias upp; r;-i" uva'able for this assessmenr.

Cost Effectiveness

3,ff"tf:*:;x|[fij|:r[tfiijfi::d fromACER (Australian council forEducational Research).

One-Aff Expenses
Manual
I Reusable Test Booklet

Free upon purchase of TAR assessments
A$19.95

Consumable Expenses
l0 Aaswer Sheets
rwo*t.unn"i rl 

"'"a inc lude s th e c o st * 
" "-,# l3"nj"rl

Practicalitv
r The TAR can be administered in short-form (45 items, 20 minutes) or long-form (60 items, 25minutes)' The long form is considered a more advanced assessment, and as such, the short-formappeaxs most appropriate for recruit selection.r The assessment can be completed.in paper-and-pencil format, allowing grouptesting sessions.(On-line assessments are alio avaitaUteif required)e The process for scoring the TAR oo", oot fiinicely into eps's curent approach to in-house' scanning and scoring' standard (non-scannable) answer rh"J ; available from the testdistributor' however scoring formula *J no.*, are not available. Instead, TAR scores need to be'T:i#lfi lfJ:t["ril""] ji:JJ:XU**;;"J""i"grn""o,tor*-i"",.",,,,er,

while optically scannable answer sheets are available from the distributor at no cost, they areintended to be used only for trre acsR-iett Scoring s"rui.., ,"rri"h involo"s sending responsesheets to ACER for scoring (this service incurs a fee).

Conclusion
The TAR is a job relevant assessment, which shows some evidence of construct varidity; however itssupporting evidence is not substantial, and trr" no.rr used for the assessment are not considered to berepresentative ofthe general adult population. Future research i, o".a"Ju.r-. the TAR could beconsidered a highly recommended assessment for police selection.

ilT:t"n:ifiljiltof;# 
procedure's for the rAR do not arign with eps's currenr approach to in-

Watson-Glaser Critical ThitrTS Appraisal (CTA) _ Critical Thinking/Verbal ReasoningThe crA is a measure of higherJ&"i;fi;;oning abitiry. r, r*-n .tpublished in the 1942, wirhthe most recent up-date pubilshed i" 200i 6;ors: fatson'a cr"r"i, zool). The 2001 up_dateincludes new nonns, however the items remain th".rur:_l, rh" p;r;;;r-i9g' edition. The up_daredcrA norms consist of over 1500 individuals from tfre uK, ;*ir*;;ety of occupatrons^irrciuaingpolice services' uK norms are generally considered acceptable for use within Australia.
The crA is considered appropriate for personnel selection forjobs that are at higher levels of anorganisation' The QPS currently utilises the crA for recruir ,i".,i"".- ii," we pohce Service also
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i*ti":l*i$i"i;r'*1ir:i:tr"Tes, but not ror generat duries recruits; rather the crA is reserved

The crA assesses five key areas of criticl_11s:*:.*cruding drawing inferences, recognisingassumptions' deductive reasoning, Iogicalinterpr."tugon, ana igument evaluation. candidates are
ffJ:Jr1.::ff"t"?:written 

statemeits, 
""0 

*" requhed to 
"uutuuiJtn" varidity of proposirions rerarins to

The crA is briefly reviewed below according to the six principles of effective selection.
Job Relevance
As the crA is a highly demanding measure of critical thinking, generany reserved for managemenf ormanagement-ftack positionr, 

"on"-.* 
has been expressed that the asi*T:i'*i:ilJiliffi1ilin;ii*;ir"'uni;;;;;;;;ffi::il#;:1333"?',ff ';iL",

"..'arthough it is crear that probrem.sorving skilts are required of new recruits, it isquestionable whether the critical thinkingitttit'*r"trrliiy the [crA] match the iob
;n;:r:#*tr ,"#r",t "e 

nature and iange 
"f ,;;;;;;;rktr; ;kt;;; ;;,;;;;;,i',: lror*oon

The authors went on to conclude that the cTA was an unsuitable assessment for the national screening
,xi"tffi;:"*its' 

several r"G;;;;;; Ji"*, interviewed roi tr,ir r"ui", arso expressed similar

Validity
Studies have shown a link benveen crA perfcrmance and academic achievement. For example, twostudies using Iocal epS data r,"".l"oL"iJj ttrat.the cra ,rg*ni""ruy predicrs potice Academypetonnance @urke' 1993; waugh ,1996). Analyses f;.;;;;, rj"view arso showed a significantrelationship berween 

r: crA #;;;;;s1d"1 (r", App;;;;'ij. r" fact, out of a, the Jognitiveability measures' the crA 
""t"""r"i-i". # majority or uuriuor" io-i"uaemy performance. Given thatAcademv performance was largely u*"a o";*;;il;ffi;;;ini"*u-r, this finding is not;Hffiill3 "3ffflIltT'6+f ;:*^r1*:t*3;ilri#,ilH1H ; rttre researfi,"?p"J"e,r,.

The crA has been criticised 
.ti{"! for having inexplicabre constuct varidiry (woehrke, r9g4). Thatis' it is unclear exactly what the cretn"**"r. rn addition, ,h; ci; has been criticised for its oateditems' which *uv no iongtr contain conhoversial:?nrejl as originaily intended (Kaczmarek s pzcr,o,

ffill;S?:f:J,T:'#"""",f|"J1:,n;lyl*iJi," ortr,, crA, ;J;, pJ"posed ro create emotive
Reliability
Reliability for the cTA is acceptable. Internal reliability ranges from .69 to .g5 across several sampres,and test-retest reriability ou., i3-.oonti, i"i"*a was |liwil;ftLser, l9g0).
Fairness
The crA requires a higher reading level than is typical-for psychometric assessments (9s grade).These language demanis are likeri ;; t;;i;il;ore difficultry for appricants from non_Ensrishspeaking or disadvanrageo uacrsound;i[;;;;* an""Li,lq ;;i.";fact, the crA ha-s been raredunfavourably in respecrro possible bias lsee Woehlk", l9g;;; , ^i"ii.*l.If the tanguage difficutty ofmrs assessment reflected genuine *ott t"quir"t"nts, than the fairness of this assessment wourd besupported' However' as the job ttt"u-""f,i *,is. assessment is questionabre, it raises concerns that thecrA may not be a fair assessment to include in the.recruit selection process (especially for candidateswith non-English speaking or oiruavuitufJ.iu"utionur backgrounds).

Cost Effecdveness

fltttfir*""s 
can be purchased from Harcourt Assessmenb in Austraria. pricing as at March 2007 is
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One-OffExpenses
Manual
Scoring Key
I Reusable Test Booklet

Consumable Expenses
25 Hand-Scoreable Answer Sheets

A$507.6s
A$170.40 - epS has scoring information already
A$79.05 - QPS has muttiptJcopi., 

"t 
."dy 

---'

A$r37.50

Practicality
' 

;h"9I^has 
80 items and can be administered in a timed (40-minute) or un-timed (1 hour)

o The assessment can-be completed in paper-and-pencil format, allowing group-testing sessions.(Computer-based administration is atlo available if required)r optically scannable answer sheets are not available from the distrib-utor, making scoring for large-groups time consuming' The QPS has arranged the aevelopmeni of its own scannable scoringsheets for the crA; however, *pyrigrrii*pl-ications n".Jioi" .*plored further (see section l0).
Ootional Features
o on-site software is available to administer and score reports for candidates if required.[On-site Software package: aSf Z+O.iSi

[Score Only Report Ag3].00 ea"h ior-bulk purchase of 100+l

Conclusion
The high-level demanding nature of the crA weakens the job relevance of this assessments to generalduties police work, and 'u-ir", 

"on""r*uuou,i t fairnesffi;ir;;. candidares wirh non-Engrishspeaking and disadvantaged educationat ua"tgroulds). Although the crA has been linked toAcademy performance, there is tittle eviaenc" 
"onn 

-ing_rt #ii ;;" predict on-the-job performance
fl1fl:T:Hf::,Hf* 

this i"r;;;;tn iog"th.,, ttre-cre ^,.',r,n"n, is not recommended ror

AIER Select Verbal _ verbal Reasoning
ACER select verbal is a verbal rearooinf?rr"rrment that has superseded the ACER Higher Tests (MLand PL)' It was developed by taking trr";"u"ti;ir"*, tom trre-vrf *Ji,r and combining rhem into asingle assessment. No new ir"-, *""r" 

"r"ur"a 
ro, tt i, urr"lrrrrnt;;;u., the wording of some itemswas changed to remove gender stereotyping-ii.utt on ACER, 2003).

ACER' Select V'erbal hu: 
lYo levels: general and professional. The professional version is intended forhigher-level positions within an 

"rg;ri;;i;, ;nd as such the g;;^;"rsion is considered more
;l5t #:l;i:r 

general duties officers' Item tvpes inctude u"ria r"^"ning, synonyms, vocabulary

ACER select verbal is suitable for use in personnel selection and career counselling settings. Thepredecessors of Acer serecr Verbar, th" ML;; p!: 
T. ,";;;;;; severar Austrarian policeagencies for recruit selection (e.g., AFp, n"f, Sa, We).

Australian norrrs exist for Acer select Verbal. The norms were based on 43gyear 1l students, testedin 2002' Year 1 1 students were deemed to be an adequut" .rtirout" oip".roro'un." for adult sampres.The representativeness of.this sample i" i"r.r 
"roffi*hJoi#-'oi'is unknown. As was thecasewith earlier versions of this assess;*r, ,rr" p"urirhJ;;;;i"r-oi"rKr*, are not idear. As such, rheuse of local norms has been recommended for this assessme"r, 

", "lr".l"rively 
borrowing local normsfrom other Australian police agenci"r ,h;;;;otly use the assessment (Kaczmarek &packer,1997).

Acer select verbal is briefly reviewed below according to the six principres of effective selection.
Job Relevance
Acer Select verbal provides a measure of verbal reasoning which is linked to a range of abilitieshighlighted bv the nationur3ou unury.i;r';;;;,nents f6r pori". ,uort 1..g., writing ability, reading
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comprehension and vocabulary). verbal reasoning can also be directly linked to key selection criteriaone and six for QPS recruits. Acer select verbal is therefore uiou r"i!n*t assessment tool.

Validity
The Acer Select verbal test rnanual does not provide explicit information of the assessment,s constructor predictive validity. Instead readers are refened to tnJ vn rpt manual. Although the ML and pLhave been used in selection by several Australian police agencies, there is little empirical datapublished on the predictive validity of this assessment. In a review of the MLIpL suitability for policeselection, severar unpubrished *orL *"r" cited a; pr;"i;i;;;;l"ni" orpr.arctive validiry. Forexample' the MI"/PL was.found to be a good prediclor of Northern Territory police perfomrance, aswell as New Zealand Police Acade*y pi.rororunce (Milliken, 1995 and Black, 1995 cited inKaczmarek & packer, 1997).

Reliability
Acer select verbal has good internal reliability, r = .81; however there are no reports of test-retestreliability (ACER, 2003).

Fairness
Acer select verbal is an assessment ofverbal reasoning, and as such it is expected that individualsfrom non-English speaking backgrounds woulJtypicany ,ro.. lower on this assessment than nativeEnglish speakers' iittle empiricil information about the test's appropriateness for use with differentracial groups exists. It is argued, however, that verbal reasoning is important to police work, and assuch it is reasonable to assess this ability. 

------ -'o

The manual notes that reading ability is kept to a necessary minimum. There are some difficultvocabulary items, however the remaining iiems use vocabulary that is well within the knowledge ofIower-secondary school students. 
r urq! ro "v' wruu' ure ^,uwltiuge

Cost Effectiveness
Acer Select testing resources can be purchased from ACER (Australian Council for EducationalResearch). Pricing as at March 200iis as follows:

Consumable Expenses
25 Combined test booklets/answer sheets .4,$36.95

Practicaiitv
o Acer select is a timed assessment (lS-minutes) containing 34 items.r The assessment can be completed in paper-and-pencil format, allowing group-testing sessions(On-line assessments are a6o avaitabtelf requiriOl.
r ACER select assessments are hand-scorable, using a combined item and answer booklet. As such,this assessment does not lend itself well to opticaliy scanning scores. Hand-scoring of ACERselect is a straightforwl! and relatively brief process. rt rriy u. p"rsible to have administrarorsscore this assessment whilst the remainder of tie test.batt"t ir;;; compteted (such a process isalready conducted for the DSy and DSp assessments).

Conclusion
Acer select verbal is a job relevant assessment that shows some evidence of reliability and predictivevalidity' however additional research is requireJ. The published no* *" not ideal, but would sufficeuntil adequate local norms were establishrd. In lin" with Kaczmarek and packer,s (1997) review,ACER Select verbal is an acceptable measure of verbal t"uroninfio, poli." recruit selection.

An Overview of Other potential Assessments

Memorv): The DSy and DSp *
(wArs)' The DSY and DSP are not recommended f6r inclusion into the stanoard eps test batterv.

One-Aff Expenses
Manual 4$69.95
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as assessments of other constucts are deemed relatively more important. Having said this,however' the DSY and DSP are job t.[;;;i assessments that havi sound psychomehic properries.It would not be inaopropriate irtirr qPi J";ided to r.tuit th;;;;r;"ry"11, in their testing banery.However, it does uip.* that the ,orl"nt use of these ur.rrr*"i,, uy ,r," qes breaches copynghtrequirements (see Section 10). Furthermore, it is not considereilJJur ,o use sub-tests of the wAISin isolation of the complete-test battery. ir,"r" run.r,*oirru"rffiort therecommendation roremove these assessments from ttre ees test Dattery.

r Acer Test of Reasonirg Abilitv (TORA): The ToRA is an assessment of reasoning ability thatencompasses predominantly verbal but also numerical elements. Given the later items, it was notconsidered here as an assessment for t}le QPS testing b"tt.q. it rh;ld be noted, however, that theToRA was considered an acceptabr" -*-*. for reiruit ,.i."tion-*i"n reviewed by Kaczmarekand Packer (1997) - mainly due to solid item o"sign. o". rt"t;;;li"e service that took part in thisreview uses the To\A in their recruit seleciion process; however, to date, limited evidence ofvalidity is available for this assessment.

wonderlic (General Mental Abilit],): The wonderlic is a highly popular measure of generalmental ability' It has beenlseq 
lvTgerr ror potice selection in the uS. The wonderlic has animpressive body of research behind lt, a"*onrtruting its:o-n.s-8uct and predictive validity, as wellas its reliability. It is dr-o. 

T exrremely quick measure of ability, taking onry 12 rninutes.However' as the wonderlic. inc-orporatlri"ruul, nu*"rica ana aistraciitems to give a single (non-partitioned) score of mental ability, it was not considered the most lJra -"uru." for the eps.Having said this, however, the wonderli" *ouiJ u an acceptable ;;;;" for eps selection. This
lJilil#:* 

mav form part of a supplementarv tool kir if add'irio;d ;r,i"r or specific 
"anoiaate, 

is

A Quick Summary of Cognitive Abitity Assessments

Table7.2.t: Approximate Time and set-up costs for cognitive Abirity Assessments(paper and penc'administrations and 
"o"t 

ii io-t ooru r"oiing fi;-,

*This pricing rt

!!;,f:::::: ::{:!,1lii::.!-f:;"n oai"i,ioion and does not inctude any costs associatedwith,ny cocalibrating the opticar scanner or creating in-house Macros scoing programs.

TableT'2'2: cognitive Abitity Assessments by the six Evatuation criteria

acceptable questionable orunknown - = rn"creptabl;

$449.75
(Answer Sheets)

$275.00
Answer Sheets

F: ti: ry i
JPM

rAt( o

xu l A

Select
Verbal

v - good y' = acceotal-fle r -
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7.3 COGMTIVE ABILITY RECOMMEI\DATIONS
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8.0 ASSESSING NORMAL PERSONALITY
What is Normal personalitv?
Normal personalitv refers to relatively stable and enduring characteristics that influence a person,sthought and behavioural patterns' NormaLiersonality assiessments measure traits that are in the realmof 'normal' 

adult behaviour' They *"iot i.rigned to detect abi"L"r or pathological functioning(assessments of psychopathotogy servathi, pu.por.;.

Some people hold negative sentiments about the use of personality assessments in selection systems.often this negativity ian be based 
"" "",0*a 

research and opinions. Since the 1gg0,s scientificknowledge on personality assessmentr rtur grorn 
"onsiderably, 

and assessment instruments andprocesses have been greatly improved' The weight ofthe scientific evidence currently suggests thatpersonality assessments are imfortant in the prediction oriou p"rro*rl.? uld as a result, personalityassessments are being increasingly utilised for this purpose (Rothstein & Goffin, 2006).

Are Personality Assessments Job Relevant and Valid?Research shows that personality urr"rrrn"nt are able to predict future job performance; however,different fraits are important roi ofrerentlous and organi's"ti;"rli;;;, Jackson & Rothstein, 1991).specificallv' traits thit.are linked to trr" fJriti"l d","lil;;;;;"'g;"u,", ability to predict performancethan those that are not linked to ioU ."f,iir*"_ntr.

The nationaljob analysis for general duties police officers revealed 19 personality haits that weretheoretically linked to rhe job requh"_";;; isee TaUte 6J;facimarek & pucker, 1996). Severat ofthese traits could be suuse-quentti h"f;i; ir" t"y s"te"tior.crit"-ria ro, qrs recruits. Trairs linked rothe position description incjuded emotioJ ,tuuitiiy, 
"onr"i"ntiouro"rr, conformity, dominance,agreeableness' warmth, sensitivitv, sem-oiscifune_119 g#;;itffi: no." rhat a rheoreticar argumenrcoutd be made for the linkage of ;ddido;;i;r$ as weil).

Previous research using QPS data, Iooked at the personaliry profiles ofgoor performers (i.e., suspendedor terminated recruits; Waugh, 1996). No 
"oisistent 

p-fij;;;; il"o,in"a for poorperformers.However' little information-was ptouia"J,o 
"valuate 

the 
"ffi""ry 

;; d"s research. For example, it was
;ffTilffil ffiJ"t"::t*rvere 

in tr'it g'o"p' r-tr,"r-o."-t*ii ruil.o,,"rutions were not reported

Analyses for this review indicated that several personality taits were related to workplace outcomes.For example, high suspicioutn"r, rur-ti*.al; increasei ti"kir;;;;;;d row emorional stablity waslinked to increased work-cover.1"il a,.J;;;pendix 6). It shouta u" oor"a ho,#e./er, rJrat the researchconducted for this review was quite small-scale, quality on-the-job performance measures were notavailable and there was no correction for range restriction.

The academic literature. provides examples of research where many methodological limitations areremedied' This research provides evidence tt at personatity traits do predict job performance.
For example meta-analyses. of thepersonality literature have revealed that conscientiousness (the enentto which a person is dependable, tt orougt,-o'rganised, ."rponriur" unaiard working) is significantlyrelated to job performance across most known iob rypeq ;;iol"g pJi.ing 1".g., Banick & Mounr,l99l)' supporting this finding, 

"ont"i"ntiouto'.ss was found to aid incrementar validity over cognitiveability in the prediction of aciaemy pr.rotr-"r f;N;;;;r;"d"p"r,le recruits (Brack,2000).

In a policing sample, oi: t*d] compared the personality profiles of recruits who did and did notcomplete Academv training. Recruiis who did not complJted Academy training scored higher ondimensions related to neuroticism (an indication of;ffiffi;ti'il]incruding worry, anxiery,depression and temneramental behaviourr) uiJlo*., on dimensions r"iatea to conscientiousness thanthose who graduatei @errick, chibnal a'rGtert, 2004). similarly, research comparing rhepersonality profiles of the top r}vo of poriceacademy perfo;.;J;a;; oftom ryvoof performersfound that top-performing graduates hid lower neuroticism and higher conscientiousness scores thanthe low performine eroup lperformuo." .-rirtro or u.uo"Jr, piiri*i, n."arm and disciplinary ares;Detrick & chibnar'i,iooo1.'again, p";il;;;;;ds the importance of neuroticism and
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conscientiousness, a goup of 100 fietd training officers described their best entry level officers asbeing low on neurotiJism and high 
"",r*"r^""',i";r";:r6;;i'inionutt, 2006).

Essentially' research indicates that police officers that are dependable, thorough, organised, responsibleand hard working; an$ wtro *, 
"n'otionuny 

riuur", calm ana free oialpr"rriu. tendencies tend to
i:$:l*n:: 

in an Academv context. ritl,* ir trrr r.r"*.t tr,ur.*!io.", on-the-job, post-Academy

Despite the research reported above, no one has yet to pin-down an ideal personality profile forpoliceconstables (i'e'' a profile that goes beyond rooti,1e.l ildi"id*ip;;sJiarity trairs in isolation). It islikely that many different p'ofiles can make a suilble officer, *Jtnuio.gunisations would benefitfrom embracing such diveisity.

In some ways it is easier to say what a successful officer is not than what a successful officer is. Thereare characteristics' which *" 
"uo 

confidentf say are incongruent wittreffective police work. Forexample' we know that the following characteriitics 
"t 1rigrir""Lr, .uo por. a threat to epS and thecommunity it serves: aggression, em--otional instability, i""uiiity i" ulr"'r, ror"" or command,unwillingness to follow rules, lack or tuution o, .*t .9T. risk taking behaviours. The policing literaturetends to agree that the risks associated *itit i-iti"g a "dangerous" 

"Fn""1 
warrants the use of personalityassessments in the serection process (e.g., varela]noccac"cini, s""gir,J**p &c^p"i;:;6i;.'

we know less about what traits are atkibutes to the policing profession. Researchers note that there islikely to be an optimal range for personality *i,, in poti"fg - il;;;arways the case that more of acertain trait is better (Kaczmarek& Packer, tlxl. liattrer, p"ri." 
"mr"rs 

are required to show adegree of flexibilirv in their upprou.r,io ,ortiio, 
"*u,npil 

th.t;;;be empathetic yet asserrive,rule obliging yet adaptable' rriit uppu,""iiu"i.'"t 
" 

tinel retationrrrip'i",*".n rraits and policeperrormance may explain why it has proved difficujiil;.tf#;niJto."t constabre profire.
As it is easier to sav what successful officers are not.than what they are, tests of normal personalityhave typicatlv been used to screen-our ilil;;r-ittr.rnaesiraiiJ fr,uirri", for rhe poricingprofession' rather than screen-in individuals wittr aesiraute traits Gl;u, 1994). candidates who passthe initial personality screen are *, r*rr"r oitilrentiated o. runrca ur"ording to their degree ofsuitability' whilst oersonality ranking ir ;;ody goal to strive for, as ii couta be used to increase thepredictive varidirv of the screeni"g;;;;;, ;;io not yet have tt 

" 
i.tiJr" knowredge that wourdenable selectors to do this in a faiio, vaiJway.-

P,::.ii-g -'t"l 
*tP1 '1 .93u".ron .T.iaeal personality profile for general duries potice offiicers,nowever research into its utility is still in its infancy. At present this profiIe is only used to flaspotentially unsuitable applicarrts. 

'!! vrwow'r u.D Prur.

An ideal personality piont" *ur .reated by eps,s occupationar psychologist, using the l6pF_4personality measure (see Table 8.1 f9r u piodl"-ru--a,y). This ideal profile highlights the ranse ofscores on the 16pF scares that would be expecteri rn a successful police officer.
The ideal profile was created from a theoretical 

fpproacl-r. Specifically the psychologist usedknowledge of the policing literature 
""4 fr"r"*idn to select ideJ nuilrung.r. The rationale for theselected trait ranges has not been documJnt"a, l"n"g it more oimcurito evaluate the validity of theprofile from a theoretical perspective. rror",'w ortrr" subject rur,", 

"*p.*s 
who had seen the idealprofile' they generally ufl.:q that the u^ic p.one direction made implicit sense (however, somewould reconsider several of the extreme r"-oi"r urror"d t" qp;;;il;;;s). In eps recruit selecrion,scores that fall outside ofthe designated ranges attract special attention 6y the psychologist and mayresult in additional evaluations rin tne ror- Si rubr"qu"nt testing or interview questions).

currently' very Iittle data exisK to empirically validate the QpS ideal recruit profile. The only knownresearch is a non-documentedpilot t*ay .ooiu.ted, by the Qp9 
"rr"p"ti"""r 

psychologist. This studywas reported to consist of 35 Academy graduates whoreceivid u*rd, io, high Academy performance(such as the Dux of the Academy 
"nairt-"c".-issioner,s Award). irr.L*un factor scores for rheseaward-winning graduates fell wiihin ttre iaeat prome range. wrrilrr rt i, i"ding was promising, the
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study shed-little light on the validity of the ideal profile. In particular, the study did not examine thel6PF profile of poor Derformers' Ii is possible that they too have an average profile that fits within theideal template, in which case the ideal profile does littll to predict perfonnance or job suitability.

whilst it is a good starting point, the ideal recruit profile used by the eps requires fi5ther theoreticaland empirical validation before it can be used conhdenuy to iaentify inJrant< potential top performers.The current use of the ideal profile as a tool to assist screening is, however, acceptable. By flagging16PF Faits that may be inappropriate for policing, and following up these concerns with other selectionmethods (such as additionaliesting and inierviews), candidates te not direcfly screened-in orscreened-out by the personality asiessment. until further evidence on the predictive validity oftheprofile is produced through loial research, this is the most appropriate *uy,o utilise normal personalityassessments in epS recruit selection.

Table 8.1: 16PF Ideal Recruit profile Summarv

4Please notu that the Factor-toUa
literal translatiou ofthese labels should be avoided.

Are Personaliiy Assessmenis Fair and Reiiabie?
overall' assessments of normal personality are considered to be fair to applicants. personality
assessments are standardised measures, with all ca^ndidates being exposed to the same ins6uctions, itemcontent and scoring procedures. This high level of standardisatiin means that perronai,y ^r"r.-.nr,meet the fust principle of fairness _ equiiable trQatment in the testing process.

In regards to the second.fairness principle, Iack of bias, many reputable assessments of personality havebeen designed to minimise ttre potentiai oi g"na.r, age and racial bias. Items that may be interpreteddifferently according to gender, ug" or ru."-are fypically identified and removed in the testdevelopment phase, with the resulting assessment being statistically investigated for bias. when
:^:::t_1"ti"C $e 

ugntgnlaleness of spicific personalityissessments eyidence of each assessment,slauness needs to be individually explored.

Finally' in regards to the third principal of fairness, equality of outcomes, generally it is recognised thatdifferent races score equaly *ill on p.rronarity assessments (Gotrftedson, 1996).

whilst the effects of personality assessments have been investigated for minority groups in the us, andassumed to essentiallv generalise to an Australian context, there are few known studies examining the
::l]tabihjy 

otpetsoniit-y assessments with Aushalian Indigenous popularions. unril large-scale srudiesare conducted in Australia, a definitive conclusion about tf,e appticaiitity of assessments to thispopulation is not available'. However, because personality assessments are not ranked, and individualsflagged as potentially unsuitable are followed-up with alternative data collection techniques, it is

-rff.a :tt;
A tYYarmm)

@
6-9 (average to hish)
5-10 (average to hieh)

u \pnulronal Jtablhtv)
E (uonunance)

-
t (lmpulsivitv)

- \J (Lonlormrtv)

ffi-
r ()ensltlvltv)
r- (cusptctousness)
vr (rmagmation)

7-10 (hieh)
/-y (hrgh)

4-7 (average)
o-lu (4verage to high)
6-9 (average to high)
4-l \average)
3-6 (low to average)
4-6 (average to high)

r\ (Jtuew(]ness )-(., (rnsecunw)-
6-10 (average to high)
l-) (low to average)

ffi 3-8 (low to high)

ffii- r-o (tow to hieh)
6-10 (4verage to hish)

vr  \ r€ns lon l
*Plea.se note thnt tt

2-6 (low to average)
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unlikely that Indigenous, non-English speaking background or any other minority gloup' are adversely

affectei by personality assessments in the selection process'

In regards to reliability, good quality personality measures show evidence of internal' test-Ie-test' and

intef-rater reliability. However, each assessment under consideration needs its individual reliability

estimates exPlored Prior to use'

Are Personality Assessnents Cost'Effective and Practical?

Personalityassessmentstypicallyrange.ftom30minutestolhourtocomplete,andcanbe
administered in large group testing sessions. M#;J;;nif.a]1ve supervision is required and

,"rponr., can typi;aly be scanned for automatic computer sconng'

Once manuals and re-useable testing booklets are purchased, typically the only ongoing cost are the

consumable answer sheets.

Once scored, personality assessments require consideration from a qualified psychologist' The

psychologist needs to irai"ia"af' review eu"n ffi" 1nd m.ake a dicision as to whether further

evaluation is required for that rundidut" (".g., ulOitional testing or interview follow-up)' QPS's

occupational prv.6orog"iriJil;"d ,h;ii ;^k";l;ilurs to riview the personality profiles of 50

applicants (i.e., one group testlng sesslon,''
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8.1 PERSONALITY ASSESSMENTS : IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

The Current QPS Process
The QPS urr..r., all PROVE applicants on the 16PF-4 measure of normal personality, and th9

resulting profiles are reviewed by a psychologist. If the profile raises concerns about potential

pathololy, the candidate is asked to complete additional psychometric assessments (such as the
-lunrrpl). 

f 
"oncerns 

about normal p"tronulity features are present, then additional follow-up questions

are provided to the interview paneltr (alternitively, the psychologist may decide to sit in on the panel

interview). In this way, p"rtonutity profiles are essentially used as a tool to help screen-out potentially

unsuitable candidates, aithough thl iesults of the profile do not in and of themselves deem candidates

unsuitable. Candidates with frofiles considered acceptable are not ranked according to their profile'

Below is a discussion on issues to deal with the implementation of personality assessments in the

recruit selection process.

Probing Questions for the Interview Panel

Several stakeholders have expressed concerns about the practice of asking the interview panel to

follow-up on personality ptofile concerns highlighted by the normal.personality assessment'

Specifically, they did notbeheve that interview panel members (police officers and community

representatives) were qualified to probe or make informed judgements about a candidate's

psychological suitability to police work.

Within the QPS, interview panel members are provided with Uaining from the occupational

psychologistto ask questions or look for behaviours relating to out-of-range personality characteristics'
^Fo, 

,"u*11", if a candidate scores low on emotional stability, the panel is asked to observe how the

candidate behaves in the interview setting; whether they seem annoyed by probing questions, and if

they get upset when relaying past experiences. If the candidate was low on self-sufficiency, the panel

is asted "ban this prrron woit wetl in a team or do they prefer to work independently and make their

own decisions lsee ttritips ,2004). The panel is also referred to the standardised behavioural interview

questions that may strediight on particular personality naits. Whilst, it is not anticipated that any harm

.could come from asking tti" pun"i to observe candidate behaviours.and ask behaviour-based questions,

the panel's ability to dr-aw meaningful conclusions about psychological suitability is questionable'

The training provided to the panel is unlikely to equip them with the professional knowledge necessary

to meaningfully and fairly evaluate candidate responses in relation to p,sychological suitabilify.

Although Laining panel members to follow-up psychological results of a 'normal' nature is not

on"oro-oo (e.g., ttre Australian Institute of Forensic Psychologists use this approach, as do many

recruitment ag-ncies), the high-risk nature of police work warrants a more thorough process for_

psychoiogicaievaiua^riorr. T[e WA Police Sersice is one agency tlat ha; recognised tJris need' In their

s"i""tion!ro"ess, psychologists conduct all candidate interviews. Regular panel interviews involving

non-psychologists were removed, as it became clear that more traditional selection processes were not

meeting psychological duty of care requirements.

A second concern is that by providing the interview panel with information about candidate's

psychometric results, panei members could be biased by these results. It is well known that individuals

41. trigtrty susceptiblelo bias. By indicating to panel members that concerns about a candidate exist,

this miy prompithem to look foi information to confrm that concern, and ignore information that is to

the contrary. In this way, the candidate is not given a fair or objective evaluation. Some

organisations, such as the South Australian Police Service, ensure that interview panels do not receive

psychometric information about a candidate prior to the interview'

Given the above concerns, it is recommendable that:
o Psychological information is not released to general panel members prior to the interview'

o Psychologists follow-up potentially unsuitable candidates, either through

An individual one-on-one interview with the candidate, or

participating in the standard panel interview process for all.candidates' Care must be taken

with this approach to ensure that psychologically sensitive information is not aired in this

forum. This approach should only b" us"d if concerns about the profile relate only to normal

personalify dimensions'
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Controlling for Socially Desirable Responding (Faking Gooil) 
,. the ahilitv to distort ti

A concern of some epS'stakeholders wai th"t;^; ;;ft"tp *"tf9 have the ability to distort theu

responses to self-report personality measures' unJ *V io so in an attempt to present themselves in a

more favourable light. 
'ihis possibility raises tt'"-*ni* that personality measures are a meaningless

*urt" of ti-" for candidates and selectors'

whilst candidate attempts at distortion can and-do happen, researchsuggests that this is not a serious

problem for selection, 
""a 

,rr^iir, .f"rt, ur. ot.it ou'Jtemphasised uylnalvlauds outside of the

psychology profession' ;";;;"*plt' reseurch uv ri"l]grt' L"on' Dunnette' Kamp and McCloy (1990)

indicated that:

..Relativelyfewjobapplicantsdistorttheirresponsesinasociallydesirableway

. Validity scales within self-report urr"rr-"n,J*e able to detect socially desirable responding

oSociallydesirablerespondingdoesnotsignificantlyreduceanassessment'sabil itytopredictjob
performance.

To give further confidence in the use of self-report measures' there is evidence to suggest that response

distortions can be further reduced through the use of verification statements (Haymaker & Erwin' 1980;

Lautenschlager A et*a'i"r, iq86 f. Horigh-e1 
"f., 

f qqOj' Verification statements alert candidates to the

fact that processes to ;;;k a" u."uru"y-of th#;;;r"r exist and will be used' For example'

candidates are told prior to completing the assessment:

,,Please be aware that there are scales built into these assessments which assess the degree to

whichapersonmybeadjustingtheirresponsestoapp.ear.morepositivetoselectors.Ifwe
&re concerned that your responses may iot be an accurate refteition ofyourself' we may ask

you to unilergo further evaluation"

In the current QPS process, validity scores for.the personality assessment are not being generated for

the scoring report (so the psychologist is not 
?bi"; 

considei them)' anj a verification statement is not

being used at the timef,i iJi,inirt itlo". B"d;;;"*it 
"""r4 

ue'implemented to help limit the effects

of socially desirable responding'

irT:|f,3l;-"ffiHr.rro*no come with norms for males, females and combined gender croup:'

Combined gender oor*.. otln used in u ,"t""iion 
"oni"xt' 

This helps to ensure that all applicants

are assessed against th" ;;"1;tt"r.t"" ,tuna*Ot t"gardless of ee.n{e1' Some selectors choose to use

different norms for difreren,r groups in trre pop.;rati;;. 
"Thir approich is justifiable if research shows

that different pr"aictiv" nut-i-o"ities exist foriifferent groups; however, such findings are rare'

organisations are encouraged to use professionally developed norms forpersonality assessments (i'e''

thoie published by the airiii*orrl. penonatity il rrigr,ty compt.*:,Tl,1iuu"quate normative samples

could lead to erroneous interpretations. Pu-blishers od"n b"uetop normative samples for the general

t41t

population as well as various occupational goups'
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8.2 A CRITIQTIE OF NORMAL PERSONALITY ASSESSMENTS

This section provides a review of normal personality assessments in the context of recruit selection.

There are many personality assessments available on the market, and it is impractical to provide a

review ofeachhere. Instead, several personality assessments that are commonly used in selection are

reviewed.

Sixteen Personality Factor Questionnaire (16PF)
The 16PF is a broad self-report measure of normal adult personality, that began its development in the

1940's. Since this time the assessment has undergone several revision, with the current version being

the 16PF-5 (Authors: Cattell, Cattell & Cattell, 1994). The norms for version five have recently been

updated (2002) to consist of 10261 individuals who reflect the demographic characteristics of the year

2000 US Census figures. Norms are available for males, females and combined gender.

The 16PF is considered suitable for use within a wide range oforganisational and clinical settings,

including employee selection, development and career counselling. In particular, this assessment has

also been used regularly in the selection ofpolice offers across the globe. For example, a US national

survey of law enforcement agencies indicated thatZ3.8%o of large responding agencies utilised the

16PF in recruit selection (Chochrane et al., 2006). Within Australia, the QPS currently uses version 4

of the 16PF and the South Australian Police Service and AFP uses version 5. Furthermore, the New

Zealand,Police Service uses an instrument based on the 16PF model, called the 15FQ. In a review of

normal personality assessments, the 16PF was deemed an appropriate assessment for use in police

selection by the Australasian Centre for Policing Research (Kaczmarek & Packer, 1997).

Given its regular use in recruit selection, the distributor ofthe 16PF offers interpretive reports

specifically for the screening ofpublic safety employees.

The l6PF measues 16 primary factors (warmth, reasoning, emotional stability, dominance, liveliness,

rule-conscientiousness, social boldness, sensitivity, vigilance, abstractedness, privateness,

apprehension, openness to change, self-reliance, perfectionism and tension), and five global factors

(exhaversion, anxiety, tough mindedness, independence and selfcontrol). The assessment also

includes three validity scales: impression management, infrequency and acquiescence.

The 16PF-5 is briefly reviewed below according to t}re six principles ofeffective selection.

Job Relevance
The 16PF measures a large range of traits highlighted by the national job analysis as requirements for

poiice work (see Tabie 6.1 for'rhe job analysis results), and is therefore a job rele'rant assessment too!.

Validi[v
There is a substantial body of research supporting the 16PF's construct validity. While much of the

16PF research has focused on version 4 ofthe assessments, the 16PF-5 technical manual provides

sound support for the constuct validity of version 5 (Conn & Rieke, 1998).

Whilst the 16PF has substantial evidence ofconstruct validity, less research has been conducted on its

predicative validity. Previous research has indicated a relationship between the 16PF traits and on-the-
job police performance, such as supervisor performance rankings and preventable car accidents

(Fabricatoie, Azen, Schoentgen & Snibbe, 1978). More recently, research with QPS data for this

review revealed a relationship between several 16PF variables and workplace outcomes. For example,

emotional stability was negatively linked to the number of work-cover claims made by an officer (see

Appendix 6).

Another feature enhancing the validity of the l6PF, is the inclusion of three validity scales that allows

psychologists to gauge the accuracy ofeach candidate's profile, and whether it is valid for

interpretation. For example, the impression management scale indicates the extent to which a

candidate may have distorted their responses to appear more favourable to selectors'

Finally, it is important to remember that the 16PF-5 was designed to measure the same primary factors

as version 4 beiore it, however with improved psychometric properties, such as increased reliability
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and cultural fairness. \ilhilst version 5 ofthe 16PF builds on version 4, it cannotbe assumed that these

two versions are completely interchangeable. By improving its psycho-metric properties, it is possible

that some changes toits un'derlying factors occurred (conn & Rieke, 1998). Therefore, researchers

need to take care when using 16PF-4 research as validity evidence for the 16PF-5.

Reliability
Version 5 of the 16pF was designed to increase the reliability of the assessment from previous

versions. Reliability coefficienis are reasonable to high across all scales, with the average internal

reliability beine .76, ranging from .66 to .86. Test reiest reliabilities ranged from .69 to .87 for a 2-

week interval, with an ui"tig" reliability of .80. Test retest-reliabilities ranged from .56 to '79 for a2-

month interval, with an average reliability of .70 (Conn & Rieke, 1998)'

Fairness
fto tepf-S was designed to be more culturally sensitive than version 4' The language-in.the .
assessment was updaied and simplified; content that may promote gender, race' or disability bias was

avoided; and content was adjusted to be cross-culturally transferable. Analyses in the technical manual

indicated that limited varianie in 16PF personality scales was accounted for by gender, race or age'

supporting the test's fairness (Conn & ni"k". tSgS). Finally, a review of this assessment for Australian

poifur r""*its concluded that the 16PF is unlikely to result in differential validity for different gender

or cultural groups (Kaczmarek & Packer, 1997).

The test manual estimates the assessment to have a fifth-grade reading level (Conn & Rieke' 1998).

Cost Effectiveness
l6pF resources can be purchased from the US distributor: IPAT (Institute of Personality and Ability

Testing). Pricing as at March 2007 is as follows:

One-Off Expenses
Adminisuator's Manual with Norms US$44.00 (-A$58'67)

Technical Manual US$65'00 (-A$86'66) - QPS has a copy already

l0 Reusable Test Booklets US$20.00 (-A$26'67)

Practicality
r The 16pF-5 is an un-timed assessment, taking 35-50 minutes to complete 185 items (the 16PF-4

takes 45-60 minutes).
r The assessmeri can be completed in paper-and-pencil format, allowing group testing sessions

(computer and on-line formats are also available if desired)'
e Optically scannable answer sheets are available for quick computer scoring

Ootional Features
. On-site software is available to score reports for candidates if required.

lOn-site Software Package: US$295.00 (-,{$393.33)l

[Score Only Report: US$8.00 each for bulk purchase of 100+ (-A$10.67)]

o The on-site software is also able to generate interpretive reports for candidates if required. Written

interpretive reports are cunently noi produced for QPS candidates' Instead, the psychologist uses

the basic scores profile to interpret responses'

[standard Interpretive Report: ussrt.so each forbulkpurchase of 100+ (-A$15.33)]

c The on-site software is also able to generate a Protective Services Report (PSR). This report is

generated from the standard 16PF-Sassessment, and interprets responses as they relate to key

ferformance areas in public safety and protective service occupations, such as policing' It is

possible for police psychologists io use their knowledge ofpolicing and the scientific literature to

manually interpret iOpf t"oi"t in a similar fashion - although the computer generated report is

more time effrcient.

[PSR Interpretive Report: us$i7.50 each for bulk purchase of 100+ (-A$23.33)]

IPSR Manual: US$58'00 (-A$77'33)l

Consumable Expenses
25 Scannable Answer Sheets us$18.00 (-A$24.00)
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o A Protective Services Report Plus (PSR-Plus) can be generated from an extended 16PF-5

questionnaire (called the PsychEval Personality Questionnaire or PEPQ). This questionnaire

combines the 16PF-5 items with additional items of a clinical nature. The resulting report

combines information on normal personality and pathology-related characteristics for public safety

occupations. Limited validity information is available for this assessment in the peer-reviewed

literature (see Section 9.2 fot further details).

IPEPQ Test Booklets: US$20'00 for 10 (-4'$26.67)l

TPEPQ Answer Sheets: US$18.00 for 25 (-A$24.00)l

IPEPQ Manual: US$5 8.00 (-A$77'33)l

[PSR-Plus Interpretive Report: US$19.50 each for bulk purchase of 100+ (-A$26'00)]

IPSR-Plus Manual: US$58.00 (-A$77.33)l

Is Version 4 of the 16PF Aoprooriate?
fn" epS currently ur.rE6l6PF 4 to screen recruits. This practice is a concern for some stakeholders

who believe it is inappropriate to use an outdated version of a psychometric assessment'

Whilst the 16PF-4 is widely validated and still available for purchase from the disfributor, concerns

about the continued use of this tool in QPS selection are legitimate. In a court of law, it may be

difficult to justify why an assessment that was superseded 13 years ago by a more reliable and

culturally slnsitive version, is still in use today. Furthermore, standardised scores on ttre 16PF-4

(based on dated norms) may not be an ideal reflection of traits in the general population today,

potentially misguiding r.o.L iot"tpr"tations. Although it could be argued that the 16PF-4 is still an

ud"quut" iool for seleition despite its age, its use does not reflect best practice and may be frowned

upon if taken to task.

Additionally, the 16PF-4 has a slightly longer administration time than the 16PF-5.

Conclusion
f6i tOpf-S is an acceptable measure of normal personality to use in the selection of police recruits.

The assessment is job ielevant and has sound evidence of validity, reliability and fairness. It can be

administered in a reasonable period of time and is not'cost inhibitive relatively to alternative

assessments.

Due to its aged norm set, lower reliabilities and reduced cultural sensitivity, the 16PF-4 is not

recommended for use in QPS recruit selection.

i\[EO Personalify Inveniory
The NEO is a broad self-reptrt measure of normal personality that was developed in the 1980s' -The
current version of the NEOis the NEO-PI-R (Authors: Costa & McCrae, 1992)' Norms for the NEO

are based on a sample selected to match the 1995 US Census. Norms are available for males, females

and combined gender.

The NEO is considered suitable for use within a wide range of organisational and clinical settings,

including employee selection, development and career counselling'

The NEO did not feature prominently in the US national survey of psychometric tools used in selection

for law enforcement agencies (Cochrane et al., 2006). However, there are multiple research articles

using the NEO to successfully predict performance in a policing context (e.g., Black, 2000; Detrick &

Chibnall, 2006; Detrick et a1., i004). itre tlgO has been used in the past for recruit selection in the

New Zealand Police service, however if was eventually replaced by the 15FQ (based on the 16PF

model).

The NEO measures 30 facet scales that make up five major domains of personality: Neuroticism

(anxiety, hostility, depression, self-consciousness, impulsiveness and vulnerability), Extroversion

(warmth, gregariousness, assertiveness, activity, excitement-seeking and positive emotions), Openness

to ExperiencJ (fantasy, aesthetics, feelings, actions, ideas and values), Agreeableness (trust, modesty,

.o*pliun"", altruism, straightforwardness and tender-mindedness), and Conscientiousness

(competence, self-discipline, striving, dutifulness, order and deliberation).
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The NEO-PI-R is briefly reviewed below according to the six principles of effective selection.

Job Relevance
The NEO measures a large range of traits highlighted by the national job analysis as requirements for

police work (see Table 6.t for thejob analysis results), and is therefore ajob relevant assessment tool.

Validity
The NEO shows evidence of sound construct validity (for a review see Kaczmarek & Packer, 1997)'

and more recently evidence of predictive validity has emerged. For example, the NEO has been linked

to police Academy performance (Black, 2000; Detrick & Chibnall, 2006) and Academy completion

@irick et al., 2004). As with other measures of normal personality, less research has investigated the

NEO's relationship with on-the-job performance measures for police officers.

Despite this promising research, the NEO has been criticised for having less sophisticated validity

scalis than offered by alternate assessments (Kaczmarek & Packer, 1997). Test-takers are simply

asked to verify that they have completed all questions in an appropriate and honest manner' This

feature may not effectively identify those individuals who adjusted their responses to appear more

favourable to selectors.

Reliability
Overall the NEO provides acceptable levels of reliability. In a sample including police applicants,

internal reliability coefficients were reported as high for the five domain scales (ranging from .84 to

.91), but lower for the 30 facet scales (ranging from .56 to .83). The authors noted, however, that lower

reliabilities for the facet scales were expected due to scale brevify and a lack ofitem redundancy (Costa

& McCrae, 1995).

The NEO test manual cites test-retest reliabilities for facet and domain scales ranging from .66 to ;92

for intervals extending from weeks to years.

Fairness
Research by Costa, MaCrae and associates provide evidence that the psychometric properties of the

NEO are similar across various gender, age and ethnic groups (see Costa & McCrae, 1995 for a

review). According to its distributors, the NEO assessment is estimated to require a sixth-grade

reading level.

Cost Effectiveness
NEO r"ro*"es can be purchased directly from PAR Inc @sychological Assessment Resources Inc),

USA. ACER Press in Australia also sells NEO resources, however the cost appears to be higher than

ieso'drces purchased 'Juough PAB. Inc. Fricing as at March 2007 is as follows:

One-Off Expenses
Administrator's Manual with Norms
10 Reusable Test Booklets

Consumable Expenses
25 Scannable Answer Sheets

us$42.00 (-A$s2.00)
us$37.00 (-A$49.33)

us$180.00 (-4'$240.00)

Practicality
. The NEO is an un,timed assessment, taking 35-45 minutes to complete 240 items.

r The assessment can be completed in paper-and-pencil format, allowing group testing sessions

(computer and on-line formats are also available if desired).
. Optically scannable answer sheets are available for quickcomputer scoring

Optional Features
. On-site software is available to score reports for candidates if required. The on-site software

produces unlimited free interpretive reports for responses that are optically scanned into the

software.
lOn-site Software Package: US$550.00 (-.A$733'33)l

[On-site Scanning Module: US$42.00 (-A$56'00)
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Conclusion
The NEO is an acceptable measure of normal personality to use in the selection of police recruits. The
assessment is job relevant and has sound evidence of construct and predictive validity; however,
validity scales within the assessment itself are weak relative to alternate measures. Overall reliability
estimates are acceptable, however scale reliabilities are slightly lower than ideal.

There is some evidence to support the fairness ofthe NEO for different age, gender and ethnic groups.
Finally, the NEO can be administered in a reasonable period of time and is not cost inhibitive relatively
to alternative assessments.

Inwald Personality Inventory (IPf)
Inwald Personality Inventory (IPI) is a self-report measure that was developed specifically for the
purpose of screening applicants for law enforcement positions. The IPI appears to be a mixture of both
normal personality and pathological traits. It aims to identify the presence of characteristics that may
negatively affect the performance of police officers such as drug abuse, antisocial attitudes, anxiety and
lack of assertiveness. As such, the IPI is intended as a screening-out tool, ratler than a tool to
highlight potential top performers. Police norms for males and females are available for this
assessment.

A US national survey of law enforcement agencies, indicated that I4.9Vo of large responding agencies
utilised the IPI for police selection (Cochrane et al., 2006). However, the IPI is not a measure that is
used regularly in an Australian context.

The IPI produces 26 scores relating to various aspects of police officer functioning. The first cluster of
scales relates to 'Acting Out" behaviours which include: alcohol, drugs, driving violations, job
difficulties, trouble with the law and society, absence abuse, substance abuse, antisocial attitudes,
hyperactivity, rigid type and Type A. The second cluster of scales relates to 'Tnternalised Conflict" or
psychological dysfunction, which includes: illness concerns, anxiety, phobic personality, obsessive
personality, depression, loner type, unusual experiences and freatment progmms. The third cluster of
scales relates to "Interpersonal Conflict" which includes: lack ofassertiveness, family conflicts, spouse
conflicts, interpersonal difficulties, undue suspiciousness and sexual concerns. The IPI also contains a
validity scale to measure guardedness. Scores are utilised to give a low, moderate or high risk-rating
for employment.

The IPI is briefly reviewed below abcording to the six principles of effective selection.

Job Relevance
The IPI was designed specifically for the purpose of law enforcement selection. It contains measures
related to emotional stability, and intelpersonal styles, which are recognised requirements for police
work.

Some items in the IPI may be considered inappropriate by applicants, and result in objections. For
example, the IPI asks about personal relationships, such as whether the candidate is divorced or
separated from their partner.

Validitv
A review of the IPI noted that there was little information regarding scale development, and that the
construct validity ofthe assessment appears weak (Fekken, 1984) - a sentiment also shared by other
reviewers (e.g., Kaczmarek & Packer, 1997).

Despite its questionable construct validity, there is some evidence for the utility of the IPI in selection
contexts. A body of research by Inwald, Shusman and colleagues shows a link between IPI scales and
supervisor ratings of performance, number of absences, and termination for police recruits and officers
(for a review see Fekken, 1984; Hilson Research Public Safety/Security Abstracts; Kaczmarek &
Packer, 1997). In one study, officers were followed-up five years after selection. Pre-employment
scores on the IPI correctly classified 54Vo ofterminated officers, however IPI results would have
incorrectly sacrificed l0.5Vo of offrcers (Inwald, 1998). This raises concerns that the IPI may lead to a
high proportion of false negatives (i.e., rejection of suitable candidates; Fekken, 1984). It should be
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noted, however, that in a policing context false negatives are considered more desirable than false
positives (hiring unsuitable applicants).

Reliability
A review of the IPI concluded that it had acceptable test-retest reliability, ranging from .58 to .87 for a
6-8 week interval; and that the internal reliability was unacceptable to modest, ranging from .16 to .82
(Fekken, 1984).

Fairness
Limited evidence on the IPI's fairness could be sourced for this review.

Cost Effectiveness
IPI resources can be purchased directly from Hilson Research, US. Pricing as at March 2007 is as
follows:

One Off Expenses
Remote Scoring Software (Annual License Fee)
Technical Manual
Reusable Test Booklets

Consurnable Expenses
25 Scannable Answer Sheets (Opscan Scanner)
Scoring fee per test

us$150.00 (-A$200.00)
us$2s.00 (-A$33.33)
us$2.s0 (-A$3.33)

us$7.s0 (-A$10.00)
us$16.00 (-A$21.33)

Practicality
o The IPI is an un-timed assessment, taking approximately 45 minutes to complete the 310 items

(computer-based and on-line assessments are also available ifdesired).
o Optically scannable answer sheets are available for quick computer scoring, however, scoring is

conducted by Hilson Research or thefu proprietary-owned software (scoring keys are typically not
released for in-house scoring).

Conclusion
Despite its lengthy history in police selection, the IPI is not recommended for the assessment of QPS
applicants. There is some evidence of predictive validity, however construct validity appears to be
weak and internal reliability estimates are well below acceptable levels. Furthermore, the assessment
requires scoring from a third party, and scoring formula are not available for perusal. Such a process
may limit internal psychologists' ability to develop a thorough understanding of the tool and how it
should be interpreted. The recommendation not to utilise this assessment concurs with the
recommendation of Kaczmarek and Packer (7997 .\.

California Psychological Inventory (CP!
The California Psychological Inventory (CPI) is a self-report measure of normal personality. The CPI
was originally released in 1957 and revised in 1996 as the CPI 3'o Edition (Author: Gough & Bradley).
The revised test has a normative sample of 6000 individuals (3000 males and 3000 females). Norms
for males, females, combined gender and specific populations, such as police recruits, are available.

The CPI focuses on understanding, classifying and predicting the everyday behaviours ofindividuals
(Beutler & Groth-Marnat,2003).In terms of police officer selection it can provide an indication of
interpersonal skills, which are important for officer performance (Varela et a1.,2004). A US national
survey of law enforcement agencies revealed that29.8%o of large responding agencies utilised the CPI
for selection (Cochrane et a1.,2006). The CPI is not a tool commonly used in police selection within
Australia.

The CPI produces twenty scales or "folk concepts" which are presented in four classes. Class one
measures: dominance, capacity for status, sociability, social presence, self-acceptance and sense of
well-being. Class two measures: responsibility, socialisation, self-control, tolerance, good impression
and communality. Class three measures: achievement via conformance, achievement via independence
and intellectual efficiency. Class four measures: psychological-mindedness, flexibility and femininity.
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The CPI is briefly reviewed below according to the six principles ofeffective selection.

Job Relevance
The CPI measures a range of traits highlighted by the national job analysis as requirements for police
work (see Table 6.1 for thejob analysis results), and is therefore ajob relevant assessment tool.

Validity
The CPI is a widely researched assessment, however, extensive research utilising the CPI for recruit
selection pu{poses has been described as scarce @lau, 1994). A meta-analysis indicated that the CPI
had a modest but significant relationship with police officer performance (Varela et al., 2004).

Reliability
The technical manual reports acceptable reliability for the CPI. Internal reliabilities for the folk scales
range from .62 to .84, with a mean of .77. Test-retest reliabilities for a one-year period range from .51
to .84. with a median of .68.

Fairness
The CPI is promoted as having cross-cultural applicability, as it was designed to measure culturally
universal concepts.

Cost Effectiveness
CPI resources can be purchased from the Australian disfributor: APP (Australian Psychologists Press).
Pricine as at March 2007 is as follows:

One Off Expenses
Required Training
Administrator's Manual with Norms
Practical Guide to CPI Interpretation
10 Reusable Test Booklets

Consumable Expenses
25 Scannable Answer Sheets
Scoring and Profile Report

A$2200.00
A$236.50
A$184.80
A$68.75

A$s7.20
A$31.90

Practicality
o The CPI is an un-timed assessment, taking approximately 45 minutes to complete.
o Score sheets can be optically scanned for efficient scoring.

A Summary of Other Potential Assessments

Integrity Assessments
The national job analysis highlighted integrity as a requirement for police officers, and the QPS has
incorporated integrity into its key selection criteria for recruits. Currently the QPS uses background
checks (such as driving and criminal history) as an indicator of candidate integrity.

Psychometric assessments of integrity are available to selectors and have a history of wide-use,
especially in a US context. However, within an Australian policing context, integdty assessments have
had limited application; perhaps because the use ofintegdty tests has traditionally been controversial.
For example, Blau (1994) noted that integrity tests often have a high rate of false positives (e.g.,
labelling honest individuals as dishonest), and as such, are moving out offavour in law enforcement
settings. Concerns about candidates'rights to priyacy and fairness have also been associated with
some integrity assessments, especially those that overtly ask questions about one's private life
(Murphy, 1995). Finally, there are some suggestions that standard assessments of personality and
psychopathology can serve a similar function to specific integrity assessments (Connelly, Lilienfeld &
Schmeelk, 2006; Murphy,1995; Sced, 2004), making these assessments potentially redundant in a
typical test battery.

Despite these concerns, there is a substantial body ofresearch indicating that integrity assessments are
able to predict job performance, absenteeism and other forms of deviant workplace behaviour such as
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theft and violence, across a variety of settings (e.g., Ones, Viswesvaran & Schmidt, 1993,2003;Yan
Iddekinge, Taylor & Eidson, 2005).

To be confident in the application of integrity assessments in QPS selection, more clarity on the
construct validity of integrity assessments is required. There are still significant gaps in our
understanding of what integrity assessments measure, and how they relate to measures of normal and
pathological personality. Research in this area is growing (see Mumford, Connelly, Helton, Srange &
Osburn, 2001), and within time, it is possible that psychometric measures of integrity may be included
in QPS's recruit selection system.

Australian Institute of Forensic Psychology (AIFP)
The AIFP is an organisation that specialises in screening applicants for positions of a forensic nature,
such as police, customs and correctional officers. The AIFP offers a testing system that encompasses a
battery of assessments selected to provide an overall indication of candidate's suitability to high-risk
professions.

The AIFP system is currently used by the Tasmanian Police Service. It includes the following
measures: Candidate and Officer Personnel Survey (COPS), Edwards Personal Preference Schedule
(EPPS - a broad measure of normal personality), Australian Locus of Control Test (LOC), Australian
How Supervise Scale (HS - a measure of interpersonal judgement and awareness), Shipley Institute of
Living Scale (a measure of general intelligence), Austalian Opinion Survey (a measure assessing
attitudes towards enforcing the law). This battery includes a combination of commercially available
and AlFP-exclusive assessments. No direct measure of psychopathology is utilised, however, some
psychopathology-related constructs are tapped by the testing battery (e.g., alcohoVdrug issues).

Relative to the individual instruments reviewed above (e.g., the 16PF, NEO) there is little peer-
reviewed research published on the complete AIFP system, making it difficult to evaluate thoroughly in
tlis context. Having said that, however, there are several published studies supporting the validity of
the system in an Australian policing context, and several of the individual measures in the system are
well established.

Research by Loirgh and Ryan (2005, 2006) has demonstrated that candidates screened by the AIFP
process had lower dropout rates, sick days, physical injury claims, absenteeism, and motor vehicle
accidents than tlose that did not undergo psychomefic screening. This research investigates the AIFP
system as a whole, as opposed to the individual assessments within the testing battery, so the role of
each assessment in the prediction of positive workplace outcomes is unclear. Much of the research on
the AIFP system that was located for this review, focuses on a nacro comparison of screened versus
unscreened candidates on criteria such as attrition, turnover, absenteeism and sick leave. There seerrs
to be less available research for on+he-job and academy performance.

The AIFP trains individuals (psychologists or non-psychologists) from the client organisation to
conduct interviews and follow-up on psychomekic results. The assessment battery is administered by
the client, and response sheets are returned to the AIFP for scoring and reporting. A basic report is
initially produced for each candidate, with a recourmendation to advance/not advance. The client is
responsible for finalising the interview short-list. Typically, one third of applicants are recommended
not to advance to the interview stage. The AIFP provides a comprehensive psychometric report to the
client for all candidates that make the interview round.

When it comes to ATSI applicants, the AIFP uses ATSI-based noruN. Their policy is that all ATSI
applicants are automatically recommended for interview regardless of assessment results. All NESB
applicants are highlighted in summary reports so that the client organisation can take into account their
background when making short-listing decisions.

Pricing of the AIFP system, as at March 2007 is as follows:
System Training
Test Booklets
Answer Sheets
Basic Report per Candidate
Comprehensive Report per Candidate

A$3300
A$36.30
No Charge
A$60.50
A$137.50
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In conclusion, the AIFP system is supported by some positive findings, however more information on
each test's content and psychometic properties would be required to establish the system's job
relevance, validity, reliability and fairness. Additional peer-reviewed research would also be highly
regarded.

A Quick Summary of Normal Personality Assessments

Table 11.1: Approximafe Time and Set-Up Costs for Normal Personality Assessments
(paper and pencil administration and current in-house scoring system)

*This pricing is an estimate only and bssed on information collectedfrom distribators in March 2007.
The pricing is for paper and pencil administration and does not include postage and handling or any
costs associated with calibrating the optical scanner or creating in-house Macros scoring programs.
** The cost olthe AIFP system is a package price that includes cognitive ability and personalit-v
assessmen!s.

Table 11.2: Normal Personality Assessments by the Six Evaluation Criteria

- good / = acceptable ? = questionable or unknown r. = unacceptable

16PF-5 45-60 minutes $192.02
(Admin Manual = $58.67)

(50 Test Booklets = $133.35)

$48.00
(50 Answer Sheets)

NEO 35-45 minutes $298.65
(Admin Manual = $52.00)

(50 Test Booklets = $246.65)

$480.00
(50 Answer Sheets)

IPI 45-60 minutes $400.00
(Annual Sofnuare License = $200)

(Technical Manual = $33.33)
(50 Test Booklets = 8166.67)

$1086.50
(50 Answer Sheets - $20)

(50 Score Fees = $1066.50)

CPI 45 minutes $296s.05
(Required Training = 52200)
(Admin Manual = $236.50)

(Interpretation Guide = $184.80)
(50 Test Booklets = $343.75)

$1709.40
(50 Answer Sheets =

$114.40)
(50 Reports = $1595)

AIFP** 2.5 Hours
(4 Hour Max)

$5115.00
(Training = $3300)

(50 Test Booklets = $1815)

$7837.50
(50 Basic Reports = $3025)

(35 Complete Reports =
$48r2.s0)

16PF V5
NEO
Inwald ,| ?
CPI ,|

AIFP ? - /
q ,| 't- x
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8.3 PERSONALITY ASSESSMENT RECOMMEI\DATIONS
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9.0 ASSESSING PSYCHOPATHOLOGY

What is Psychopathology?
Psychopathology refers to pattems of atypical behaviour, associated with impaired functioning for
individuals. This word is often used synonymously with terms such as clinical disorder, or in reverse,
mental health and emotional stability.

The importance of screening for psychopathology has been highlighted in much of the policing
literature. The prevailing argument is as follows:

"Inw enforcement executives have a duty to take reasonable precautions in hiring,
supervising, and retaining fficers to ensure the public that those entrustedwith the power to
take life or freedom, under color of law, are psychologically fit and do not represent a threat
to any person because of mental impairment" (Rostow & Davis, 2004, p. 57-58)

Psychologically unfit individuals for police work include those who pose a threat to the safety or
wellbeing of themselves, their coworkers, the organisation and/or the community at large (Blau, 1994).
This threat may come in many forms, including but not limited to: violent tendencies, in-action,
irrational thought processes, self-harm tendencies, deterioration of mental health, or an inability to cope
in critical situations. It is widely recognised that the shessful nature of police work may compound
any pre-existing mental health conditions resulting in psychological injury and inability to safely
perform one's duty (e.g., Craig & Scheldt, 2004).

The responsibility oflaw enforcement agencies to adequately screen for psychological health has been
illustrated in numerous court cases. For example:

"In Bonsignore v. City of New York (1982) the wift of a police fficerwas shot by her
husband, who then turned the weapon on himself. The wifu sued the city of New Yorkfor
negligence in allowing her husband to carry a gun. The coun held that, to avoid liability, a
departrnent has to show that is has taken reasonable precautions in hiring and/or retaining
fficers who are prychologically disturbed. IJnable to do so, the jury found against the city.
The plaintiffwas awarded $500,000 in compensatory and punitive damages" (cited by Rustow
& Davis,2004, p. 58)

At a more local level, the threat of litigation arising from negligent hiring practices has been noted. In
an article released by the Australasian Centre for Policing Research, psychological screening at the
selection phase was identified as a litigation risk-management sEategy for law enforcement agencies.
Furthermore, in addition to meeting legal obligations by screening out psychologically vulnerable
individuals, assessments of psychopathology provide a benchmark for psychological heal'.h, which is
important for on-going psychological care programs (i.e., an on-going risk-management shategy).

Although the number of applicants likely to be screened out because of psychopathology is small
(around 5Vo5), the effects oi triting 

"urn 
u small number of psychologicalty unfit individuals can be

highly detimental. Whilst local estimates are unknown, research suggests that is costs major US cities
close to half a million dollars for every unsuitable officer they hire (Fitzsimmons, 1986 in Blau, 1994).
Financial costs associated with mis-hires can include wasted training resources, paid sfiess leave, work-
cover claims, legal costs, internaVexternal litigation; not to mention the social and physical costs which
may include damaged reputations, lowered employee moral, physical and emotional injuries, and even
loss of life. It was anectdotally noted in interviews for this review, as well as in existing documents,
that officers showing symptoms of personality disorders account for a significant proportion of QPS
Human Service Officers' (HSO) workloads (e.g., Craig & Scheldt, 2004). Itis the perception of
several HSOs that such conditions are pre-existing and should be identified within the selection
process.

5 Approximately 5Vo of workers display signs of personality disorders (Cavaiola & Lavender, 2000 in
Craig & Scheldt, 2004); Approximately 57o of QPS candidates are followed-up with clinical
evaluations (Phillips-Leece, personal communication).
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Below is an indication of how assessments of psychopathology relate to the six principles of effective
selection:

Are Psychopathology Assessments Job Relevant?
Psychopathology is related to emotional stability and the ability to cope under highly stressful
conditions. It can be linked to both essential and desirable selection criteria in the QPS job description
for recruits (See Table 6.2). Psychopathology is therefore ajob relevant characteristic.

Clinical syndromes, such as major depression, anxiety disorders and post-ftaumatic shess, are though
to account for the majority of work-related stress claims (Assure Programs, 2006). As at 2002, thel
QPS Stress Management Working Party noted that 43Vo of stress claims within the QPS were for
W2). Thisfindingre cingcan
be a sresstul and emotionally risky profession. The Working Party also noted that 267o of QPS stress
claims occurred within the frst five years of service, and as such they concluded that more thorough
psychometric screening practices were required for recruits.

It is important to note, however, that psychometric screening for recruits will not screen out all
individuals who would otherwise lodge a stress claim. Sfiess can be a result of multiple sources that
extend beyond individual coping mechanisms to include the nature of the work itself,
organisationaUmanagement factors, lack of support and work-family conflict (e.g., Smith & King,
2004). An effective approach to stress management should address all of these issues, rather thair
relying solely on psychomehic screening.

Are Psychopathology Assessments Reliable and Valid?
Banick and Mount's (1991) meta-analysis indicated that contrary to their hypothesis, emotional

-stability was not a good predictor ofjob performance. They suggested that once "critically unstable"
individuals were removed from the selection process, the extent of a candidate's emotional stability had
little effect on job performance. Or to put it in other words, as long as people possess a minimum
threshold of emotional stabilify, having more emotional stability does little to improve job success.
Given this finding, the authors suggested that assessments of psychopathology w-ould bi unlikely to
predict future job performance.

Are Psychopathology Assessments Fair?
A concern from one stakeholder was that the inclusion of psychopathology assessments could result in
discrimination against people with mental health issues. Assessments of psychopathology are not
intended as a be-all and end-all screen to remove absolutely everyone who showi uny t*itt sign or
history ofpsychopathology. The results are intended to be used by qualified psychologists to make a
determination about the job-relevant suitability of the applicant. In a US contlxL it has been stated
that:

','The preemployment screening must not screen out an individual with a disability on the
basis of the disability unless it can be shown that disability is job related for the position in
questions. The informed opinion at this point is that there is linle dispute that physicat fitness
and mental stability are critical to ffictive police performance, and it appears that nothing in
the [Anti-Discrimination Act] would impede continaed utilization of job-retated prychological
screening (Flanagan, l99I)" (Blau, 1994, p. I0I-102)

Are Psychopathology Assessments Cost-Effective and practical?
Psychopathology assessments typically range from 25 to 90 minutes to complete, and can be
adrrinistered in large group testing sessions. Minimal administrative supervision is required and
responses can typically be scanned for automatic computer scoring.
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Once manuals and re-useable testing booklets are purchased, typically the only ongoing cost are the
consumable answer sheets.

Once scored, psychopathology assessments require consideration from a qualified psychologist. The
psychologist needs to individually review each profile and make a decision as to whether further
evaluation is required for that candidate.

As at 2002, the QPS had the highest average statutory cost for stress leave claims amongst Australian
police agencies (QPS, 2002). ltis possible that psychopathology assessments may assisi in reducing
zuch claims by screening out individuals who may be especially vulnerable fo psychological injury,
thus providing a return on investment.
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9.1 PSYCHOPATHOLOGY: IMPLEMENTATION ISSIIES

The Current QPS Process
The QPS does not have a direct measure of psychopathology within its standard recmit selection
process. Rather, the majority of applicants are assessed only on normal personality. Measures of
normal personality provide a description ofan individual's sfyles and tendencies within tJre realm of
normal adult behaviour. They are typically not considered suitable to provide a thorough assessment of
psychopathology.

There are ttuee primary circumstances where a QPS recruit applicant would be asked to complete an
assessment of psychopathology:

1. When the applicant provides information in their application or medical examination indicating a
potentially significant mental health issue in the past or present

2' When the applicant comes from a previous occupation that is considered to be highly traumatic
(such as active duty in haq).

3' When an applicant's assessment of normal personality (16PF) reveals elevated scores on a
combination of dimensions that raise concerns for the reviewing psychologist (e.g., low emotional
stability and high tension; or high dominance, low emotional stability and low confidence).

If the applicant falls within these circumstances, the occupational psychologist uses professional
judgement to select appropriate follow-up assessment tools. Typically the MMPI-II1s used, and other
tools such as the Trauma Symptom Inventory, the Beck Depression Inventory and the Beck Anxiety
Inventory are also considered for use.

The legitimacy of these three methods to determine the need for an assessment of psychopathology is
discussed below.

Admissions on Aoplication Forms
Relying on a self-report of mental health on the recruit application form is problematic for several
reasons:
o Individuals may not have sought treaunent in the past, and be unaware of the true status of their

own mental health.
o Individuals may choose not to report a mental health concern either through fear of stigmatisation,

rejection, or perceived irelevance to the role.

Assessing Hi gh-Risk Professions
Whilst assessing individuals from high-risk (traumatic) occupational backgrounds is a logical
precaution foi reciuit screening, as these individuais are at a heightened risk ofhaving deveioped
mental health issues, it fails to recognise that individuals from all backgrounds may have been exposed
to past traumatic events (such as accidents, abuse, death or crime). It is possible that singling out only
certain groups ofindividuals for exEa testing may be perceived as unfair, and potentially
discriminatory.

Using the 16PF as a Flae for Psychopathology
Measures of normal personality are generally not considered adequate to flag potential
psychopathology (Ben-Porath & Waller, 1992). The International Association of Chiefs of Police has
explicitly stated in their selection guidelines that tests of normal personality do not constitute an
adequate pre-employment psychological evaluation for police officers.

Conclusion
Given the duty of care requirements of the QPS to ensure the safety of the community and of its
employees, it is recommended that all candidates undergo a direct assessment of psychopathology.

Clinical Interviews
Results from a paper and pencil assessment ofpsychopathology are not in and of themselves adequate
for determining the presence or psychopathology. Rather, these tools serve as a time efficient and
useful screening devise to flag potentially unsuitable applicants.
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The best practice use ofpsychopathology assessments in law enforcement and public safety screening
is to follow-up assessments of psychopathology with a clinical interview by a plychologist. Such an
approach is endorsed by:

o The Accreditation Standards of the Commission on Accreditation for Law Enforcement Agencies
r Recommended Guidelines for Preemployment Screening for Law Enforcement Agencies @lau,

r994)

A clinical assessment involves an interview with a qualified psychologist and may also include other
testing that the psychologist deems appropriate based on their professional judgement. Appropriate
assessments may differ between cases and therefore it is of no benefit prescribing the exact assessments
to be used in this context; however common assessments often included Ae ivnpt-U, the Trauma
Symptom Inventory, the Beck Depression Inventory and the Beck Anxiety Inventory.

A US national survey indicated that over 24Vo of law enforcement agencies conducted clinical
interviews as part of the recruit selection process (Cochrane et al., 2006). This leaves a substantial
number of agencies that do not follow best practice recommendations. It is quite typical for
organisations to use psychopathology assessment results to flag whether additional follow-up is
necessary' In these organisations, only individuals whose results suggest a potentially problimatic
profile (i.e., clinically elevated traits) are referred to apsychologist for additional evaluation. A
concerning initial profile does not automatically deem the candidate unsuitable for police work. The
deci.sion of suitability is based on the full clinical evaluation. Individuals, whose initial screening
profiles offer no warning flags to the assessing psychologist, move straight through to the next round of
selection without requiring interaction with a psychologist or further psychometric evaluation.

Other organisations require all assessments of psychopathology to be followed-up with a clinical
interview, regardless of the suitability of the initial profile (e.g., WA Police Service). This process
most closely aligns with best practice psychology, and further helps to reduce the occurrenJe offalse
negatives/positives in the selection process. Obvious barriers to this practice are the time and resource
requirements.

Option 1 (acceptable practice)
o Follow-up clinical interviews are only given to candidates that received potentially problematic

profiles on the paper and pencil assessment.

Option 2 (best practice)
o Follow-up clinical interviews are given to all candidates regardless ofthe apparent suitability of

their profiles based on the paper and pencil assessment.

Psychopathology Norms
Norms based on clinical populations are not suitable for use in pre-employment screening. Rather,
norms relevant to the general population or police applicants should be utilised for this purpose. In
most instances it would be inappropriate to create local norms of psychopathology for yo* o*n
organisation, as this may cause evaluators to loose site of diagnostic benchmark data. Norrrs
developed by recognised experts in the fietd are necessary for this type ofassessment.

When Should Psychopathology Assessments be Administered?
In the US, anti-discrimination legislation requires that all medically related assessments (including
psychopathology) be conducted only after a conditional job offer ii made. No such requirement 

'

currently exists within Australia. Using these assessments appropriately at any stage during the
selection process does not pose an obvious ethical concern in the Australian context.

The question of when to administer an assessment of psychopathology is predominantly a question of
cost and practicality. The cost and time required in conducting and interpreting these assesiments is
more intense than the other assessments in the psychometric battery.

Screening out psychologically unsuitable applicants early in the selection process frees up subsequent
selection resources, such as panel interviews, medical checks and physicat fitness assessments.
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However, psychopathology assessments can in themselves be resource intensive. These assessments
require consumable resources (e.g., response sheets) as well as a qualified psychologist to evaluate
each candidate's results and follow up with further assessments iflnecessary.

It would be possible to include the measure of psychopathology within the standard test battery,
currently at hurdle 2 of the selection process. This approach allows for efficient use of administration
time, and allows for psychologically unsuitable applicants to be screened out early in the selection
process. The drawback is the large volume ofassessments to be conducted and evaluated by the
psychologist. Furthermore, the duration of the test battery will be significantly extended, risulting in
issues of fatigue for candidates.

Another option is to administer the assessment of psychopathology only to individuals who were
successful at the panel interview stage of selection. Conducting psychopathology assessments towards
the end of the selection process, helps to enswe that a smaller pooi of inOividuati are tested, thus
conserving the time of occupational psychologists and the cost of psychometric testing resources.

Itcould be argued that by leaving the psychopathology assessment to the end ofthe process, it would
add no value to the QPS because the chances of identifying somebody with unsuitable
psychopathology at this stage would be very low. Indeed, it would be reasonable to assume that very
few candidates would receive problematic profiles at this latter stage of selection, however, as
mentioned previously, psychopathology screening is important for duty of care responsibilities in both
the short and long-term (i.e., it sets the foundation for ongoing psychometric health checks),
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9.2 A CRTTTQUE OF PSYCHPATTTOLOGY TNVENTORIES

This section provides a review of psychopathology assessments in the context of recruit selection. As
there are many assessments of psychopathology on the market, only a pertinent selection of
assessments will be reviewed here.

Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory . MMPI
The MMPI is a self-report assessment of adult psychopathology. It was originally developed in 1943
and-underwent a complete revision in 1989 t.rolting in ttre cunent version, the fr,fuapl-n (Original
Authors: Hathaway & McKinley). Due to its widespread use, there are multiple norm sets uuiilubl. fo,
the MMPI. The MMPI-tr has a normative sample of 1,138 males and 1,462 females aged between 18
and 80 from a variety of communities across the US. Recently, law enforcement norms wbre
intoduced.

The tool was originally intended for use within clinical populations only, however, it has a long history
of being used for selection in public safety roles. A US survey of law enforcement agencies re-vealed

!\|1tZ.SUo of large responding agencies utilised the MMPI for recruit selection (Cochrane et al., 2006).
Within Australia, four police agencies use the MMPI for all applicants, while the QPS uses the MMPI
for candidates identified as high-risk.

The questions are designed to assess an individual's functioning across ten clinical scales including
hypochondriasis, depression, hysteria, psychopathic deviation, masculinity-femininity, paranoia,
psychasthenia, schizophrenia, hypomania, and social introversion. Additionally the m4pt-U contains
14 content scales including anxiety, fears, obsessiveness, depression, health concern, bizarre mentation
anger, cynicism, antisocial practices, Type A, low self-esteem, social discomfort, familial discord,
work interference and a negative treatment indicator. Finally, the MMPI-tr has three validity scales,
including a lie scale, defensiveness scale and infrequency scale.

The MMPI-tr is briefly reviewed below according to the six evaluation criteria.

Job Relevance
The MMPI provides a measure of psychopathology, which is related to emotional stability and the
ability to cope under highly stressful conditions. It can be linked to both essential and desirable
selection criteria in the QPSjob description for general duties constables (see Table 6.2).

Although the MMPI has been used across a large variety of settings there are some criticisms relating
to its use and effectiveness in police selection. As the MMPI was originally developed as a clinical
measure of psychopathology there axe some concerns about its applicability to organisational settings
(Camara & Merenda, 2000). It has been argued'.trat the assessment is most effective irr diagnositg
severely disturbed individuals, such as those found in clinical populations (Levitt & Duckworth, tb8+;.
Furthermore, the wording and relevance of particular MMPI items has also been questioned, although
this criticisrn has been addressed to some extent in the development of the MMPI:tr (Beutler & Groth-
Marnat,2003).

Validity
The MMPI is the most used and recognised measure of psychopathology available. Perhaps because of
its popularity, it has also been subject to a great deal of criticism. Despite this criticism, ttre Vfivtpl is
considered a highly valuable assessment ofpathology, especially for its original intended purpose, as a
tool for use with clinical populations.

The MMPI has been criticised for its a-theoretical development. Test construction was based on
empirical methods, sometimes refened to as dust-bowl empiricism, resulting in heterogeneous and
overlapping scales. It is counter-argued, however, that the initial item pool on which siatistical
analyses were conducted, were based on substantial clinical experience, and hence the development of
the MMPI was not purely empirical @utcher, Atlis & Hahn, 2004).

Many studies have investigated the usefulness of the MMPI in law enforcement selection. However,
much of this research was conducted using the original version of the MMPI. The revision of the
MMPI resulted in changes such as the exclusion and rewording of items deemed outdated or offensive,
and the inclusion of additional items. Although research has indicated that these changes do not impact
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on the psychological properties of the test (Dahlstrom, 1992),care should be taken in regards to the
interchangeability of the MMPI-I and MMPI-tr research findings.

Studies investigating the MMPI's ability to predict job performance in a policing context are mixed. In
a meta-analysis of psychometric assessments used in police selection, the MMPI was found to have a
modest, but significant relationship with officer performance (Varela et al., 2004). Whilst moderate
predictive validity was achieved, the researchers suggested that a test of normal persoirality was more
suited to making job performance predictions. Indeed, it is widely acknowledge that assessments of
psychopathology axe best used to select-out unsuitable candidates, rather than to identify potential top
performers. For example, a review of psychometric assessments for Australian police selection
concluded that:

"[A case couldbe made] for using the MMPI...to screen out problematic police fficers, this
is the extent of the test's usefulness...its usage inthe arena of personnel selection shouldbe
confined to screening applicants for psychopathology" (Kaczmarek & Packer, 1997, p. 92).

Finally, in regards to socially desirable responding, the MMPI contains several validity scales that
assist psychologists in identifying candidates that may have distorted their responses to align with job
requirements.

A review of the MMPI-II for use in Ausfralian recruit selection identified the MMPI-tr as an acceotable
measure to include in police selection (Kaczmarek &Packer,1997)

Reliability
Internal reliability estimates range from unacceptable to high among the MMPI scale. Internal
reliability of clinical scales range from .39 to .87 and content scales range from .72 to .86. Test-retest
reliabilities across the three scales for a l-week interval range from .58 to .92 (see Butcher et a1.,2004
for a review).

Fairness
The MMPI-tr boasts improved itemcontent, from the version before it. Items that were considered
culturally biased, offensive or out of date were removed from the assessment. Whilst the research is
somewhat mixed, a review of the MMPI literature suggested that scale score differences across ethnic
and social economic groups are not substantial (Butcher et aL,2004). The MMPI requires
approximately a sixth- to eighth-grade reading level.

Cost-Effectiveness
MMPI resources can be purchased directly from Pearson Assessrnents, LlS. PsychAssessments in
Australia also sell MMPI resources, however the cost appears to be higher than resources purchased
through Pearson Assessments. Pricing as at March 2007 is as follows:

One-Off Expenses
Administator's Manual with Norms
10 Reusable Test Booklets
Scoring Keys (per scale type)

Consumable Expenses
50 Scannable Answer Sheets

us$52.00 (-A.$69.33)
US$36.00 (-A.$48.00) - QPS already owns 2 copies
US$77.00 (-A$102.67) - The QPS has developed

computer-based scoring
algorithms for the MMPI

us$87.00 (-A$116.00)

Optional Features
Scoring Software (Annual License Fee) US$89.00 (-A$118.67)
Interpretive Report us$30.00 for bulk purchases of 100+ (-A$40.00)
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Practicalitv
o The MMPI is quite a long test relative to other poptrlar measures of psychopathology. It contains

567 items and takes approximately 60-90 minutes to complete. Its length is a prohibitive feature
of the assessment.

r The assessment can be completed in paper-and-pencil format, allowing group testing sessions
(computer formats are also available if desired).

o Optically scannable answer sheets are available for efficient scoring.

Conclusion
Overall, the MMPI-tr is an acceptable measure of psychopathology to use as part of recruit screening,
however it is arguable that more appropriate measures exist. The MMPI can be linked to job
requirements, and has a long history of being used for police selection within Ausfalia and
internationally. The MMPI has been criticised for its construct validity, and low reliability of several
scales. There is some evidence linking the MMPI to police performance, however, as the MMPI is
typically used purely as a screen for psychopathology, its ability to predict future job performance is
not a focus for many selectors. The MMPI-tr shows some evidence of fairness across demographic
groups. However, the time taken to administer this assessment is often considered prohibitive (up to
1.5 hours).

Personality Assessment Inventory @AI)
The PAI is a self-report screening tool for psychopathology in adults (Author: Morey, 1991). The PAI
has been normed on a sample of 1000 community dwelling adults who reflected the projected
demographic characteristics of the US 1995 census. Norms are also available for clinical populations,
student populations and public safety job applicants. The public safety normative sample consists of
18,000 individuals and can be broken down into specific job classifications (e.g., Police Officer,
Communications Dispatcher, Corrections Officer and Firefighter). Combined gender nonns are
available.

The PAI is considered suitable for a variety ofclinical and organisational settings. The PAI is
considered especially suitable for pre-employment screening and on-going fitness for duty evaluations
with law enforcement personnel. It is reported to predict €f"gl_-e 9g1_lgt_?ggTgCslg3,Jtelcnsg-Sgicr.de
g!.q:Ihfutl"e-eb-qs9, -

The PAI did not feature prominently in the US national survey of psychometric tools used in selection
for law enforcement agencies (Cochrane et al., 2006), and was not one of the instruments reviewed for
resruit selection by the Australasian Council for Policing Research (i.e., Kaczmarek & Packer, 1997).
Its absence from these reports is a reflection of the instruments youth, rather than an indication of its
unsuitability. The PAI has been touted as having great promise for use in police selection (Kay in
Blau, 1994), and has fast become one of the most utilised assessments in clinical practice and training
(e.g., Belter & Piotrowski 2001). The PAI has been purchased for u$e within the QPS State Crime and
Operations Command (Craig & Scheldt, 2004).

The PAI is often applauded for its sophisticated psychometric qualities. It was designed according to a
contemporary understanding of psychopathology. Specifically, items were developed and selected
based on theoretical rationales as well as statistical considerations.

The PAI contains 11 clinical scales (somatic complaints, anxiety, anxiety-related disorders, depression,
mania, paranoia, schizophrenia, borderline features, antisocial features, alcohol problems and drug
problems), 5 treatment scales (aggression, suicidal ideation, stress, non-support and treatrnent
rejection), 2 interpersonal scales (dominance and warmth) and 4 validity scales (inconsistency,
infr equency, negative impression and positive impression).

The PAI is briefly reviewed below according to the six principles of effective selection.

Job Relevance
The PAI provides a measure of psychopathology, which is related to emotional stability and the ability
to cope under highly stressful conditions. It can be linked to both essential and desirable selection
criteria in the QPS job description for general duties constables (see Table 6.2). The PAI is considered
suitable for use in occupational and employee screening purposes.
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Optional Features
o on-site software is available to score repofrs for candidates if requted.

[On-site Software package: US$695.00i_esgzo.oili----- 
--' -'1

lOn-site Scanning Module: US$ 1 25.00 (_A$ I 66.67ji
[25 Scannable Answer Sheers: US$170.00 (_A$226.e6)]

Practicality
r The PAr is an un-timed assessment, taking 50-60 minutes to complete 344 items.o The assessment can be completed in paper-and-pencil format, allowing group testing sessions(computer formats are also available if 

^desired).

r optically scannable answer sheets are available for quick computer scoring.o Hand scoring can be completed in l0 minutes (Morey, 2003).

Conclusion
The PAr is an acceptable measure of psychopathology to use in law enforcement settings. Specifically,the PAr is a job relevant assessment, tiiir enio"nc" oi appropriate construct validity and reliability.The PAI has previously been used in law enforcement settings, including specialist eps areas, and lawenforcement norms exist. whilst documented research utilis'lng ttre parln taw enforiement settings islimited' this is ofminor concern given that the tool is used as a-screen for psychopathology, as opposedto a tool to predict future job performance. The PAI_was developed to minimise gender, racial and agebias' and evidence supports the test's fairness. Finally, the PAI is u f*,", assessment to complete thanmany other comprehensive assessmenis of psychopatirology.

Million Ctinicat Multi-Axiat fnventory MCMI)
Jhe YcNg is a self-report measYr: or aauit psyctropathology. It was first publishes in 19g3, and hasbeen significantly revised several times to k"^"p upur" with theoretical advancements. The curentversion is the MCMI-Itr (Author: Millon, 199i1.

The MCMI is considered one of the most widely used and researched assessments of psychopathology(craig' 1999)' The assessment is suitable for use in clinical r""rpr"r, rr"*ever, its use for occupationalpurposes is less well endorsed. The MCMI has been used for,"r""oiig australian 
"_"rg"o.fi"ruir.personnel, however the MCMI author does not endorse such usage:

" " 'the Lf chii-III was normed, on a tiiverse population of men and women who were seekingmental health evaluation and/or treatment. The test was not intended to be used with non-clinical populations and such applications wilt yield distorted results.,, (Millon & Meagher,2004).

The MCMI provides a measure.of 1l clinical personality patterns (schizoid, avoidant, depressive,dependent, histrionic, narcissistic, antisocial, aggressive/sadistic, compulsive, negativistic and self-defeating), three severe personality pathology scales (schizotypJl, boraertine and paranoid), sevenclinical syndrome scales (anxiety, somatofo-nn, bipolar, dysthymia, alcohol dependence, drugdependence and post-traumatic itress disorder), three severe ,ynaro*.r r"ales (thought disorder, majordepression and delusional disorder), ana a vatidity and three modifying indices (desirability,debasement and disclosure).

Job Relevance
The MCMI provides a measure ofpsychopathology, which is related to emotional stability and theability to cope under highly stressful tonditions. Ii can be linked to both essential and desirableselection criteria in the QPS job description for general duties constables (see Table 6.2). However, asnoted above, the test develoiers do not^consid.J,h. urr"rr.ent to be suitable for use in normalpopulations (such as job applicant pools).

Consumable Expenses
25 Hand-scorable Answer Sheets us$48 (-4.$64.00)
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Validity
A key shength of the MCMI is that it was developed from a theoretical perspective, rather tian from a
purely empirical approach. Research in the MCM-III manual indicates that in clinical populations, the
assessment has moderate to excellent positive predictive power for most personality scales, however,
lower levels of predictive power for most disorders (positive predictive power refers to the percentage
of individuals who's MCMI scores were positive for a disorder that waJdiagnosed by theirilinician).
Furthermore, the MCMI has evidence of predicting disorders above chance levels (see Millon &
Meagher, 2004 for a review).

Despite the MCMI's usefulness in clinical diagnosis, some criticisms about the MCM's construct
validity exist. For example, one review suggests that several scales on the MCMI rnay measure
personality styles, rather than disorders (e.g., histrionic, narcissistic and compulsive scales; Craig;
1999). The author cited research showing that some MCMI scales actually correlate positively with
measures of mental health, and show low convergent validity with other measures of that scale. The
review concluded that whilst the MCMI had many admirable features:

" . '.the test is susceptible to patients with an acquiescent response set because most of the
items are keyed tnte. It does poor$ in assessing patients with minor personaliry pathology
and those with severe personality dysfunction (e.g., psychotic disorders). In my opinion, it
shoald not be ased as a broadband screening instrument becaase one must suspect in advance
that there is pathology before the test is selectedfor use in a given clinical situation" (Craig,
1999, p.402)

Reliability
The 

_MCMI has adequate to high internal reliability for all scales, with a mean reliability of .83, and
coefficients ranging from.66 to .95. Test-retestreliability is very good over a 5-15 day period, with
scale coefficients ranging from .82 to .96, and a mean reliability of .90 (cited in Millon & Meagher,
2004). Despite the acceptable reliabilities listed above, lower reliabilities for the MCMI have been
reported by other authors (Craig, 1999).

Fairness
The MMPI was developed to minimise potential item biaj.

Cost Effectiveness
MCMI resources can be purchased directly from Pearson Assessments, USA. PsychAssessments in
Australia also sells MCMI resources, however the cost appears to be higher than resources purchased
through Pearson Assessments. Pricing as at March 2007 is as follows:

One-OfrExpenses
Administrator's Manual
10 Reusable Test Booklets

Consumable Expenses
25 Scannable Answer Sheets

us$50.00 (-A$66.67)
us$29.00 (-A$38.67)

us$21.s0 (-A$28.67)

Optional Features
r On-site software is available to administer and/or score reports for candidates if required.

[On-site Software Package - Annual license fee: US$89.00 (-A$11g.67)]

Practicality
r The MCMI is a very quick, un-timed measure, taking approximately 25-30 minutes to complete

175 items.
r The assessment can be completed in paper-and-pencil format, allowing $oup testing sessions

(computer formats are also available if desired).
o optically scannable answer sheets are available for quick computer scoring.

Conclusion
The MCMI is a very well regarded measure of psychopathology, however, its intended purpose is for
use in clinical samples only. Research suggests that the validity of the MCMI does not hold for non-
clinical populations. As such, the use of this assessment for screening in non-clinical groups (such as
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recruit selection) is not highly recommended. However, the MCMI may be a suitable supplementarytool to use with candidates who show evidence ofapotential oisotaer 1i."., through initial screens ofpsychopathology).

A Summary of Other potential Assessments

The cAQ and PEPQ are supplemeot*@onality quesrionnaire,
designed to assess dimensions of psychopathology. The CAQ conesionds to the l6pF-4 assessmenr,and as such, was not cons_idered iae* roiqrs sJte"tlon. Th";;r;;t pEpe assessmentcorresponds to the 16pF-5.

TIe.PEPQ shows adequate internal and test-retest reliability. However, other than the validityevidence Presented in the test manual, there is limited peer-ieviewed iniormation available for thePEPQ' Such a lack of information makes it difficult to evaluate and recommend the pEpe as ascreening tool for the QPS. The AFP cunently uses the PEPQ in conjunction with the MMpI-tr.

A Quick Summary of psychopathology Assessments

Approximate Time and Set-up costs for psychopathology Assessments
(paper and pencil administration and current in-house scoring system)

*This pricing *

T::,!:::::,::{:,,.1,::"::y o:cLlaamiy*tlatiin and does ,ot in,t di p,ostage and har.dling * anit

Table 17.1:

costs associated with calibrating the optical ;canner or creating in-houie Mairos scoring pigrams.

Table 11.2: Psychopathorogy Assessments by the six Evaluation criteria

good / =acceptable ?m t = unacceptable

$2373.33
(Admin Manual = $69.33)
48 Test Booklets = $2304

$116.00
(50 Answer Sheets)

$128.00
(50 Answer Sheets)

$260.02
(Admin Manual = $66.67)
50 Test Booklets = $193.35

MMPI-tr ? - { o

PAI
MCMI-M q

(Inappropriate
for non-clinical

samples)
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9.3 PSYCHOPATHOLOGY ASSESSMENT RECOMMENDATIONS
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1O.O OTIIER ISSUES FOR CONSIDERATION

Assessment of PACE Applicants
At the time of his 2006 report, Manktelow noted that the QPS administered the psychometric tesr
lattery to PACE applicants, however, these assessments were not being scored or otherwise utilised in
the selection process. Manketelow noted that is was "a waste of time to have applicants sit this test
given that it has no bearing on their selection into the $ervice" (p. 6) and subsequently recommended
thatPACE applicants no longer be psychometrically assessed. 

'ihir 
.r.or-"ndation was subsequently

implemented by the QpS.

It should be noted, however, that Manktelow cited no other reason for test removal, other than the fact
that results were not being utilised in the selection process, therefore an equally valid response to his
concerns would be to ensure that assessments were being interpreted and utilised in the selection
decisions for PACE applicants.

Advocates for not assessing pACE applicants argue that:

I Their prior experience as police officers demonstrates their suitability for police work.
? 

They have already been screened by their respective state police services.
3 ' PACE applicants often reside interstate or overseas at the time of application, making testing

logistically diffi cult.

The above reasons are not considered sufficient to remove psychometric testing for pACE applicants.
Years ofexperience are not considered a good predictor offuturejob performance. Individuals can be
employed in a role for many years, but still prove ineffective. Furtheimore, some stakeholders were
concerned that performance evaluations from other police services may not be an accurate reflection of
performance levels.

Secondly, selection practices are vastly different in other states. The QPS can not be sure that pACE
applicants underwent rigorous screening in other states.

Finally, there are ways to remotely assess candidates tlat are practical and cost-effebtive (e.g., on-line
testing or using a local test adminisftator, such as another polte psychologist or private piuJtitioneg.

Between 1998 and 2001, PACE recruits accounted for double the number of stress related claims than
RROVE recruits (QPs,2002). This is not surprising because prior exposure to haumatic events (such
as police work) can lead to the development of mental health issues. (jPS applicants from other high-
risk backprounds (e.g., active military work) are regularly screened roipsyc'hopatrrotogyus f;rt of their
standard selection process. It is uncleal r','hy policing backgrounds are neated ,:im"..niiy.

Given the apparent vulnerability of PACE applicants to future mental health issues, and diverse
l"l|e]ing techniques in other policing jurisdictions, it is vital for the QpS to psychometrically assess
PACE candidates.

At a minimum, PACE applicants need to be assessed on psychopathology and normal personality.
Ideally, however, PACE applicants should complete ttre eniire test batteiy.

Issues of Copyright
There are_several copyright concerns with the way the QPS cunently conducts its psychometric testing
process. Psychometric assessments and their associated resources (iest booklets, manuals, item-
response sheets, scoring keys and norm sets) are all protected by copyright. This means that none of
these resources can be copied or reproduced in any way witrroui me ierirission of the publisher. If
permission is granted, it often involves a royalty fee.

Three QPS practices appear to either defy, or fall within a grey areafor copyright laws:

r The DSPIDSY assessments, which are sub-tests of the WAIS, have been reproduced out of the
largertest battery to wlich they originally belonged, and a photocopied version is provided to all
candidates. Presumably, permission has not been sought roi this practice.
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' The QPS, in conjunction with the providers of its optical scanner, have designed its own response
sheets for the SPM, CTA and 16PF assessments. This process may be a breach of copyright,
however, it is less clear cut. The opinion of several psychology professionals was sought on this
matter, and opinions differed. Some considered that reproducing response sheets, even in a
different format, was an illegal reproduction, and at a pedantic level could even change the
psychometric properties and norms of the assessment. An alternative view was that by changing
the response sheet format, it is not a direct copy and tlerefore permissible. Clearly this is an issue
that requires legal advice.

o The QPS has developed its own computer scoring system for the psychometric test battery.
Candidate responses are optically scanned and imported into an excel spreadsheet where the
scoring formula is applied. In order to score these assessments, the standardised normative data
from this assessment needs to be imported and stored within the excel spreadsheet. Reproducing
norms in this way may be considered a breach of copyright. However, there were psychology
professionals who thought that this practice could be implemented in a legitimate way. Legal
advice needs to be sought on this issue.

A straightforward way to address these copyright issues would be to ensure that the QPS purchases and
uses only original test booklets, answer sheets and scoring software from test disfibutors. There are
ongoing costs associated with this approach. A response sheet will need to be purchased for each
candidate (optically scannable answer sheets can cost more than hand-scorable answer sheets) and
scoring software often involves a per assessment scoring fee.

The second option is to seek legal advice about practices highlighted in points two and three above, and
if deemed appropriate continue these practices.

Assessing Communication Skills
The national job analysis highlighted communication skills as arequirement for police officers. Such
skills include writing skills, listening skills, building interpersonal relationships, and conflict
negotiation. Indeed many stakeholders highlighted these skills as the most important requirements for
police work (that and common sense). One recurring concern was that of literacy. Stakeholders
particularly noted concerns about some of the NESB recruits. They noted that while some NESB
applicants were able to pass written exams and communicate effectively in a controlled interview
environment, their language skills do not always transfer to on the job contexts. For example, some
recruits have difficulty understanding radio messages, or communicating amongst the disorder of a
^ - : + : ^ ^ t  ^ . , ^ - +
! l l r l v i l  E v E l l L .

It was noted earlier in this review that communication skills were better measured through work
samples than by standardised psychometric assessments. 

'Work 
samples may include for example:

r Instructing candidates to produce a written passage
r Asking candidates to listen and respond to a verbal passage
o Asking candidates to part-take in a role-play

The New Zealand Police Service developed its own work sample for the purpose of assessing job-
relevant communication skills for NESB applicants. For example, candidates are asked to listen to a
taped message and answer questions; to match words to their meanings; and to read paragraphs and
decide if statements are correct. h addition, all candidates are required to spend 4 x l0-hour shifts on
the job with police officers (a type of realistic job preview). They are assessed by their minding
officers on a variety of skills, including following instructions and communication.
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i

11.0 A SUMMARY CRITIQUE OF TIIE CURRENT SYSTEM
A major objective of this review was to determine the effectiveness of eps,s current psychomefricapproach' test battery and scoring methodology in ,crentifyin! t *r" top performers in general policing.An effective systemis one that iJ;"u t"i""*! valid, reua;le;fah cost effective and pracrical. Thesequalities not only tretq 

1o "n"*" 
tiut onry rrigrr qualfy.";iJ;; iir"o, uu, it also helps ro ensure rhatthe system is legally defensible, anO *eti regarded in the community.

Below is a sumrnary of how the current psychometric testing system meets tl1e six evaluation criteria:
Job Relevance
r Most assessments currently used by the QpS show a degree ofjob rerevance.o The SpM is ajob relevant assessmlnt.' 

,H*il:"t""fl,i:l;u:f;:1,'":"#lile work, the difncurt nature of the crA weakens its job
o The job relevance of the DSY and DSP assessments is weaker in relation to other assessments, anddoes not explicitly map onto the key selection criteria.' 

*,::*Jil'r::J:**- 
iequirement, psvctrotogicat health/fitness is not adequatery assessed in tre

Validity
o cognitive ability-assessments have predictive validity for Academy-performance (the compositescore' crA 

""u llY^Y:t^t-significantly correlated to e"ua"*y f"rformance). T}*r, ir"in"oequare
l?",#iffti:ilf;|11':assessm!n.' "g"i'i'ii"f p"'r#ffiffiJ;er, the wider riteraturczupports

o There is evidence-to suggest the predictive validity ofthe l6pF assessment.o The cognitive ability cut-off score of 45 represents a relatively low cut-off score for police recruits
[:#:r:j* 

the crA mav assist -or. ,unoiour". ,. p"Jor,n'iJn".ir the cognitive ability test
o validity scales for the 16PF are not currently being produced on candidate score sheets orevaluated by the psychologist. .
o Having 16PF profiles followed-up- by regular panel interviewers raises concern for the validity ofthe panel interviews and the or"n n"r, Jithe psychometric assessmenrs.

Reliabiliry
e An assessments utilised have acceptable internal and test-retestreliability.o All assessment administrations are stanoaraised, helping to ensure retiability.o The l6pF-4 has rower reliabiiity than the most r".un, uJrrion oiii" urr.rr.ent (16pF-5).
Fairness
o All assessments appear to be used in a fair way - assessments are standardised and candidates arenot screened out on the basis of their psychometric t.rt r"rorc Aoo".o cognitive ability a::essm:nts^Te generalry considered fair (especially abstract reasonins

ffiT:il:f'' 
However, the crA mav beioo difficult fori.iEJn uio educationally disaivantaged

o The 16PF-4 contains items that are considered less culturally and gender sensitive than the 16pF-5.
Cost-Effectiveness
o The cunent testing system is very low cost. Assessments are administered and scored in largegroups' in-house; non-branded risponse sheets are utilised; and minimal one-on-one time with theoccupational psychologist is required.
' copynght obrigations in terms of urr.rr-"nt.response sheets, scoring prograrns, and DSy andDSP assessments need to be investigateJn r,fr"r. 

l

Practicality
o The sPM and crA assessments are un-timed, which may unnecessarily extend administration

ll1l,gHilafii" 
inro'matiovooi-ative data is nr.a.a ulior. tr,e spM can be administered
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Minimum Recommended Adjustments
o Remove the DSy and DSp assessments frorr the test battery.o Replace the crA assessment with Acer select verbal General or equivalent assessment of verbalability.
o Abolish the use of the composite score, and evaluate all assessments individualry.r Replace the cut-off score 

^of 4-5, with a flag-score for each assessment representing the meangeneral population score for that assessmJnt minus two x sEM.r Up-date the l6pF assessment to version 5.r Include a direct -"u:ut::f p-ty-chopathologyfor all candidates (either at the beginning or end ofthe selection process). The ilAI is an acceitaUle measure.r Cease releasing psychometric results to the interview panel.' 
IrtJ#Sflchologist 

follow-up all normal and psychopathology profiles that indicare possible areas
' Assess all PACE applicants on at least psychopathology and normar personality.

Example Psychometric Testing process
Please note that the logistical uo:*g"."nt of *s
prefer to conduct assessmenrc in o rrirFo-o-+ ̂-r^-*LT:i:: 

below is a.suggestion only' The QPS mayil':,1; j:;::":,",j:::,,T:i*11,11^:l*;;:Fil;;;;;#;"?"_:':Tjin.'"tr.nx",ffil,
frii,ffi #".n:ru1:*::1,:::::*.y,:,1F"*.'"t"'',ffi ffi ffi ;:.#,ffiiffiHfi::::,':H::.:'"T:"::.::'::*::r':q""#;;;;;a;"'";;;i#;J'flT'ffff -#
requirements of the wider_selection process. '  ,0- l '

&t" t*

"rFtffhii'r.r
#"::19:i::::,":Tll"r._: cognitive uu'ity t"Jruuery, consisting of the spil *5*ife* ."

,.ry{ff'f$*: 
$s

d ACER SelectVerbal (approximately 60 minutes).
Assessments are scored and individually evaluated against each test,s flag-score (which equals 2 xSEM below the general populationnrunl.
candidates who equal or exceed the flag-scorF for both assessments, move through to the nextround of selection.
Candidates who score below the flag-score for one or more assessments have their results andapplication reviewed by,a pslc.fgrolsl The ery;;;r;;;;;iiffiffi his/her rationare forprogressing or ceasing the candidate's apptication. Foiparticul*ry -*gr""t cases, thepsychologist may allow the candidate to comptete supplimentary assessirents to demonstrate their

candidates who have been either rhorthrGdElun interview or ru"."rrful at the intervjew areinvited to complete an assessment of personality and psychopathology, consisting of the 16pF-5and PAI (approximately 2 hours).
Assessments are scored and compared to the ideal recruit profire and benchmarrs forpsychopathology.
All candidates aftend an interview with apsychologist to further explore assessment results andpsychological suitability (approximate ty iO'_45 minures).

ffiffn$:i"#:i,Hfftx,::ommendation to the selecrion committee regarding the psychotogicar
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ACER
ACPR
AIFP
AFP
ATSI
CTA
DSP
DSY
HSO
IACP
MR
NESB
NR
PACE

PD
PEAC
PROVE

QPS
SEM
SPM
SR
UK
US
WAIS
16PF

APPENDIX 1
Common Abbr€viations Used

Australian Council for Education Research
Austalasian Cente for Policing Research
Australian Institutq of Forensic Psychology
Australian Federal Police
Aboriginal and Torres Staight Islander
Critical Thinking Appraisal (Watson-Glaser)
Digit Span (of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale)
Digit Symbol (of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale)
Human Service Officer
International Association of Chiefs of Police
Mechanical Reasoning
Non English Speaking Background
Numerical Reasoning
Police Abridged Competency Education Program. Relates to recruits
with prior policing experience (e.g., police officers from another
state)
Position Descriptions
Police Education ddvisory Council
Police Recruit Operational Vocational Education Program. Relates
to general entry recnuits with notprior policing experience.
Queensland Police Service
Standard Error of Measurement
Standard Progressive Matrices (Raven's)
Spatial Reasoning
United Kingdom
United States
Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale
Sixteen Personality Factor Questionnaire
Approximately
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APPENDIX 3
Stakeholder Interview Guide

Are we Measuring the Rieht Thines?
o Looking at the General Duties Police Officer position Description

How accurately does this PD reflect the requirements of a QPS general duties police officer in
2007?

Is there anything that you would add or delete from the Key Selection Criteria?

o fu your opinion, what are the biggest challenges associated with being a general duties police
officer within the QpS?

What factors may cause some recruits to struggle in the Academy?
What factors may cause some general duties police officers to shuggle in the first few years of
employment?

o What do you think are the most vital abilities and characteristics of general duties police officers?

r In your opinion, how vital are the following qharacteristics for new recruits?
General Intelligence (general ability to quickly learn new information and solve problem)
Verbal Reasoning Skills (ability to make decisions & problem solve using verbal information)
Writing ability

Memory

Clerical Speed and Accuracy

Personality Traits

Psychopathology

o In your opinion, are there any chmacteristics that need to be assessed forrecruit selection. that
currently are not?

' Does the QPS have a specific approach for selecting minority group members (e.g, quota's,
different merit lists, cut-offs, etc)?

o Do you have a view on whether different entry standards should be utilised for particular
demographic groups, such as gender or ethnic group?

r In your opinion should PACE recruits be psychometrically evaluated as part of the screening
process (what are the pros and cons)?

I Do the current psychometic assessments meet the needs for both metropolitan and regional
police?

Is the Process Effective and Efficient?
o What do you see as the strengths of the current psychometric screening process (including but not

limited to cost, practicality, timing, predictive validity, fairness)?

o What do you see as the negatives of the current psychometric screening process (including but not
limited to cost, practicality, timing, predictive validity, fairness)?

o Given the current labour market (and shortage ofcandidates across all industries) are you
concerned that the required psychometric standards are too high?

r Do you believe that the current screening procEss adequately identifies candidates with potentially
problematic psychopathology (e.g., clinical disorders that may make an individual unfit-for police
duties)?

o What changes, if any, do you think should be rhade to the current psychometric screening process?
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Appendix 4
National Job Analysis: 25 Core Dlrties of a General Duties Constable

(Source: Kaczmarek & Packer, 2006r20W)

Investigate incidences or offences
Act in accordance with occupational Health 4 satety regulations and guidelines
Complete departnnental forms or reports
Utilise problem solving techniques
Undertake mobile pafrols as a preventative measure
Establish local knowledge of a specific patrol area
Provide customer service
Adhere to or apply the code ofethics/conduct
Manage personal stress
Participate in team work or encourage team morale
Establish or develop good relationships with the community
Use or maintain operational equipment
Utilise police databases
Use keyboard skills
Keep up+o-date with current affairs
Adhere to guidelines relating to uniform
Record information using notes, plans, photos gtc.
Adapt communication strategies to meet the needs of individuals
Maintain communication with other members and sections
Prevent or detect traffic offences
Use safe driving procedures
Deal with aggressive people
Use fuearms
Respond to reported crime, inquiries or requestb for assisknce
Prioritise tasks
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Breakdown 
", 

n.r"r.*lfty"f; Demographic Group
A dataset of applicant scores originally utilised by Manktelow (2006) was descriptively analysed
across.key demographic gloups (i.e., gender and race). This analysis serves as a preliminary 

-

investigation into issues associated with test fairtress. However, given the nature of the available data,no conclusion on test fairness can be made.

This data set consisted o-f all gl,eral enhy applicants who sat the psychometric test battery between 5May 2001 and 8 November 2.005.The toial iampte size was 2933 applicants, including 5i applicants
who identified as being members of the ATSI grbup. The sample conslsteo of 179g oiut"r, iogo
females, 35 ATSI males and 19 ATSI females. Caution needsio be exercised when interpieting meATSI data, as the sample size was very small relative to the other demographic groups (i.e., t.fb.

The mean standard deviation scores for each ofthe four demographic groups, across cognitive ability
test scores are presented in Table I below.

Table 1: Mean Applicant Raw Score Across Demographic Groups

N o t e : S tandard d ev iati onj in p ar rnthe s e s.

As can be seen from the above table, males and females scored similarly on the overall composite scorethat is used in the selection decision. Scores were also similar within the test battery itself, with males
lt:l-ng slightly higher on the SPM, CTA and DSP assessments, and females scoring higher on theDSY assessment. A similar pattern of results acrqss males and females was found within the ATSI
6r vql,.

ATSI applicants scored approximately l0 points lower than non-ATSI applicants on the composite
score used for selection. Demographic differences in mean test scores are insufficient to suglest test
bias, but does warrant further investigation into test fahness. As noted in Section 7.0, it is ci-rrmon for
dgSographic groups to score differently on particular ability assessments. For bias to be evident,
ability scores must differentially predict p"riorma4"e for demographic groups (an uncommon finding).

As adequate performance data was not available for this review, potential test bias could not be fully
explored here. Future research in this area is highly recommended.

Drake International - Review of the eps psychomeitric Testing process, May 2007

Male 53.24
(4.4e)

54.47
(8.s8)

63.40
(10.27)

19.03
(4.07)

51.75
(7.34)

Female 52.21
(4.4r)

53.16
(8.76)

69.64
(e.64)

18.74
(3.88)

51.59
(7.r8)

Male ATSI 47.26
(6.s0)

43.54
(7.s6)

s5.97
(11.03)

17.40
(3.9s)

4r.93
(7.74)

Female ATSI 46.26
(5.e8)

43.05
(7.1s)

62.21
(r r.38)

16.05
(4.40)

41.86
(6.88)
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Predictive validity 
"f 

th" prfhl*y#:sting Battery: A pirot study
The following study is.a prelirninary investigatioh into the predictive validity of the cunent epS testbattery for recruits. It is preliminary in the slense that a nombe, of study limitations exist that need tobe remedied to obtain more compleie findings. I,imitations include:

r The small sample size
o An inability to analyses the predictive slopes of different demographic groups to determine testfaimess (due to an absence of demographic data and a sma[ sairple size)
o The absence of a cross-validation sample
. The absence of quality on-the-job performanpe measures

1-11" set of psychometric scores for past recruit$ was obtained for this research (spM, cTA, DSy,DSP and 16PD6. The data set consisied of 136-officers who belonged to three consecutive Academyintakes in 2003' Due to missing data, the sample size varied across*analyses, with a minimum samplesize of 97 officers. The data set consisted of 91 nlales and 46females. The mean age was 2g.05 years.Information on racial make-up was not available.

Several Academy and workplace performance indicators were collected for officers in the study.G1de1 forAcademy modules, 
"ontrining 

onty individual assessment pi;r *;;;;;;;ug"j,o-prouia*
a single index of Academy academic p"rformun"e for each officer (i.e., modules 1,3, 6 and1).
Mo-dules with goup assessments were removed so that they would not contaminate the research
findings.

objective performance data was collected for offioers as at 2007 . Indicators included number of sickdays, number of work-cover claims and number of substantiated complaints made against ttre omcer.More thorough on-the-job performance data was not available for thii study. As such, data was notrecorded on officers' files.

Tables 46'1 and 46.2 show the means, standard deviations and zero-order correlations for performanceindicators by cognitive ability and personality scales, respectively.

' Of the four cognitive ability assessments, onlj the SPM and CTA were correlated with Academyperformance, as was-the overall composite score. The l6PF'Tntelligence (B),, scale was alsocorrelated with Academy performanCe, howev€r, none of the personality variables were
significantly correlated with Academy performance.

' 
Tl:- SPM was negatively related to sick leave, such that officers showing greater problem solvingskills had fewer sick days than officers with,lower problem solving stitts.-nign imputsiuity anasuspiciousness traits were also associated with greater sick leave.

r Work-cover claims were associated with low elmotional stability, and interestingly, low sensitivity.

r Finally, officers who were low in dominance and suspiciousness had more substantiated
complaints made against them.

A step-wise regression analysis was conducted for each performance indicator, where significantly
correlated assessment scores were entered into the dquation in descending order ofsignificance(demographic correlates entered first). For Academy performance, the composite score was entered inone analysis and the four individual assessment scores were entered in a second analvsis.

Academy Performance (Table 46.3)
r The composite score significantly predicted Achdemy performance.
r The CTA assessment significantly predicted Academy performance.
r The SPM, when entered alone, significantly predicted acaoemy performance; however the SpMdid not add significant incremental validity on tpp of the CTA.

o Cognitive ability results are in raw score format and l6PF results are in sTEN score format.
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. It appears that the SpM and CTA share some important variance (possibly ,g,). Given thatAcademy grades are based on-written assignlnents and exams, the fact that the spM did not add to
lTA in the prediction of Academy performapce is not surprising (the CTA is a measure of verbalability). Performance indicators that are less verbal in nature *I it"ty to produce higher
relationships with abshact reasoning ability.

Sick Days (Table A6.4)
' 

T" sPM negatively predicted the number of sick days taken by offtcers (coefficient approachedsig-nificance, p < .08)' officers showing ge4ler problem solving skills had r"w"r sicti'ays tr,anoffrcers with lower problem solving skiils.
o The suspiciousness trait positively predicted the number ofsick days taken by officers (coefficient

approached significance,p < '08)' Officers that were suspicious, sceptical and distrusting hadmore sick days than officers that were tusting, open, adaptable and accepting.

Work-Cover Claims (Table A6.5)
o Emotional Stability negatively predicted the number of work-cover claims lodged by officers.officers high in emotional stability lodged fewer work-cover craims.o Sensitivity negatively predicted the number of work-cover claims lodged by officers. officerswho were tough-minded, self-reliant and independent had more work-cover claims. One possibleexplanation is that these individuals may be less likely to seek support until it is too late.

Substantiated Comptaints (Table A6.6)
r Dominance negatively predicted the number of substantiated complains made against an officer.This is a somewhat anti-intuitive finding. one possibility is that offi".r, who are too open,.trusting and easily led, may leave themsilves open for complaints.
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Composite Score .36**

F . t 3
Adjusted F . 1 2
F 14.01**

CTA .31** .26*
SPM . 1 5

R2A .02
F/ ) r a
R' . 10 . 1 2
Adjusted R' .09 . 10
{ 10.07x* 6.22**

Table A6.3: Regression Analyses for cognitive Ability scores predicting Academy
Performance

* p < . 0 1
**p < .05

Table A6.4: Regression Analysis for Psychometric scores predicting sick Days

*p< .o l
* *p< .05
nP < .08

Table A6.5: Regression Analyses for Psychometric scores predicting work-cover claims

* p < . 0 1
* * p < . 0 5

#':riF;edittdr-# I rAi.x, r
Gender .34** 7)** 29** .28**
SPM ,.16' - .16n . l 5u
Suspiciousness 15u . 1 4
Impulsivity .08

R2A
.02 .02 .01

FA 3.30" 3.28 .83
R" . 1 2 . t4 . 1 6 .17
Adjustqd R' 1 1 . 1 3 . 1 4 .14
I 16.06** 9;83** 6.03**

r n rg'I;,s,# *t&*' #Ilrsiitffi
Gender . 1 8 * 1 A * * .  l gx
Emotional Stabilitv -.28** -.30**
Sensitivitv . 1 8 *

R2A ,08 .03
FA 10.36 4.24
N . 1 8 .33
Adjusted N .03 l 1 . 1 4
F 4.04* 7.36** 6.45x*
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Table A6.6:

* p  < . 0 1
* * p < . 0 5
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able A6.6: Regression Analyses for Psyc[ometric Scores Predicting Work-Cover Claims

Age 19* . 1 5 . 13
Dominance -.20* - .1 8*
Suspiciousness - .13

R2A .04 .02
FA 5.45 2. t6
R' .04 .07 .09
Adjusted N :03 .06 .07
F 4.gg* 5.30** 4.28**
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of

TITLE CI.AUSE

THIS CONTRACT is made this_day of 20

BETWEEN The Crown in Right of the State of Queensland (called "the State") and

(called "the Applicant").

PARTA

W H  E  R E A S

A. The Commissioner of the Queensland Police Service has approved that the conditions
of employment contained in Parts A, B and C apply to the appointment of police
recruits and

B. The Applicant has applied for appointment as a police recruit and has read the
conditions of employment contained in Parts A, B and C.

Now the State and the Applicant agree as follows -

A.T INTERPRETATION

A.r.r In this contract unless the contrary intention appears -

"the Act" means the Police Service Administration Act rgqo;

"alcohol testing" means testing to decide whether the Applicant is over the prescribed
alcohol limit when testing is conducted;

"the AOD Committee" means the Alcohol and Other Drugs Committee.
Committee overviews alcohol and drug testing within the Queensland
Service:

the "Applicant" means the person whose name appears in the Title Clause to this
contract and whose signature appears in Part A and whose initials appear in
Parts B and C:

"breach of discipline" means a breach ofthis contract, the relevant codes of conduct or
a lawful direction given under this contract, but does not include misconduct
or official misconduct;

"codes of conduct" mean the relevant codes of conduct as are updated from time to
time and made known to the Applicant;

"Commissioner" means the Commissioner of the Queensland Police Service as defined
in the Act or the person with the appropriate delegated authority;

"confirmed positive drug test result" is one that, after being subjected to a
confirmatory analysis, indicates the presence of substances tested for under
the Austrakan/Netu Zealand Standard 47o9:2oo1 

'Procedures 
for the

collection, detection and quantitation of drugs of abuse in urine";

This
Police



"contract" means the contract of employment comprising the Title Clause and Parts A"
B and C hereof:

"core attributes" mean the specified personal attributes which are required by the
Applicant to enable him/her to achieve the potential expected of a First Year
Constable under supervision. Such attributes shall be determined by the
Commissioner from time to time and made known to the Applicant;

"criminal offence" means a crime, misdemeanor or simple offence, but does not
include a regulatory offence;

"a critical incident" means

(a) an incident in which it was necessary for an police officer on duty to
discharge a firearm in circumstances that caused or could have caused
injurytoaperson; or

(b) adeathofapersonincustody; or

(c) either of the following in which a person dies or because of which a
person is admitted to hospital for treatment of injuries:

(i) a vehicle pursuit;
(ii) a workplace incident at a police station or police establishment;

"informal resolution" means a process designed to promote and encourage the
efficient and expeditious handling of complaints made internally or
externally against the Applicant to the satisfaction of the complainant and
the Applicant;

"mediation" means a process designed to provide an opportumty for the parties to
discuss concerns, explain their views, and explore options for resolution in a
safe, open and neutral environment. The statutory basis for mediation makes
it a possible alternative to both a formal investigation and informal
resolution. Mediation may also be used in situations where informal
resolution fails:

"misconduct" means conduct that:

(a) is disgraceful, improper or unbecoming a police officer; or

(b) shows unfitness to be a police officer; or

(c) does not meet the standard of conduct the community reasonably
expects ofa police officer;

"officer" means a police officer;

"official misconduct" has the meaning given by s.r5 of the Crime and Misconduct Act
2001;

"penalty unit" means that which is prescribed in the Penalties and Sentences Act rgqz;

"physical standards" means the standards of physical and mental fitness required to be
met by a successful police recruit determined from time to time by the
Commissioner;

"police establishment" means a police establishment or police station as declared
pursuant to section ro.ro ofthe Act;

"police officer" means a person declared to be a police officer pursuant to section
z.z(z) of theAct;



"police recruit" means a person who holds an appointment as a police recruit pursuant
to the Act;

"positive alcohol test result" means a result which is, or is more than the prescribed
alcohol limit. A specimen of breath is not considered to have exceeded the
prescribed alcohol limit of o.o2o/o unless it exceeds that limit by .oo5 g of
alcohol in zro L of breath when using a Lion SD4oo PA alcolmeter;

"prescribed alcohol limit" means that the concentration of alcohol in the Applicant's
breath is, or is more than, o.o2 g of alcohol in zro L of breath;

"proceedings to Show Cause" means a hearing governed by Queensland Police Service
policy which is designed to determine what action, if any, should be
implemented against the Applicant;

"regulatory offence" means an offence committed pursuant to the Regulatory Offences
Act 1q8E;

"skills" means policing related skills including police operational skills, the driving of
motor vehicles. and safe use of firearms:

"special events" is as defined in the Police Powers and Responsibilities Act zooo;

"staffmember" means an unsworn employee of the Queensland Police Service;

a "Suitability Panel" is a panel convened for the purposes of determining the
Applicant's suitability to recommence the training program and/or to
determine what action, if any, should be implemented to address the
development of the Applicant;

"targeted alcohol testing" is that which will occur if the Applicant has been involved in
a critical incident or if there is a reasonable suspicion of the Applicant
contravening or having contravened the prescribed alcohol limit of o.oz%;

"targeted substance" means (i) a dangerous drug under the Drugs Misuse Act rq86;
(ii) a substance that is a controlled drug, a restricted drug or a poison under
the Health Act rqgT that may impair a person's physical or mental capacity;
or (iii) another substance that may impair a person's physical or mental
capacity;

"timetabled hours" means time spent in a defined training program; any additional
time required to complete satisfactorily such training activities; time spent at
assigned police establishments and/or special events and/or at training
camps;

"training" means the education and training to be given by the Commissioner to the
police recruit with a view to the police recruit becoming eligible to become a
police officer in accordance with the procedures and standards from time to
time determined by the Commissioner;

"work" means a police-related activity which is performed by the Applicant at the
direction of the Commissioner and which is additional to the activities
incorporated within timetabled hours.

A.r.2, Words in the singular number include the plural and vice versa.

A.r.B Headings are for convenient reference only and have no effect in limiting or extending
the language used herein.

A.z SCOPE OF CONTRACT



A.z.r The Commissioner appoints the Applicant from the date of this contract to be a police
recruit until the Applicant is appointed as a police officer, or until the contract is
otherwise terminated pursuant to Part B of this contract, or its operation is suspended
in accordance with A.z.z of this contract.

.dz.z The Commissioner may suspend the operation of this contract for such period and
subject to such terms and conditions the Commissioner thinks fit.

A.z.B If the Commissioner suspends the operation of this contract, it shall only be
reactivated following a Suitability Panel.

A.2.4 The Applicant accepts appointment as a police recruit and acknowledges and agrees to
comply with the terms and conditions of employment contained in Parts A, B and C.

A.3 FAMILIARITYWTIH RULES, ETC.

A.g.r The Applicant acknowledges having been made aware of the following matters
relevant to the appointment of the Applicant as a police recruit:

(a) the relevant sections ofthe AcU

(b) the relevant codes of conduct and all other supporting documentation,
including any administrative arrangements issued by Human Resources
Division or the Queensland Police Service Academy.



Applicant:

Signed by

in the presence of:

State:

Signedby
for and on behalf of the Crown in right
ofthe State ofQueensland in
the presence of:

)

)

)

)

)
)



PART B

B.r CONSEQUENCES OF APPOINTMENT

B.r.r Satisfactory completion of any or all of the phases of the training does not imply any
right or guarantee of appointment by the Commissioner to the Queensland Police
Service.

B.r.z The Applicant acknowledges that if appointed as a police officer, the Applicant may be
required. to serve at any place in the State of Queensland that the Commissioner so
directs.

B.r.g The Applicant acknowledges that it is unacceptable for the Applicant to be impaired
by alcohol or drugs (both licit or illicit) during defined training programs; time spent
at assigned police establishments and/or special events and/or at training camps; or
during those times when the Applicant maybe called upon to work in a police-related
activity.

B.r.4 It is acknowledged that the Applicant shall be under the prescribed alcohol limit
during defined training programs; time spent at assigned police establishments
and/or special events and/or at training camps; or during those times when the
Applicant may be called upon to work in a police-related activity.

B.r.S It is acknowledged that during the currency of this contract, the Applicant:

(a) shall be subjected to alcohol testing; and

(b) may be subjected to targeted alcohol testing if the Applicant has been involved
in a critical incident or if there is a reasonable suspicion to justifu such testing.

It is further acknowledged that if the Applicant returns a positive alcohol test result or
fails to provide a specimen of breath, the Applicant shall be subjected to subsequent
follow-up alcohol testing at the discretion of the AOD Committee.

8.r.6 It is acknowledged that the Applicant may be required to submit to a targeted
substance test:

(a) before the conclusion of the orientation program; and

(b) if, at any other time, the Applicant has been involved in a critical incident or if
there is a reasonable suspicion tojustifu such testing.

8.r,7 The Applicant acknowledges that during training the Applicant may be required to
undergo testing and examination for the purpose of establishing whether the
Applicant meets the physical standards required of a successful police recruit

8.r.8 The Applicant acknowledges that during training the Applicant may be assigned to a
police establishment to observe and experience police functions, operations and
administration in accordance with the Station Duty policy which is made known to
the Applicant prior to commencing such training.

B.r.9 The Applicant acknowledges that during training the Applicant may be assigned to a
special event to observe and experience police functions, operations and
administration in accordance with the appropriate operational order as determined
by the Commissioner and made known to the Applicant prior to commencing such
training.

B.r.ro If required by the Commissioner, the Applicant shall pay for meals and/or
accommodation as specified and provided to the Applicant by the Commissioner, and
may sign a direct debit authority for the deduction of such amounts from the
Applicant's allowance.



B.r.rr If accommodation is provided to the Applicant by the Commissioner, that
accommodation may be inspected at any time by the Commissioner or any delegate
appointed by the Commissioner in accordance with -

(a) the Workplace Health and Safety Act rqgs or any of its associated regulations;
or

(b) disciplinaryinitiatedinvestigations; or

(c) any other purpose considered reasonable in the circumstances.

B.r.rz If the Applicant is charged in Queensland with a regulatory offence or a criminal
offence, or outside Queensland with an offence which, if it had been committed in
Queensland, would have been a regulatory offence or a criminal offence, the Applicant
shall report the charge to the Commissioner forthwith.

B.z INFORMAL RESOLUTION

Informal resolution may be used in preference to a disciplinary process for complaints
regardless of the weight of evidence available where:

(a) the conduct complained of (made either internally or externally) against the
Applicant is classified as a breach of discipline and is determined by the
Commissioner as being of a minor nature; and/or

(b) the conduct of the Applicant appears to have been both lawful and reasonable
and a full explanation is all that is necessary; and/or

(c) the conduct complained of has been classified as misconduct of a minor nature
which, after initially considered by the Crime and Misconduct Commission, is
returned by them to the Queensland Police Service for an attempt to
informally resolve the complaint.

Informal resolution shall not be used in conjunction with the imposition of
disciplinary sanctions outlined in8.4.7.4 of this contract.

B.3 MEDIATION

The Queensland Police Service may, where appropriate, utilise mediation through the
Community Justice Program as an alternative means of addressing complaints against
theApplicant, made either internally or externally.

B.4 BREACHES OF DISCIPLINE ORMISCONDUCT

B.4.r GROLINDS FORDISCIPLINARYACTION

Grounds for disciplinary action are:

unfitness, incompetence or inefficiency in the discharge of the duties of the
Applicant's position;

negligence, carelessness or indolence in the discharge of the duties of the
Applicant's position;

(c) a contravention of, or failure to comply with, a provision of any of the codes of
conduct, or any direction, instruction or order given by, or caused to be issued
by, the Commissioner;

(d) a contravention of, or failure to comply with, a direction, instruction or order
given by any superior officer or any other person who has authority over the
Applicant concerned;

(a)

(b)



(e) absencefromdutyexcept-

(i) uponleaveduly granted; or
(ii) with reasonable cause;

(0 misconduct;

(g) a charge in Queensland of a criminal offence, a regulatory offence, or outside
Queensland of an offence which, if it had have been committed in Queensland
would have been a criminal offence or a regulatory offence.

Subject to B.4.8.r of this contract, the Applicant who, in respect of any alcohol or
targeted alcohol testing, returns a positive alcohol test result or who fails to supply a
specimen of breath may be subjected to the disciplinary provisions of this contract.

8.4.2 Where disciplinary action against the Applicant is contemplated on a ground referred
to in B.4.r(e) of this contract, an Inspector of Police may appoint any medical
practitioner/s to examine the Applicant and to report to the Commissioner upon the
Applicant's mental or physical condition or both, and may direct the Applicant to
submit to such examination.

B.+.9 DUTr CONCERNING OFFICIAL MISCONDUCT, MISCONDUCT OR
BREACHES OF DISqPLINE

If the Applicant:

(a) knows or reasonably suspects that conduct which is official misconduct,
misconduct or a breach of discipline has occurred; or

(b) is one in respect of which it can be reasonably concluded that another
Applicant knew or reasonably suspected official misconduct, misconduct or a
breach ofdiscipline had occurred;

it shall be the duty ofthe Applicant to report the occurrence ofthe conduct, as soon as
is practicable to the Commissioner. Where it is considered that the conduct is official
misconduct, it shall also be reported as soon as practicable to the Assistant
Commissioner. Ethical Standards Command and to the Crime and Misconduct
Commission.

B.+.+ The Applicant shall be required to truthfully, completely and promptly answer all
questions directed to the Applicant by an officer or any other person who has authority
over the Applicant who is responsible for conducting an inquiry or investigation into
any matter including an administrative or disciplinary complaint.



B.+.s VICTIMISATION

The Applicant who:

(a) prejudices, or threatens to prejudice, the safety or career of any person;

(b) intimidates or harasses, or threatens to intimidate or harass any person;

(c) does any action that is, or is likely to be, to the detriment of any person;

because the person referred to in paragraph (a), (b) or (c), or any other person, has
complied with B.4.3 of this contract by performing the duty therein prescribed
commits a breach of this contract.

8.+.6 STANDING DOWNAND SUSPENSION

8.4.6.r If -

(a) it appears to the Commissioner, on reasonable grounds, that -

(i) the Applicant is liable to be dealt with for official misconduct; or

(ii) the Applicant is liable to disciplinary action under 8.4.7 of this
contracU or

(b) the Applicant is charged with a criminal offence or a regulatory offence;

the Commissioner may -

(c) stand down the Applicant and direct the person stood down to perform such
duties as the Commissioner thinks fit; or

(d) suspend the Applicant from training.

8.4.6.2 Subject to a Suitability Panel, the Commissioner may at any time revoke a standing
down or suspension imposed.under 8.4.6.r of this contract.

8.+.6.9 The Applicant who is stood down under B.+.6.t of this contract shall be entitled to be
paid the student allowance at the rate at which the Applicant would have received
such allowance had the standing down not occurred.

9.+.6.+ The Applicant suspended from training under 8.4.6.r of this contract shall be entitled
, to be paid the student allowance at the rate at which the Applicant would have

received such allowance had the suspension not occurred, unless the Commissioner
otherwise determines in a particular case.

8.+.6.S The Applicant who is suspended without the student allowance under 8.4.6.r of this
contract:

(a) may receive and retain salary, wages, fees and/or other remuneration from
any lawful source during the suspension, unless the Commissioner otherwise
determines in a particular case;

(b) if the Applicant resumes duty as a recruit on the revocation of the suspension
- the Applicant shall be entitled to receive a sum equivalent to the amount of
student allowance the Applicant would have received had the suspension not
occurred, reduced by a sum equivalent to the amount of salary, wages, fees
and/or other remuneration to which the Applicant became entitled from any
other source during the suspension, unless the Commissioner otherwise
determines in a particular case.



B.+.6.6

B.+.6.2

B.+.2

B.4.z.r

The Applicant suspended without the student allowance under 8.4.6.r of this
contract who enters into employment whereby the Applicant will become entitled to
salary, wages, fees and/or other remuneration shall inform the Commissioner
immediately of the particulars of the employment.

Ttre Applicant suspended from duty under 8.4.6.t of this contract who, during the
suspension becomes entitled to salary, wages, fees and/or other remuneration from a
source incompatible with an assessment of the Applicant as a fit and proper person
to be a police officer and who fails to satisfu the Commissioner that there are
reasonable grounds for not terminating the contract, the Applicant may have their
contract terminated.

DISCIPLINARYACTION

The Applicant shall be liable to disciplinary action in respect of the Applicant's
conduct, which the Commissioner considers to be misconduct or a breach of
discipline on such grounds as are prescribed by this contract.

Without limiting the application of B.+.2.+ of this contract, the Applicant
acknowledges that if disciplinary action is taken against the Applicant, the
Commissioner may commence proceedings against the Applicant to Show Cause as
to why the contract between the Applicant and the State should not be terminated.

The Commissioner in determining whether this contract should be terminated has
available the sanctions contained within this contract, andfor any other orders or
conditions considered appropriate in the circumstances.

To remove any doubt, proceedings to Show Cause are pursuant to this contract and
not the Act.

If, following proceedings to Show Cause, a finding of official misconduct, misconduct
or a breach of discipline is made in relation to the Applicant's conduct, the
Commissioner within 7 days after making the finding shall give written notice of the
finding to the Applicant, including the discipline imposed on the Applicant and, if
appropriate, the finding and the discipline imposed on the Applicant to the Assistant
Commissioner, Ethical Standards Command and to the Crime and Misconduct
Commission.

B.4.z.z

B.+.2.s

B.+.2.q Without limiting the range of sanctions that may be imposed by the Commissioner by
way of disciplinary action, such sanctions may consist of:

(a) termination of this contract;

(b) suspension or standing down of the Applicant;

(c) assigning the Applicant to another intake;
[The Applicant shall only be assigned to another intake at a different campus
where there is mutual agreement in writing between the Applicant and the
Commissioner.]

(d) reprimand;

(e) reduction in the student allowance paid to the Applicant;

(0 forfeiture or deferment of a student allowance increase;

(g) deduction of a sum equivalent to a fine of z penalty units from a student
allowance:

Provided that the disciplinary action outlined in paragraph (e) above is only
applicable to Applicants in receipt of a student allowance equivalent to, or higher
than, that paid to a Constable, First Year.
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B.+.2.5 Where the Commissioner imposes any disciplinary sanction under this contract, the
Commissioner may suspend the effect of the disciplinary sanction subject to the
Applicant upon whom the disciplinary sanction is being imposed agreeing, within a
stipulated time-frame, to complete any of the following arrangements:

(a) perform voluntary community service; and/or

(b) undergoing voluntary counselling, treatment and/or to engage in some other
developmental strategies designed to correct or rehabilitate;

as designated by the Commissioner.

B.+.2.6 Pursuant to B.+.2.5 of this contract, where the Applicant:

(a) successfully completes the arrangements within the stipulated time-frame,
the disciplinary sanction shall be rescinded and it is to be taken that the
sanction was never imposed;

(b) fails to successfully complete the arrangements within the stipulated time-
frame, the disciplinary sanction shall be implemented.

B.+.8 A FINDING OF A POSITM ALCOHOL TEST RESIILT OR A
CONFIRMED POSMIVE DRUGTEST RESULT

4.8.1 Alcohol

(a) Ttre Applicant, who initially returns a positive alcohol test result when
tested or who fails to provide a specimen of breath, shall be considered
on an individual basis by the Commissioner, in consultation with the
Alcohol and Drug Awareness Unit. At his discretion, the Commissioner
may determine if the matter is to be treated as a breach of discipline in
accordance with the relevant provisions ofthis contract.

(b) Where the Applicant provides a subsequent positive alcohol test result
when subjected to any follow-up alcohol test or who subsequently fails
to provide a specimen of breath, the matter shall be treated as a breach
of discipline in accordance with the relevant provisions of this contract.

4.8.2 Drr gs (licit or illicit)

(a) Where the Applicant returns a confirmed positive drug test result for a
targeted substance as a consequence of the drug test acknowledged in
8.r.6 of this contract, the Commissioner shall commence proceedings
against an Applicant to Show Cause as to why the contract between the
Applicant and the State should not be terminated immediately.

Where the applicant has a reasonable excuse because of a medical
condition for being unable to provide a specimen of urine, this failure
will not be taken as a confirmed positive drug test result for a targeted
substance.

If the Applicant is not able to, or refuses to provide a specimen of urine
and does not have a reasonable excuse, it will be deemed that the
Applicant has returned a confirmed positive drug test result for a
targeted substance. In this event, the Commissioner shall commence
proceedings against an Applicant to Show Cause as to why the contract
between the Applicant and the State should not be terminated
immediately.

(b)

(c)

B.+.9 RIGHT TO CHASTISE OR CORRECT CONTINI.'ES
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8.5

B.s.r

B.s.z

B.s.g

B.s.+

The application of 8.4.r to B.4.8 of this contract do not abrogate the right of an officer
and/or a person who has authority over the Applicant to chastise or correct, by way of
guidance, inappropriate acts, omissions or failures in the performance displayed by
the Applicant.

TERMINATION

This contract shall be terminated by the Applicant immediately upon the Applicant
giving to the Commissioner notice in writing of termination.

The Applicant's contract shall not be terminated by the Service unless proceedings to
Show Cause have been undertaken.

The Applicant's contract shall be terminated immediately in the event of the
Applicant returning a confirmed positive drug test result for a targeted substance and
subsequently failing to Show Cause as to why the Applicant's contract should not be
terminated.

Without limiting the right of the State to otherwise terminate this contract at law,
this contract may be terminated by the Commissioner giving to the Applicant 4 days
notice in writing -

(a) if the Commissioner imposes the disciplinary sanction pursuant toB.+1.+@)
of this contract on the Applicant and does not suspend the effect of the
disciplinary sanction;

(b) if the Applicant is charged in Queensland with a criminal offence, or outside
Queensland with an offence which, if it had been committed in Queensland,
would have been a criminal offence:

(c) if the Applicant fails to observe any administrative arrangements issued by
the Human Resources Division and/or the Queensland Police Service
Academy and/or the relevant codes of conduct as updated and are issued to
the Applicant by the Commissioner from time to time;

(d) if the Applicant fails to obey an order or to comply with instructions given by
an officer or a person who has authority over the Applicant;

(e) if the Applicant fails to display the potential to discharge the duties of a
police officer by not demonstrating the ability to achieve the core attributes
which are made known to the Applicant from time to time;

(0 if the Applicant fails to display integrity, diligence and/or good conduct as is
incumbent upon a police officer;

(g) if for any other reason the Commissioner determines that the Applicant is
unsuitable for appointment as a police officer.

Initials of Representatiue of
the Crotun

Applicant's Initials
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C.r

C.r.r

C.t.z

C.z

C.g

C.+

C.S

c.s.r

c.s.z

c.6

C.6.r

PART C

STI]DENT ALLOWANCE

The Applicant is to be paid an allowance at the rate of 7o% of the salary paid to a
Constable, First Year, as prescribed in the Police Service Award-State, as varied from
time to time, or any other Award or Agreement which rescinds or replaces the Police
Service Award-State.

The allowance shall be paid fortnightly and may be paid at the discretion of the
Commissioner by electronic funds transfer.

EXPENSES

Unless authorised by the Act, the Commissioner or this contract, the Applicant will
not make any claim upon the Commissioner, the State of Queensland or any of the
employees or agents ofthe State ofQueensland for any costs or expenses incurred by
the Applicant during training.

BOOKS

To the extent of the funding made available for the supply thereof, the Queensland
Police Service shall provide free of charge to the Applicant such books as deemed
appropriate from time to time by the Commissioner. Books so provided shall at all
times remain the property of the Commissioner.

COURSE AND STI]DENT CIIARGES

Course fees, where a charge is made on the Commissioner, shall be paid by the
Queensland Police Service.

CLOTHING

I.JNIFORM

The Commissioner may provide to the Applicant such suitable uniform and other
clothing as may be determined from time to time as necessary for police recruits and
at such time as the Commissioner may determined.

TRAINING EQI.IIPMENT, CLOTHING, ETC

Physical education clothing, footwear and other equipment as deemed appropriate
from time to time by the Commissioner shall be provided by the Applicant:

Provided that, in respect of the physical education footwear to be worn by the
Applicant, the Applicant shall comply with the advice and recommendations made
by the podiatrist or specialist medical practitioner employed by the Service for this
specific purpose.

TRAVEL

In C.6.2 of this contract, a reference to the expression "Brisbane" shall be taken to
mean the Brisbane Statistical Division as defined from time to time by the Australian
Bureau of Statistics.

Where the Applicant is required to travel from Brisbane to any place where the
Applicant is required to attend for training or work, t}te Commissioner shall be
responsible for providing -

(a) transport; or

C.6.2
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c.6.e

C.z

c.7.r

c.z.z

c.8

C.8.r

C.8.s

c.8.9

C.g

c.9.r

c.9.2

c.g.g

(b) the cost of such travel by public transport; or

(c) where the Applicant elects to use some approved alternative means of
transport, payment shall not exceed the cost oftravel by public transport:

Provided that, should the Applicant seek and obtain permission on compassionate
grounds to be assigned to a police establishment (in accordance with B.r.8 of this
contract) which is outside of the Brisbane Statistical Division, that Applicant shall
not be entitled to make a claim against the Commissioner, the State of Queensland or
any of the employees of the State of Queensland for any costs associated with such an
arrangement.

The type of public transport referred to in paragraphs C.6.2(b) and C.6.2(c) of this
contract, and any amount payable in respect thereof shall be as determined by the
Commissioner.

PARKING

The Applicant shall have no right to park or drive a vehicle (except for an ofiicial
police vehicle) within the grounds of any police establishment visited by the
Applicant in the course of training, although the Applicant may from time to time be
permitted by the Commissioner to so park or drive.

If the Applicant does park or drive a vehicle within the grounds of a police
establishment visited in the course of training or for any other official or reasonable
puqpose, the Applicant acknowledges and agrees that the Commissioner and the
State shall not be liable in the event of theft of or damage to the vehicle or any
contents thereof.

TRAININGAND WORK HOURS

When the Applicant is required by a police officer to work other than in timetabled
hours normally expected of a police recruit, and the -

(a) aggregate of work and time spent in timetabled hours; or
(b) hours ofwork,

exceed 7.6 hours per day, the Applicant shall be paid overtime at the rate of
one and one-half times the ordinary rate for the time so worked.

The Applicant shall attend for training and or work during such hours as the
Applicant may be directed by the Commissioner. Hours in such instances shall be
allotted in periods ofnot less than one hour.

The Applicant shall be entitled to not less than four rest days per fortnight.

MEAL BREAKS

The Applicant shall be allowed an unbroken period of not less than 3o minutes for
meals taken during training and or working hours, exclusive of the training and or
working hours defined in C.8.r to C.B.g of this contract.

The Applicant shall not be required to train and or to work for more than six hours
without a meal break.

In the case of overtime worked continuous with the work conducted in timetabled
hours, the Applicant shall be allowed a break of 3o minutes for a meal after 3 hours
of overtime.

ABSENCESC.ro
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C.ro.r For the duration of this contract, the Applicant shall notify the relevant facilitator at
the Queensland Police Service Academy of all absences from any activity held within
timetabled hours. However, should the absence concern a WorkCover matter or a
continuation of this contract, the Applicant shall notifu the person assigned to
monitor the Applicant's progress and duties.

C.ro.z All absences of five or more days, either continuous or by accumulation, taken during
the currency of this contract may be subjected to scrutiny by a Suitability Panel. The
committee shall consider the circumstances of each case with a view to
recommending to the Commissioner -

(a) that no action be taken;

(b) that the Applicant engage in some developmental strategies designed to
address deficiencies caused by the absence;

(c) that the Applicant be counselled in relation to absences from campus;

(d) that the Applicant's contract be terminated;

(e) that any other appropriate action be taken including assigning the Applicant
to another intake or suspending the operation of this contract pursuant to
A.z.z of this contract.

The Applicant shall only be assigned to another intake at a different campus
where there is mutual agreement in writing between the Applicant and the
Commissioner.

Each case shall be considered on its own merits.

C.TT SICKLEAVE

C.rr.r The Applicant shall be entitled to accrue 76 hours sick leave on full pay per year or
pro rata for part ofthat period.

C.n.z The Applicant shall advise the Manager of the Police Recruit Operational Vocational
Education Program at the Queensland Police Service Academy of absences due to
illness and provide a medical certificate (r) after an absence of three or more days as
evidence ofthe cause ofillness, and (z) after an absence for any other period due to
illness, in circumstances where the Applicant has been absent for more than three
days due to illness during the contracted period.

C.Tz RECREATION LEAVE

C.rz.r Recreation leave for the Applicant shall be granted at the rate of r5z hours per
calendar year or pro rata for part ofthat period provided that all recreation leave is
taken outside training and examination periods. The entitlement to recreation leave
is exclusive ofrest days.

C.lz.z Recreation leave shall be taken as directed bythe Commissioner.

C.tz.3 Any recreation leave accrued by the Applicant whilst a police recruit and not taken
prior to appointment as a police officer in the Queensland Police Service shall be
taken after such appointment, at a time convenient to the Commissioner. Such
recreation leave shall be paid at the rate applicable to a police officer at the level to
which the Applicant is appointed in the Queensland Police Service. If the Applicant
is not appointed as a police officer but this contract is otherwise terminated the
Applicant shall receive the residue of entitlement to recreation leave and recreation
leave loading.

C.rz.4 Recreation leave loading shall be paid at the rate of r7.5o/o of the Applicant's
allowance immediately prior to the Applicant being appointed as a police officer.
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Such loading shall be paid either in total or in part, depending on the number of
recreation leave hours accessed in accordancewith C.rz.z of this conhact:

Provided that where the contractual period extends beyond a rz month period,
accrued recreation leave loading shall be paid upon each anniversary of the signing of
this contract, followed thereafter upon the Applicant being appointed as a police
officer.

C.r3 COMPASSIONATE LEAVE

C.r3.r The Applicant may be granted such bereavement leave as the Commissioner
determines in any particular case. It shall be granted upon the death of, or
alternatively for attendance at the funeral of, the Applicant's mother, father, husband
(including a de facto husband), wife (including a de facto wife), son, daughter, step-
child, sister, brother, grandparent, grandchild, parents-in-law.

C.r3.z Three days' additional leave, either continuous or by accumulation, may also be
granted on compassionate grounds, including the attendance at the funeral of a
person not listed in C.r3.r of this contract. If possible, the Applicant shall submit
requests for such absences at least one week prior to the proposed commencement
date of the commitment. When circumstances prevent such notice being given the
Applicant shall notifu the Personnel Officer, Queensland Police Service Academy, as
soon as is reasonably practicable.

C.r4 PLJBLICHOLIDAYS

C.r4.r The Applicant who is required to work on Good Friday, Christmas Day, Anzac Day,
New Year's Day, Australia Day, Easter Monday Queen's Birthday, or on Boxing Day,
or any day appointed under the Holidays Act rq8.q-rqqo to be kept in place of any
such holiday, shall be paid at one and one-half times the ordinary rate for the time so
worked.

C.t4.z The Applicant who is required to work on Easter Saturday shall be paid at two and
one-half times the ordinary rate for the time so worked.

C.a4B The Applicant who is required to work on Labour Day, or other day appointed under
the Holidays Act rq8r-rqqo to be kept in place of that holiday, shall be paid a full
day's wage for that day and in addition a payment for the time actually worked at one
and one-half times the ordinary rates prescribed for such work, with a minimum of
four hours.

C.r4.4 The Applicant who is required to work in a district specified from time to time by the
Minister by notification published in the Gazette on a day appointed under the
Holidays Act ro8s-rqgo, to be kept as a holiday in relation to the annual
agricultural, horticultural or industrial show held at the principal city or town, as
specified in the notification of such district, shall be paid at the rate of two and one-
half times the ordinary rate for the time so worked, with a minimum of four hours.

Initials of Representatiue
of the Crown

Applicant's Initials
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For more information contact the Alcohol & Drug areness Unit

Alter 24 hours:

Level of carbron
rnonoxide in the
blood is reduced
an0 m0re oxygen rs
in the bloodstrearn

After 5 days:

Most of the nicotine
tlv - product$ are
out of the systerr.

After 1 year:

The increased r isk
of dying from heart
disease is half  that
of a person who
has continued to
srnoke totracco"

Life is better and longer without cigarettes.
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Drink Res

Know
Why risk your life or career?
For more information contact the
Alcohol & Drug Awareness Unit

Catt 07 3364 4935

inK dr lg
Gr - drlltx
A p.\ rcc o rliccr. ..,*'1llilf "jlll.i"., 

hts u v c

\ Ptlttu' 
' '  '

!ears  sc r \ tc o [ i r n

Don't risk your life or career - when
driving off duty stay under o.o5o*
For men to stay under o.o5o
z standard dr inks in  the f i rs t  hour ,  and no more than r  s tandard
drink every hour after |hat. (These are onty a guide)
For women to stay under o.o5o
r  s tandard dr ink in  the f i rs t  hour ,  and no more than r  s tandard
drink every hour after thal. (These ore only o guide)
*  l f you  are  a  p rov is iona l  l i cence ho lder  under  z5  years  o fage your  BAC must  be  o .oo  when dr iv ing .

Search 'ADA'on the bulletin board



Queensland
Police Service
Afcohol and
Drug Poficy
A guide to testing
and support seruices



The Queensland Police Service
utilises a multi-strategy
approach to reduce the risks
and harms associated with
substance misuse that may
impact upon the work place.
Research has shown that for
a workplace alcohol and other
drug program to be effective
it must incorporate five broad
strategies that cannot work in
isolationl.
1 Stockwel l ,  I  Gruenewald, P Toumbou.ou,,  and Loxley, W (2oo5)

Preventing HdrmJul Substante Use - the evidente bose fot policy ond prcdice England

These strategies include:
Atcohot  and other  drug pot icy

Assistance and treatment

Information and education programs,
which expla in why a lcohol  and drug use
can be a problem in the workplace

Heal th promot ion programs,  designed to enhance
wetl-being and teach participants how to improve
thei r  overal l  heal th,  inctuding
changing unheat thy a lcohol
and other  drug use

. Regulation of use and
compliance drug testing

The Alcohol & Drug Awareness Unit
(ADA), which is part of Organisational
Safety and Wetlbe.ing, Human
Resources Division was
established to give effect
to these strategies.

a

a

a

The Service's Alcohol
and Drug Policy
You can f ind the Pol icy at  Sect ion zr . r4 of the Human
Resource Management Manual  (HRM Manuat) .

What if I need help?
All members have the provision to self-report
substance misuse problems to ADA where they witl
be provided information, support and treatment as
required. The Service regards self-reporting as a
positive sign that a member is wil l ing to be proactive
in their health care. The best t ime to seek helo is
before alcohot and other drug issues become a malor
probtem which threaten relationships or work [ife.

lf you do have concerns about your use of a substance
but feet uncertain about what to do, you can tatk to a
Senior Human Services Officer, Chaptain, Peer Support
Officer or contact the ADA's Senior Alcohol & Drug
Advisor for confidential advice on 'taking the next step'.

The ADA website and 'Fit for Life, Fit for Work'on-
line learning package have links to a simple test
for checking your drinking levels and information
about community resources outside of the Service.

Support the health, welfare and safety of all
members of the Service

Promote oublic confidence in the Service

Enhance the integrity ofthe Service



Testing for alcohol and other drugs
Testing occurs by virtue of Part 5A of the Police
Service Administration Act lggo (PSAA), which
author ises test ing to occur  and prescr ibes
atcohol  I imi ts  and targeted substance levels.

At t  poLice of f icers,  recru i ts ,  radio and etectronics
technic ians and staf f  members in  cr i t ica l  areas
(eg. communications centre, driver training
centre, property point, air wing, armaury or
we ap o n s co llect i o n fa ci lity, watch - h o u se, etc.)
are ' re levant  members 'and can be tested.

What about other staff?
Even if you are not a relevant member and won't be
tested,  you are st i l l  subject  to  the Serv ice 's  guidel ines
on the Use ofAlcohol  and Other  Drugs in  the Code
of  Conduct  and s.z t . t1 .7 of  the HRM Manual-  Use
ofAlcohol  & Other  Drugs which states that :

(i i i) l f you go off duty and consume alcohol,
you are not permitted to resume
duty following that consumption
e9. you or.e not permitted to consume
olcohol at lunch and then return to dutv

l fyou are concerned about  possib le substance misuse,  the
ADA can assis t  wi th counsel l ing and rehabi l i ta t ion serv ices.

When can relevant
members be tested?
There are four main circumstances for testing:

r. Random Alcohol Testing
A computer  randomty selects work groups to be tested and
a commissioned of f icer  (author ised person)  is  tasked to
conduct  the test ing.

Random alcohol tests can happen at any time of the day or
n ight ,  and on any day of the week,  inc luding weekends.

Onty retevant  members who are rostered on duty at  the t ime
the author ised person at tends the workplace wi t l  be tested.
You cannot  be recal led to duty for  a random alcohol  test .

2" Reasonable Suspicion Testing
Reasonable suspic ion test ing can be conducted for  a lcohol
and/or  other  drugs.

An authorised person can breath test a relevant member if
they reasonably suspect  the member has contravened the
prescr ibed atcohot  t im i ts .

An author ised person who reasonably suspects that  a
re levant  member is  contravening or  has contravened the
targeted substance levels, can require that member to
submit to a drug test.

3" Crit ical Incident Testing

A crit ical incident is defined as:

(a) an incident in which it was necessary for an officer on
duty to discharge a firearm in circumstances that caused
or could have caused in iury to a person;  or

(b)  a death ofa person in custody;  or
(c)  e i ther  of  the fo l lowing in  which a person d ies or  because

of which a person is admitted to hospital for treatment of
in  jur ies:
(i) a vehicle pursuit; or
(i i) a workptace incident at a police station/

establ ishment .
Relevant members directly invotved either at the scene of
a crit icaI incident, or having a significant role affecting the
outcome of  a cr i t icat  inc ident  may be a lcohol  and drug tested.

4. Recruits
Recrui ts  wi l I  be a lcohol  and drug tested dur ing thei r  t ra in ing.

(D consume alcohol while on duty or during
meal breaks except where related to
official duties and sublect to a superior
member's approval and conditions

(ii) consume alcohol or other (l icit) drugs
when a requirement to go on duty is
reasonabty foreseeable and imminent
where such consumption wil l adversely
affect the abil ity to conduct official
duties, result in unsatisfactory work
performance, or affect the safety ofothers



How are tests performed?
Atcohot tests are conducted by authorised
persons us ing a L ion Alcolmeter .

Drug testing involves the collection of a
ur ine specimen by medical  personnet .

What are the limits?
Alcohol:

l f  you are a member of the Special Emergency
Response Team, you must not be over the no
alcohol l imit of o.ooo when reporting for duty, while
on duty, or while on cal[ on a rotational basis.

A relevant member is reasonably expected to
be under the general alcohoI l imit of o.o5o
when not rostered for duty but permanently on
call for duty in a one or two officer station.

(For information about blood alcohol concentration see ADAS
Re spo nsi b le Drin kin g boo klet.)

*(lfyou are a provisional licence holder under z5 years ofage your
BAC must be o.oo when driving.)

Other drugs:

A relevent member must not have evidence of an i lt icit
drug in  thei r  ur ine at  any t ime.

lllicit drugs include:

. l l tegal drugs (eg. cannabis, ecstasy,
her ion,  cocaine and amphetamines)

o Pharmaceut ica l  drugs used for  non-
medical purposes (eg. steroids)

o Other substances used inappropriately
(eg. inhalants, ketamine)

. Any other substance you may not lawfully take
(eg. no script for a prescription medicine)

What about medications?
Prescription and over the counter medications can
reduce the levet of impairment associated with it lness.
However, the impact of medication varies between
individuals and may be affected by other drugs you are
taking, alcohot, or other factors. Use of prescription
and over the counter medications should be consistent
with your doctor's directions and/or the manufacturer's
recommendations.

It is important not to perform duties in an operational
capacity or a crit ical area if you are taking medication
that may impair your work performance. lf you have
taken medication and you are feeting drowsy, t ired,
dizzy, shaky or sick, then you should report this to your
manager/supervisor.

When reporting for duty for a rostered shift

While on dutv for a rostered shift

White on call on a rotational basis for dutv



How do I contact the ADA?
For more information:

Atcohol & Drug Awareness Unit
6th Floor Police Headquarters
zoo Roma Street
Brisbane Qld +ooo

Administration: o7 3364 6t86

Manager: o7 336462to

Senior Alcohol & Drug Advisott o7 3364 3oz4

Testing Coordinator: o7 3364 6zo7

Health Education Officer: 07 3364 4935

Emait: Alcohot and Drug Awareness

Alcohol & Drug
Awareness Unit


